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Abstract 
 

Recently, it was found that brain capillary pericytes play a significant role in 

controlling cerebral blood flow. Pericytes may therefore also play an 

important pathological role when cerebral blood flow is compromised, both 

acutely, as occurs during ischaemic stroke, and chronically, as occurs in 

Alzheimer’s disease. In this thesis I have investigated the role of brain 

capillary pericytes as follows.  

(1) Ischaemia: Pericytes have been suggested to constrict capillaries and 

subsequently die in rigor during ischaemia, making them a therapeutic target 

after acute stroke when a long-lasting decrease of cerebral blood flow occurs 

despite re-opening of the occluded artery. I confirmed that pericytes constrict 

and die in rigor during ischaemia and demonstrated that the L-type Ca2+ 

channel blocker nimodipine inhibits ischaemia-induced pericyte constriction. 

(2) Alzheimer’s disease (AD): Vascular compromise occurs early in AD and 

amyloid β (Aβ) has been shown to reduce cerebral blood flow. In the cerebral 

vasculature most resistance is in capillaries, so Aβ might primarily act on 

contractile capillary pericytes. I used live and fixed human tissue to establish 

disease-relevance, and rodent experiments to define mechanism, to show 

that Aβ constricts brain capillaries at pericyte locations. Applying soluble Aβ 

oligomers to live human cortical tissue constricted capillaries by 25%. Using 

rat cortical slices this was shown to reflect Aβ evoking capillary pericyte 

contraction, with an EC50 of 4.7 nM, by generating reactive oxygen species 

and activating endothelin ET-A receptors. In freshly-fixed diagnostic biopsies 

from human patients investigated for cognitive decline, mean capillary 

diameters were 8.1% less in patients showing Aβ deposition than in patients 

without Aβ deposition. For patients with Aβ deposition, capillary diameter was 

31% less at pericyte somata than away from the somata, predicting a halving 

of blood flow. Constriction of capillaries by Aβ will contribute to the cerebral 

energy deficit occurring in AD, which promotes further Aβ generation. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Overview 

It has recently been found that brain capillary pericytes - contractile 

cells that can alter capillary diameter, and hence the resistance to blood flow 

- play a significant role in regulating cerebral blood flow to appropriately meet 

the energy demands of neural activity (Hall et al., 2014). Pericytes may 

therefore also play an important in pathologies where cerebral blood flow is 

compromised, both acutely, as occurs during ischaemic stroke (Ames et al., 

1968; Hall et al., 2014; Majno et al., 1967), and chronically, as occurs in 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (Iadecola, 2013; Iturria-Medina et al., 2016; Love 

and Miners, 2016). In this thesis I will describe experiments investigating the 

role played by brain capillary pericytes in both of these disorders, as follows.  

(1) Ischaemia: It has been shown that pericytes constrict capillaries and 

subsequently die in rigor during ischaemia (Hall et al., 2014), making them an 

attractive therapeutic target in acute stroke. In this component of the thesis I 

will attempt to pharmacologically block pericyte constriction, and subsequent 

death in rigor, during simulated ischaemia. 

(2) Alzheimer’s Disease: Investigations into the vascular effects of Aβ in AD 

have focused on arteries and arterioles (Deane et al., 2003; Dietrich et al., 

2010; Niwa et al., 2001), but in the brain parenchyma the majority of the 

vascular resistance is located in capillaries (Gould et al., 2017). In this 

component of the thesis I will investigate whether capillary pericytes are 

affected by Aβ oligomers, the molecular species that show a concentration 

that correlates best with cognitive decline in AD (Attems et al., 2004; Benilova 

et al., 2012; Caughley and Lansbury, 2003; Glabe, 2006; Klein et al., 2001). 
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Where possible (to maximise disease relevance), I use living human brain 

slices derived from neurosurgically-resected brain tissue (removed to access 

tumours) to study acute responses to Aβ and rapidly-fixed human brain 

biopsy tissue (with or without Aβ deposition) to assess pericyte responses to 

long-term accumulation of Aβ in AD. The mechanisms of effects seen in 

human tissue were then defined in more readily available rodent brain slices. 

1.2 Brain Energy use and Neurovascular Coupling 

1.2.1 Brain Energy 

Normal functioning of the human brain is critically dependent on a high 

consumption of energy (derived from glucose and oxygen delivered in the 

blood), which is used mainly to reverse the ion fluxes that underlie synaptic 

potentials and action potentials (Attwell & Laughlin, 2001). ATP is generated 

from the complete oxidation of glucose within the mitochondria of neurons 

and glia (glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation generate ~7% and 93% of 

ATP respectively). This ATP is mainly consumed (ignoring cell housekeeping 

energy use) on the reversal of ion fluxes through synaptic receptors (50%), 

reversal of Na+ entry for action potentials (22%), reversal of Na+ entry at the 

resting potential (20)%, recycling glutamate (4%) and reversal of presynaptic 

Ca2+ entry (4%) (Harris et al., 2012). Powering human brain cells is 

energetically expensive and whilst the human brain comprises only 2% of the 

body’s mass, it consumes ~20% of the total oxygen used by the body (Mink 

et al., 1981). Moreover, if the energy supply of brain cells (which have 

virtually no fuel reserve) is compromised (as occurs during ischaemic stroke 

and cardiac arrest), they quickly become injured or die (Iadecola, 2017). To 

ensure that the fluctuating activity-dependent energy requirements of neurons 
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are met, the brain has evolved ‘neurovascular coupling’ mechanisms to 

regulate energy supply, which increase the blood flow to regions where 

neurons are active - a response termed ‘functional hyperaemia’ (Attwell et al., 

2010). Once delivered to an active area, glucose must then be transferred 

from the blood to brain cells, where it is used to generate ATP, converted to 

other forms of energy substrate (such as lactate or glutamate) or converted in 

astrocytes to the only energy reserve the brain has, i.e. glycogen (McKenna 

et al., 2016; Waitt et al., 2017). 

In this introduction to the thesis I will give an overview of the ‘flow’ of 

energy from blood to neurons. I will start with a description of the 

macroscopic blood supply and microvasculature of the brain, since this 

backround is necessary to understand the how ischaemic stroke occurs in the 

brain. I will then describe the cellular components and signaling pathways 

involved in neurovascular coupling, which provide essential context for my 

experiments trying to manipulate regulation of blood flow at the capillary level. 

Particular emphasis will be given to the important roles played by astrocytes 

and capillary pericytes (key components of the neurovascular unit). This will 

be followed by a description of the important role of pericytes in cerebral 

ischaemia (which causes stroke) and Alzheimer’s disease, with relevant 

background given for both pathologies.  

1.2.2 Brain blood supply at a macroscopic level 

The arterial supply of the cerebrum is divided into two separate 

systems: the deep perforating arteries which primarily arise at the base of the 

brain from the circle of Willis (see below) or its immediate branches, and the 

leptomeningeal arteries (pial arteries), which form an anastamotic network on 
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the surface of the hemispheres and stem from the terminal branches of the 

anterior, middle and posterior cerebral arteries, and the anterior choroidal 

artery. Both the deep perforator and leptomeningeal systems are supplied by 

a pair of anterior and posterior arteries (the internal carotid arteries and the 

vertebral arteries, respectively) and ultimately converge back towards each 

other, having passed through the cortical layers and the deep grey structures, 

respectively, to merge in the deepest areas of the subcortical white matter 

where there is a watershed area (Pantoni, 2010) (Figure 1.1).  

The carotid system is made up of three major arteries: the common 

carotid, internal carotid (described below) and the external carotid. The right 

common carotid begins at the level of the sternoclavicular notch from the 

brachiocephalic artery, whilst the left carotid arises directly from the aortic 

arch. The common carotid arteries climb in the neck to the level of 4th cervical 

vertebra (just below the level of the angle of the jaw), where they each divide 

into the external and internal carotid arteries.  

Entering the base of the skull through the floor of the cavernous sinus, 

the internal carotid artery runs forward to puncture its roof medial to the 

anterior clenoid process. Opposite the optic canal, where the ophthalmic 

artery branches off, the internal carotid artery then arches backward over the 

roof of the cavernous sinus before turning upwards once more, lateral to the 

optic chiasm. Here, the internal carotid artery ends by dividing into the 

anterior and middle cerebral arteries, and the posterior communicating artery.  

 The vertebral artery enters the cranium through the foramen magnum 

and winds gradually around to the anterior aspect of the brainstem to join its 
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counterpart from the opposite side, to form the singular basilar artery at the 

inferior border of the pons. After continuing superiorly, it divides into the two 

posterior cerebral arteries in the midline at the upper border of the pons. 

 By means of the anterior communicating arteries, which connect the 

anterior cerebral arteries, and the posterior communicating arteries, which 

unite the middle and posterior cerebral arteries, blood flowing from the carotid 

and vertebral systems becomes continuous in the circle of Willis (Figure 1.1), 

which rests in the interpeduncular cistern beneath the forebrain close to the 

optic chiasm and infundibulum of the pituitary gland. 

 The anterior cerebral artery for each hemisphere initially runs 

anteriorly above the optic nerve before turning upwards and running 

backwards over the corpus callosum in the longitudinal fissure. It is joined to 

its counterpart from the opposite hemisphere by the anterior communicating 

artery. This artery, through its superficial branches, supplies the anterior three 

quarters of the medial surface of the frontal lobe, including its medial-orbital 

surface, the frontal pole, a length of the lateral surface of the cerebral 

hemisphere along the superior border, and the anterior four fifths of the 

corpus callosum. Deep perforator branches of each anterior cerebral artery- 

the anterior lenticulostriate arteries and the recurrent artery of Heubner, arise 

proximally (near the circle of Willis) to supply the anterior limb of the internal 

capsule, the inferior portion of the head of the caudate nucleus and the 

anterior part of the globus pallidus.  

 Each middle cerebral artery breaks up into superficial and deep 

hemisphere branches as it passes laterally in the lateral cerebral sulcus. 
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Through its cortical branches it supplies the lateral convexity of the cerebral 

hemisphere encompassing the cortex and white matter of the frontal lobe, 

parietal lobe and superior parts of the temporal lobe and insula. The deep 

medial and lateral lenticulostriate branches of the middle cerebral arteries 

supply the putamen, part of the head and body of the caudate nucleus and 

the corona radiate. 

 The vertebral arteries and their important branches (the posterior 

inferior cerebellar and anterior spinal arteries) supply the majority of blood to 

the medulla, the medial lemniscus and nearly all of the lateral medullary 

region, the restiform body, the posteroinferior part of the cerebellar 

hemispheres and the ventral portion of the spinal cord.  

 The basilar artery along with its important branches (the superior 

cerebellar, anterior inferior cerebellar, and the pontine and labyrinthine 

arteries) supply the pons, the middle and superior cerebellar peduncles, the 

inner ear, the high midbrain and the medial subthalamic regions.  

 The posterior cerebral artery (terminal branch of the basilar) is joined 

by the posterior communicating artery branch of the internal carotid artery as 

it twists around the cerebral peduncles. The posterior cerebral artery and its 

perforator branches supply deep structures in the brain including the 

thalamus, substantia nigra, red nucleus, mammillary bodies, the lateral 

geniculate body as well as the posterior limb of the internal capsule. Its 

superficial, terminal branches supply the inferior surface of the occipital lobe, 

all of the temporal lobe (except the lateral surface) and the medial surface of 
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the occipital lobe (Hall-Craggs, 1990; Ropper and Brown, 2005; Tatu, Vuillier 

and Moulin, 2014). 

 The deep perforator branches of the cerebral arteries (described 

above) penetrate the brain via the anterior, posterior and lateral perforated 

substances. The perforator arteries stemming from the internal carotid artery, 

anterior and middle cerebral arteries, anterior communicating artery and 

anterior choroidal artery (the latter originates from the internal carotid artery 

and exceptionally from the middle cerebral artery) pass through the anterior 

perforator substance. Perforating arteries arising from the posterior cerebral 

artery enter the brain through the posterior perforated substance forming the 

interpenduncular arteries, which are classed as three rami: only the superior 

rami (thalamoperforating arteries) supply blood to the hemispheres; the 

middle and inferior rami supply the brainstem. The posterior cerebral artery 

also gives rise to the thalamogeniculate branches and the posterior choroidal 

arteries to supply blood to the thalamus and geniculate bodies. 

 The posterior communicating artery gives rise to perforating branches, 

most notably the premamillary artery, which passes through the lateral 

perforator substance. Rarely, a single arterial trunk - the artery of Percheron 

arises from the PCA to supply the paramedian thalami and the 

rostral midbrain bilaterally. (Tatu, Vuillier and Moulin, 2014). 

1.2.3 Cortical blood supply at a microscopic level 

The major cerebral arteries and their cortical branches supply the 

cerebral cortex from the surface by giving rise to a lattice of pial arterioles 

(with several layers of smooth muscle cells separated from the endothelium 
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by a prominent elastic lamina (Rogendorf & Cervós-Navarro, 1977)). These  

arterioles run, anastomose and penetrate into the brain cortex (along with 

surfacing intracortical veins) beneath the arachnoid mater of the 

hemispheres. The multiple anastomoses of the pial arteries reduce the loss of 

blood flow to the cortex when one pial artery becomes blocked (Shih et al., 

2013). As pial arterioles plunge into the brain parenchyma, forming so-called 

penetrating arterioles, they do so surrounded by an extension of the 

subarachnoid space, the Virchow-Robin space, which is delineated by the 

vascular basement membrane and the glia limitans (Iadecola, 2017; Jones, 

1970; Zhang et al., 1990).  

Using corrosion casting of the human brain vasculature, Duvernoy 

classified human brain arterioles into six groups according to their depth and 

branching pattern. Group 1 arterioles dive only to the depth of cortical layer 1 

(molecular layer) and may extend to cortical layer 2 (external granular layer), 

whilst Group 2 vessels reach the superficial part of cortical layer 3 (pyramidal 

layer). The most densely vascularized of the cortical layers- cortical layer 4 

(the internal granular layer) is reached by Group 3 arterioles. Group 4 

arterioles reach the multiform layer and inner limit of the subcortical white 

matter. Group 5 arterioles penetrate through the full thickness of the cortex 

and into the white matter, supplying all cortical layers as they pass through. 

Group 6 vessels are devoid of branches as they pass through the cortical 

layers to penetrate deepest and supply the subcortical white matter 

(Duvernoy et al., 1981). 

 Penetrating arterioles, as they progress deeper, replace their single 

layer of continuous smooth muscle cells with non-continuous spans of 
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smooth muscle cells (Rogendorf & Cervós-Navarro, 1977)) to become 

intraparenchymal arterioles, which display a less distinct elastic lamina. At 

this level, the glial membrane and vascular basement membrane come closer 

together to obliterate the perivascular space and the arteriole becomes 

enwrapped by astrocytic endfeet.  

 Branching further, intraparenchymal arterioles lose their smooth 

muscle cell wall (but retain their close apposition of astrocyte endfeet) and 

give rise to the dense and highly collateralised capillary bed, which has 

evolved to ensure adequate and adaptable delivery of O2 and glucose to 

neurons. The diffusion distance from a neuron to an adjacent capillary rarely 

exceeds 15µm (Iadecola, 2017; Jones, 1970; Winkler et al., 2014; Zhang et 

al., 1990). Capillaries are covered by spatially isolated pericytes (discussed in 

detail below) - mural cells embedded within the basement membrane - which 

extend circumferential and longitudinal processes around and along the 

vessel wall, and of which a sub-population are contractile (Grant et al., 2017; 

Hall et al., 2014; Mishra et al., 2016; Peppiatt et al., 2006). 

 Throughout this microvascular bed, effective and robust neurovascular 

intercommunication is dependent upon the coordinated action of the multiple 

cell types that constitute the ‘neurovascular unit’ (NVU): neurons, vascular 

cells (endothelial cells, vascular smooth muscle cells, pericytes) and glial 

cells (astrocyte endfeet and microglia) (Bell et al., 2010; Winkler et al., 2011). 

1.2.4 Cerebral small vessel disease and its classification 

 Pathological processes of various aetiologies affecting cerebral 

capillaries, small arteries, arterioles and venules may be grouped together 
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and referred to as cerebral small vessel disease. It must be remembered 

however, that the term small vessel disease often has different meanings, 

depending its contextual usage (in the pathological, clinical and neuroimaging 

arenas), and is commonly exlusively applied to diseases of arterial/arteriolar 

vessels (and not capillaries and venules). Small vessel diseases are usually 

systemic disorders and affect several different organs, though some small 

vessel pathological processes predominantly or even exclusively affect the 

brain. Indeed, cerebral small vessel disease is thought to be the most 

frequent neurological disease, and plays a crucial role in three major 

overlapping fields: stroke, dementia and ageing. For example, in most cases 

of neuropathologically confirmed Alzheimer’s disease, post-mortem 

examination reveals parenchymal vascular disease- both amyloid angiopathy 

and arteriosclerotic small vessel disease (Pantoni, 2010).  

 Arterioscletotic disease (including fibrinoid necrosis, lipohyalinosis, 

microatheroma, microaneurysms and segmental disorganization) and 

sporadic and hereditary cerebral amyloid angiopathy represent (according to 

a recently proposed aetiological classification of cerebral small vessel 

diseases) the two most prevalent types of small vessel diseases of cerebal 

small vessels – Type 1 and Type 2, respectively. Type 3 cerebral small 

vessel diseases comprise inherited or genetic small vessels diseases (distinct 

from cerebral amyloid angiopathy), such as cerebral autosomal dominant 

arteriopathy with subcortical ischaemic strokes and leukoencephalopathy 

(CADASIL) and Fabry’s disease. Type 4 disorders represent inflammatory 

and immunologically mediated cerebral small vessel diseases including 

primary angiitis of the CNS and vasculitis associated with connective tissure 
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disorders such as systemic lupus erythematosus and Sjögren’s syndrome, 

whilst Type 5 cerebral small vessel disease represents venous collagenosis, 

where deposition of collagen thickens the walls of small veins and venules 

located close to the lateral ventricles, resulting in luminal narrowing and 

sometimes vessel occlusion. Finally, Type 6 cerebral small vessel disease is 

comprised of all other disorders of small vessels, such as radiation-induced 

vasculopathy and non-amyloid microvessel degeneration in Alzheimer’s 

disease (Pantoni, 2010).  

1.2.5 Neurovascular coupling and functional hyperaemia: ‘feedback’ and 

‘feedforward’ mechanisms 

In the past, there was a prevailing concept that functional hyperaemia 

resulted from active neurons generating a metabolic signal, such as a fall in 

O2 or glucose concentration or a rise in carbon dioxide concentration 

(‘negative feedback signaling’: Cohen et al., 1997).  It was also believed that 

cerebral blood flow was regulated solely by pre-capillary arterioles because 

capillaries lack a smooth muscle wall. Over the last 30 years however, it has 

been demonstrated that (‘feedforward’) neurotransmitter-mediated 

(particularly glutamate) signaling by neurons and astrocytes also plays a key 

role in regulating cerebral blood flow, and that capillaries, in addition to 

arterioles, are likely to control blood flow (Attwell et al., 2010) (see Figs. 1.2, 

1.3 below).  

 Currently, it is thought that both ‘feedback’ and ‘feedforward’ signaling 

pathways are involved in coordinating the hyperaemic response, and that 

both pathways may work in concert to mediate neurovascular coupling at the 
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arteriolar and the capillary levels (Iadecola, 2017; Attwell et al., 2010): Driving 

the ‘feedforward’ signal, glutamate release from active synapses activates 

post-synaptic glutamate receptor (GluRs), triggering Ca2+-dependent 

signaling pathways. These result in the release of vasoactive factors 

(including K+, nitric oxide and prostanoids) to elicit a vascular response in 

local arterioles and capillaries. In tandem, ‘feedback’ mechanisms may be 

triggered when a reduction in tissue O2 (hypoxia) from increased energy use 

(induced by neuronal activation) or the accumulation of vasodilatory 

metabolic by-products (adenosine, CO2, H+ and lactate) drive an additional 

feedback component to secure an appropriate increase in blood flow to meet 

the metabolic demands of the tissue (Freeman & Li, 2016; Iadecola, 2013).  

1.2.6 Neuronal control of neurovascular coupling 

Neuronal signaling is thought to be the primary initiator of the local 

vascular response (see Fig. 1.2), with neurons signaling either directly to the 

vasculature or through intermediary cells such as astrocytes (see sections 

1.2.6 – 1.2.13 below). Direct neuronal signaling has been shown to depend 

upon synaptic glutamate release activating N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) 

receptors (assumed to be predominantly on postsynaptic interneurons, where 

nitric oxide synthase is expressed; Brenman et al., 1996; Kornau et al., 1995, 

although there is a suggestion that NMDA receptors are also present on 

endothelial cells: András et al., 2007; Krizbai et al., 1998; Sharp et al., 2003) 

and α-amino-3-hydroxyl-5-methyl-4-isoxazole propionic acid (AMPA) 

receptors. These increase intracellular [Ca2+], activating the Ca2+-dependent 

enzymes neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) and cyclooxygenase 2 

(COX-2). nNOS and COX-2 produce the powerful vasodilators NO and 
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prostaglandins, respectively (Attwell et al., 2010). Neuron-derived adenosine 

and K+ (at a K+ concentration less than 12mM) are also potent vasodilators 

(Iadecola, 1993; Filosa et al., 2006; Ko et al., 1990) and may too participate 

in increasing cortical blood flow, either directly or via astrocytes. Moreover, 

inhibitory γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) interneurons express vasoactive 

agents (such as the vasoconstrictors neuropeptide Y (NPY) and vasoactive 

intestinal peptide (VIP), and vasodilatory nNOS), and are also likely to play a 

prominent role in mediating functional hyperaemia (Cauli and Hamel, 2010; 

Uhlirova et al., 2016b; Iadecola, 2017). 

 Aminergic and cholinergic neurons also participate in regulating 

vascular tone. There are diffuse adrenergic, dopaminergic, serotinergic and 

cholinergic projections from several subcortical nuclei: the locus coeruleus, 

the ventral tegmental area, the raphe and the basal forebrain, respectively. 

Projections from these nuclei frequently terminate near astrocytic endfeet 

(Cohen et al., 1996; Hamel, 2006) and are thought to possess a less spatially 

localised capability to regulate resting cerebral blood flow. The amine 

transmitters are vasoconstricting and provide a basal constricting tone to 

arterioles (and pericytes) against which the vasodilators can cause relaxation 

and locally increase flow (Cohen et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 1995; Hamel, 

2006; Toussay et al., 2013; Iadecola, 2017). Acetylcholine, on the other hand, 

provides a spatially poorly localised increase of blood flow (Biesold et al., 

1989; Sato et al., 2001). 

 In addition to direct signaling from neurons to the vasculature, 

astrocytes can transmit signals from neurons to the vasculature to increase 

local cerebral blood flow (described in detail below). It has been proposed 
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that synaptic glutamate release activates type 1 metabotropic glutamate 

receptors (mGluR1 and mGluR5) on astrocytes, triggering astrocytic [Ca2+] 

rises and astrocytic production of vasoactive agents (Gordon et al., 2008; 

Mulligan & MacVicar, 2004; Zonta et al., 2003), although a lack of mGluRs on 

astrocytes in adult animals and further investigation have led to the idea that 

astrocyte [Ca2+]I may rise as a result of activation of astrocyte P2X1 receptors 

(Sun et al., 2013; Mishra et al., 2016). Interestingly, the pathway by which 

dilation is evoked at the arteriole level may differ from that by which blood 

flow is increased by capillary dilation, as discussed below, with astrocytes 

being mainly involved in signalling to capillary pericytes (Mishra et al., 2016; 

Biesecker et al., 2016). 

1.2.7 The role of astrocytes in regulating blood flow and energy supply 

in the CNS 

Astrocytes, with ‘endfoot’ processes abutting blood vessels supplying 

glucose, and finer processes surrounding synapses (the brain’s major energy 

consumers), are potentially important regulators of brain energy supply. 

There continues to be intense debate, however, about the role of astrocytes, 

both in regulating local blood flow to power active neurons, and in 

transforming glucose to other molecules that are the immediate substrate for 

ATP production. 

1.2.8 The role of astrocyte [Ca2+]i transients in adjusting brain energy 

supply 

Astrocytes, which are present in the brain at similar numbers to 

neurons (von Bartheld et al., 2016), are ideally positioned between the 

vasculature and neurons to fulfil several key roles in regulating the flow of 
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energy to neurons, including mediation of neurovascular coupling. Astrocytes 

extend fine processes that ensheath neuronal synapses and more substantial 

‘endfeet’ that wrap much of the surface of the brain vasculature. For example, 

astrocyte processes cover ~63% of the surface area of capillaries, with most 

of the rest of the endothelial tube being covered by pericytes (the role of 

which is discussed below), and <1% of the endothelium facing clefts between 

these cells (Mathiiesen et al., 2010). This topographical arrangement allows 

astrocytes to detect changes in neuronal activity (and hence metabolic 

demand) by sensing neurotransmitter release, and to relay this information to 

the vasculature to alter the energy supply. Regulation of blood flow is 

achieved by vascular smooth muscle cells and pericytes altering their tone to 

adjust the diameter of arterioles and capillaries respectively, and thus alter 

blood flow (discussed further below). 

 The first evidence that astrocytes are able regulate arteriole diameter 

came from brain slices, where the Carmignoto group showed that raising 

astrocyte [Ca2+]i with metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR) agonists 

dilated arterioles by generating a cyclooxygenase derivative of arachidonic 

acid (Zonta et al., 2003). Subsequently, the MacVicar group showed that 

raising astrocyte [Ca2+]i by optically uncaging Ca2+ led to arteriole constriction 

(later found to become a dilation at physiological oxygen levels (Gordon et 

al., 2008; Mulligan & MacVicar, 2004). Similarly, Nedergaard’s group reported 

that in vivo an mGluR-evoked arteriole dilation occurred in response to 

neuronal activity and was mediated by a cyclooxygenase derivative (Takano 

et al., 2003). Subsequently, there has been debate over whether the 

astrocyte [Ca2+]i transients evoked by neuronal activity are too small, too 
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slow, or too infrequent to have a causative role in neurovascular coupling 

(Lind et al., 2013; Nizar et al., 2013; Winship et al., 2007), and whether 

[Ca2+]i-raising mGluRs even exist in adult astrocytes (Sun et al., 2013). These 

arguments partly reflected the fact that conclusions had been based on 

measuring Ca2+ signals in astrocyte cell bodies, rather than in the fine 

astrocyte processes near synapses which presumably respond first to 

neuronal activity. In addition, these studies employed bulk loading of Ca2+-

sensing dyes, which may go into both astrocytes and neurons, making it hard 

to be certain which cell type is generating observed Ca2+ signal (Bazargani & 

Attwell, 2016; Otsu et al., 2015; Reeves et al., 2011). 

 In addition to releasing enzyme-derived chemical messengers, 

astrocyte [Ca2+]i transients driven by neuronal activity may also signal to 

blood vessels by releasing K+ ions onto vessels, through Ca2+-activated K+ 

(BK) channels in astrocyte endfeet (Filosa et al., 2006). In the physiological 

voltage range, increasing [K+]o hyperpolarises vascular smooth muscle, by 

increasing the conductance of, and thus increasing outward current through, 

inward rectifier K+ channels. This hyperpolarisation reduces Ca2+ influx 

through voltage-gated channels, and leads to vessel dilation. A similar 

mechanism has been suggested to initiate a propagating hyperpolarization 

along capillary endothelial cells, to send a signal instructing arterioles to dilate 

(see secton 1.2.13 below) (Longden et al., 2017). 

1.2.9 Astrocytes mediate neurovascular coupling at the capillary level 

Despite a general focus on neurovascular coupling at the arteriole 

level, it was recently demonstrated that the majority of the hydraulic 

resistance (which can be reduced to increase blood flow in the cortical 
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vasculature) is located in capillaries rather than arterioles (Blinder et al., 

2013; Gould et al., 2017). This has shifted attention to the role of pericytes - 

spatially isolated contractile cells on capillaries - in controlling cerebral blood 

flow. Indeed, in vivo data suggest that a major fraction of the increase in 

blood flow evoked by neuronal activity reflects active relaxation of capillary 

pericytes (Hall et al., 2014; Kisler et al., 2017). 

 Dialysing astrocytes in brain slices with a high concentration of the 

rapid calcium buffer BAPTA was found to inhibit pericyte-mediated capillary 

dilation evoked by neuronal stimulation, while having no effect on arteriole 

dilation (Mishra et al., 2016) (perhaps surprisingly, given previous reports 

(Gordon et al., 2008; Takano et al., 2006) of astrocyte [Ca2+] regulating 

arteriole dilation), suggesting a role for astrocyte [Ca2+]i transients in 

regulating brain energy supply at the capillary level. Further pharmacological 

analysis demonstrated that the signalling evoked by neuronal activity to dilate 

the two types of vessel in brain slices was different. Arterioles were dilated by 

nitric oxide release (presumably from interneurons), and capillaries were 

dilated by prostaglandin E2, which was generated from arachidonic acid 

derived from the sequential action (in astrocytes) of phospholipase D2, 

diacylglycerol lipase and cyclooxygenase 1. (Note however that other studies 

(Gordon et al., 2008; Takano et al., 2006) have reported that arachidonic acid 

metabolites such as PgE2 can also dilate arterioles, suggesting that different 

neurovascular coupling mechanisms may occur in different circumstances). 

The astrocyte [Ca2+]i transients evoked by neuronal activity to initiate capillary 

dilation were surprisingly shown to be produced, not by mGluRs as discussed 

above, but by postsynaptically released ATP activating P2X1 receptors on 
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astrocytes (Mishra et al., 2016) (Fig. 1.3). Similarly, in the retina, astrocyte 

(Müller cell) [Ca2+]i transients were found to dilate intermediate layer 

capillaries but not arterioles (Biesecker et al., 2016). It has been suggested 

that a low level of neuronal activity can evoke arteriole dilation in the absence 

of astrocyte endfoot [Ca2+]i transients, which are only detectable when a 

higher level of neuronal activity occurs (Institoris et al., 2015) and it will be 

interesting to determine whether this dilation is mediated by NO, as found by 

Mishra et al. (2016). If so, this might imply that low levels of neuronal activity 

increase blood flow solely by dilating arterioles, while higher activity also 

dilates capillaries via astrocytes and pericytes.  

 The control of capillary diameter by astrocytes and pericytes may be 

relevant to developing strategies for preventing deleterious decreases of 

blood flow that occur in pathology (discussed in detail below). After ischaemia 

(Hall et al., 2014), in epilepsy (Leal-Campanario et al., 2017) and in spinal 

cord injury models (Li et al., 2016) localised constrictions of capillaries 

produced by pericytes reduce local blood flow, which will contribute to 

neurodegeneration. An important issue for the future will be whether the 

control of pericyte tone by astrocytes can be harnessed therapeutically to 

maintain a normal energy supply to the tissue in such situations. 

1.2.10 Tonic regulation of cerebral blood flow by astrocytes 

Changes of blood flow evoked by neuronal activity, in part generated 

through astrocytes as discussed above, initiate the signals detected by the 

widely used BOLD fMRI (blood oxygen level dependent functional magnetic 

resonance imaging) technique. However, a tonic regulation of cerebral blood 

flow by astrocytes may be of equal importance for brain function. Introducing 
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the calcium chelator BAPTA into astrocytes in brain slices was found to 

produce a constriction of arterioles that was prevented by blocking 

cyclooxygenase 1, but was unaffected by blocking neuronal activity with TTX 

(Rosenegger et al., 2015). Thus, either the mean resting level of astrocyte 

[Ca2+]i, or [Ca2+]i transients generated independently of action potentials, may 

tonically activate the prostaglandin-mediated pathway described above 

(Mishra et al., 2016), although it is surprising that in this case it is affecting 

arterioles rather than capillary pericytes. Recently, astrocyte [Ca2+]i transients 

generated independently of action potential evoked transmitter release were 

characterised as resulting from bursts of Ca2+ efflux through the mitochondrial 

permeability transition pore (Agarwal et al., 2017). Although these transients 

occur in TTX, their rate was raised when neuronal activity was increased by 

blocking synaptic inhibition with picrotoxin. This may occur because the 

mitochondrial permeability transition pore opens more when demand for 

oxidative phosphorylation is greater during neuronal activity (Agarwal et al., 

2017). If so, this would provide another astrocyte-mediated mechanism to 

increase the supply of glucose and oxygen substrates for oxidative 

phosphorylation when needed. 

 Another way in which astrocytes may play a key role in regulating 

cerebral blood flow tonically is in response to changes of CO2 level (Howarth 

et al., 2017). When [CO2] rises, astrocyte [Ca2+]i rises, possibly as a result of 

activation of Na+/HCO3
-- co-transport into the cell followed by a slowing or 

reversal of Na/Ca2+ exchange (Turovsky et al., 2016). This [Ca2+]i rise 

activates cyclooxygenase 1 (COX1) to generate vasodilating prostaglandin 

E2. The enzyme downstream of COX1 that synthesizes prostaglandin E2 
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depends for its activity on glutathione, which can fall in concentration in 

disease or old age, suggesting a possible mechanism by which cerebral 

blood flow and energy supply might be reduced in these conditions (Howarth 

et al., 2017). 

1.2.11 Signalling from the vasculature to neurons via astrocytes  

Remarkably, communication between neurons and the vasculature via 

astrocytes may be bidirectional. Increasing the flow and pressure within 

arterioles in brain slices has been found to constrict the arterioles and raise 

[Ca2+]i in astrocyte processes via activation of TRPV4 channels (Kim et al., 

2015). This astrocyte [Ca2+]i rise leads, perhaps via release of the 

gliotransmitter ATP which is converted extracellularly into adenosine, to 

increased spiking activity of inhibitory interneurons and a hyperpolarization 

and decreased spiking activity of pyramidal neurons (Kim et al., 2015). At 

present the functional significance of this pathway for matching neuronal 

activity to supply of energy substrates is uncertain. 

1.2.12 Astrocyte control of neuronal energy use 

After arriving in the blood, glucose crosses cerebral vascular 

endothelial cells via facilitative (sodium-independent) GLUT1 glucose 

transporters, before uptake mainly via GLUT1 and GLUT3 into glial cells and 

neurons, respectively (Fig. 1.3). Here, it undergoes conversion to glucose-6-

phosphate by hexokinase, before being processed by the glycolysis pathway 

to generate ATP and pyruvate, by the pentose phosphate pathway to 

generate NADPH, or (in astrocytes only) being converted to the energy store 

glycogen (Mergenthaler et al., 2013). Pyruvate generated by glycolysis can 

either be used directly (in the same cell) by oxidative phosphorylation to 
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generate a much larger amount of ATP per glucose than glycolysis provides, 

or can be converted to lactate and exported from the cell, either to be lost 

from the brain or to be taken up into another cell and converted back to 

pyruvate to be used in oxidative phosphorylation (Mergenthaler et al., 2013).  

 Neurons are the principal consumers of brain energy (~80%), which 

they use mainly to reverse the ion entry generating synaptic and action 

potentials (see above) (Attwell & Laughlin, 2001). The vasculature-wrapping 

morphology of astrocytes described above might suggest that glucose may 

be initially transferred from blood vessels into astrocytes before being 

distributed to neurons through the astrocyte cytoplasm, and even through 

astrocyte-astrocyte gap junctions to more distant regions (Rouach et al., 

2008) (although modelling based on transporter data (Simpson et al., 2007) 

has indicated that most glucose could in fact reach neurons by diffusion 

through the extracellular space: Fig. 1.3). The influential astrocyte-neuron 

lactate shuttle (ANLS) hypothesis (Pellerin & Magistretti, 2012) proposed an 

appealing mechanism by which neuronal activity could thus be linked to 

energy supply. When neurons are active and releasing glutamate, uptake of 

the glutamate into astrocytes and its subsequent conversion to glutamine 

were postulated to trigger glycolysis in the astrocytes, generating lactate 

(made from pyruvate via astrocytic lactate dehydrogenase (LDH): Fig. 1.3) 

that could then be exported to neurons and used as fuel for oxidative 

phosphorylation (after conversion by neuronal LDH back to pyruvate). Export 

of the lactate would occur via monocarboxylate transporters (MCTs) or 

perhaps a channel-based mechanism (Sotelo-Hitschfeld et al., 2015). 
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 The ANLS hypothesis was based partly on the affinities of the LDH 

and MCT isoforms present in neurons and astrocytes being suited to transfer 

lactate from astrocytes to neurons, however the overall direction of the lactate 

flux is determined by concentrations of the reactants involved in the reactions 

catalysed by LDH and not by the MCT and LDH affinities (Bak &  Schousboe, 

2017). The ANLS hypothesis was also based on the notion that astrocytes 

are much more glycolytic than neurons, which were hypothesised to generate 

ATP by oxidative phosphorylation using astrocyte-derived lactate as a 

substrate. Indeed, 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-biphosphatase 3 

(Pfkfb3), which promotes glycolysis by converting fructose-6-phosphate to 

fructose-2,6-bisphosphate which allosterically activates the rate-limiting 

glycolytic enzyme phosphofructokinase, is more highly expressed in 

astrocytes than in neurons (Herrero-Mendez et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2016). 

Further downstream in glycolysis, astrocytes and neurons differ in the splice 

variant they express of the enzyme pyruvate kinase, which generates 

pyruvate from phosphoenolpyruvate, as a result of which it has been 

suggested that astrocytes are more able than neurons to regulate their 

glycolytic rate to match the prevailing energetic conditions (Zhang et al., 

2014). Furthermore, in cultured cells, the activity of pyruvate dehydrogenase 

(PDH), which regulates entry of pyruvate into the TCA cycle, is more inhibited 

by phosphorylation in astrocytes than in neurons, thus diverting pyruvate from 

the TCA cycle and promoting lactate formation (Halim et al., 2010; Zhang et 

al., 2014).  

 Despite these data suggesting that astrocytes use glycolysis more 

than neurons, it certainly is not the case that all astrocyte ATP generation is 
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via glycolysis, while all neuronal ATP is produced by lactate-fuelled oxidative 

phosphorylation in mitochondria. Tracing a fluorescent glucose analogue has 

suggested that neuronal activity promotes its uptake mainly into neurons 

rather than astrocytes, consistent with neurons being important users of 

glycolysis (Lundgaard et al., 2015). Astrocytes have mitochondria even in 

their fine processes (Derouiche et al., 2015), and indeed neuronal activity 

localises mitochondria at positions in astrocyte processes that are near 

synapses (Jackson et al., 2014; Stephen et al., 2015) presumably in order to 

power glutamate uptake that occurs there. Furthermore, if neuronal ATP were 

made using oxidative phosphorylation fuelled by astrocyte-derived lactate 

under all circumstances, then blocking LDH would inhibit the rise in oxygen 

consumption evoked by stimulating neuronal activity, but in brain slices 

blocking LDH has no such effect (Hall et al., 2012). It may be asked why the 

effect of an astrocyte-selective inducible deletion or knock-down of MCTs or 

LDH has not yet been reported (as has been performed for oligodendrocyte-

axon energetic interactions (Lee et al., 2012)), as an incisive test of the idea 

that lactate trafficking from astrocytes to neurons is crucial for neuronal 

function. In fact when this was done for MCT1 in astrocytes or MCT2 in 

neurons (Suzuki et al., 2011), although it inhibited long-term memory, it had 

no effect on memory acquisition or short-term memory, arguing against an 

obligatory role for lactate transport via MCT1 and MCT2 to power neuronal 

function on a rapid time scale (but see below). 

1.2.13 Astrocytes and long-term energy reserves 

Conversion of glucose to glycogen in astrocytes provides a limited 

reserve of energy, which may be important for sustaining neuronal function in 
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periods of intense energy use. This may occur during long-term term memory 

formation, since this is inhibited by preventing glycogenolysis or MCT-

mediated transfer of lactate to neurons (Suzuki et al., 2011). However, 

estimates from experiments blocking ATP synthesis suggest that glycogen 

can sustain neuronal function for only a few minutes (even in brain slices 

where energy use is reduced compared to the in vivo situation) (Allen et al., 

2005). A more significant long-term contribution of astrocytes to brain 

energetics lies in the fact that they take up over 90% of the glutamate 

released as a neurotransmitter - a molar amount comparable to the amount 

of glucose used by the brain (Marcaggi & Attwell, 2004). If this glutamate 

were lost to the blood, then it would be necessary to approximately double 

the glucose supply to the brain in order to provide carbon skeletons for 

glutamate synthesis, in addition to the glucose needed to make ATP. 

1.2.14 The role of endothelial cells in neurovascular coupling 

To permit co-ordinated dilation of both downstream and upstream 

vessels during hyperaemic responses (whilst avoiding deleterious ‘flow steal’ 

from interconnected territories), it is necessary for local neuronal signals to be 

conveyed to upstream arterioles remote from the area of neuronal activation 

(Segal, 2015). It has been proposed that local vascular responses to 

neuronal activity are conducted retrogradely along blood vessels to recruit 

larger pial arterioles upstream, rather than brain-derived vasoactive factors 

reaching pial arterioles by diffusion through the subarachnoid space 

(Iadecola, 1993; Ngai & Winn, 2002; Woolsey & Rovainen, 1991). There is 

increasing evidence that the endothelium, which can generate powerful 

vasoactive agents (e.g. NO, prostanoids and endothelin) is not only capable 
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of regulating blood flow in response to chemical and mechanical signals (e.g. 

blood pressure), but also plays a role in the transmission of neuronal activity 

to upstream vessels (Iadecola, 2017). Recently, it was demonstrated that a 

highly localised endothelial lesion in a single somatosensory pial arteriole 

prevented vasodilation (following somatosensory activation) being conducted 

beyond that precise location. Moreover, wide-field endothelial disruption in 

pial arteries was shown to significantly attenuate the haemodynamic 

response to neuronal activity following somatosensory stimuli, particularly the 

early, rapid increase and peak in blood flow (Chen et al., 2014).  

Propagation of vasomotor signals along the endothelium of the 

cerebral vasculature is probably initiated by activation of inwardly rectifying 

potassium (KIR) channels to generate a hyperpolarization (Longden et al., 

2017) rather than activation of Ca2+-activated potassium (KCa) channels 

(which drive endothelial vasomotor signal propagation in systemic vessels 

(Segal, 2015)). Cerebral capillary endothelial cells are exquisitely sensitive to 

K+, which is generated during neuronal activity when neurons are depolarised 

and released from astrocyte end feet when a rise in astrocyte [Ca2+]i opens 

K+ channels. A rise in [K+]o triggers endothelial cell hyperpolarisation, a 

vasodilatory signal, by increasing the conductance of inward rectifier K+ 

channels. This hyperpolarization then spreads through the endothelial cell, 

and is conducted (at a speed of 2 mm/second) to penetrating arterioles. The 

voltage spread reflects ionic currents travelling though endothelial cell gap 

junctions, and from endothelial cells to arteriolar smooth muscle cells through 

myoendothelial junctions (Longden et al., 2017; Segal, 2015). 

1.2.15 Control of cerebral blood flow by arterioles 
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 To increase blood flow, signals reflecting neuronal activity, whether 

arriving at the vasculature directly, via astrocytes or through hyperpolarising 

endothelial signals, must engage the effectors of the vasomotor response: 

arteriolar smooth muscle cells and capillary pericytes. Smooth muscle cells 

(SMCs) (classically regarded as the primary mechanical apparatus involved 

in hyperaemia) wrapped around resistance vessels are capable of contracting 

and relaxing in response to a wide range of vasoactive agents, as well as to 

changes in intra-luminal pressure, which alters vessel diameter and 

resistance to flow (Cohen et al., 1996; Cohen et al., 1997; Iadecola, 2017; 

Koller & Toth; 2012). The contractile state of SMCs is dependent upon the 

interplay between their membrane potential, intracellular Ca2+ and Ca2+-

sensitivity of the contractile apparatus, which ultimately controls the 

interaction of contractile proteins (Cipolla, 2010; Iadecola, 2017; Longden et 

al., 2017). Whilst it was previously believed that cerebral blood flow was 

regulated solely by pre-capillary arterioles (because capillaries lack a 

continuous smooth muscle wall), emerging evidence suggests that a 

subgroup of capillary pericytes contain smooth muscle actin, are contractile 

and also play a major role in controlling CNS blood flow in health and disease 

(Biesecker et al., 2016; Hall et al., 2014; Kisler et al., 2017; Li et al., 2016; 

Mishra et al., 2016; Nehls & Drenckhahn, (1991); Peppiatt et al., 2006; 

Winkler et al., 2011; Yemisci et al., 2011). 

1.2.16 Capillary pericytes 

Pericytes are isolated, multi-functional, potentially contractile cells 

apposed to capillaries, which play a crucial role in angiogenesis, blood-brain 

barrier preservation, glial scar formation and the generation of pleuripotent 
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cells (Armulik et al., 2010; Dore-Duffy et al., 2006; Göritz et al., 2011; Lindahl 

et al., 1997). Their presence was first described by Carl Josef Eberth in 1871 

and two years later by Charles-Marie Benjamin Rouget, who described them 

as contractile cells surrounding the endothelial cells of small blood vessels. In 

1923, Zimmerman termed them ‘pericytes’ because of their peri-endothelial 

location (Eberth, 1871; Krueger & Bechmann, 2010; Rouget, 1873; 

Zimmerman, 1923). 

In the central nervous system, pericytes (together with vascular smooth 

muscle cells) are thought to originate from the ectoderm-derived neural crest 

(Armulik et al., 2011). Pericyte proliferation, maturation and recruitment to, 

and stabilization of the microvasculature is reliant on paracrine and juxtacrine 

signalling between pericytes and endothelial cells (Armulik et al., 2005). 

Briefly, pericyte recruitment to vessels is dependent on platelet derived 

growth factor receptor β (PDGRFβ) secreted from endothelial cells binding to 

the PDGRFβ receptors expressed on the surface of developing  pericytes. 

Mice lacking PDGRFβ  or its receptor exhibit pericyte deficient vessels which 

leads to microvascular haemorrhage and neonatal death (Levéen et al., 

1994; Soriano, 1994; Lindahl et al., 1997; Armulik et al., 2011). Other 

pathways implicated in pericyte recruitment to the vasculature include the 

angiopoietin/TIE pathway (Armulik et al., 2011), the stromal derived factor 1-a 

(SDF-1α)/CXCR4 axis (Song et al., 2009), heparin-binding epidermal growth 

factor (HB-EBF) signalling through EGF receptors (ErbB) (Iwamoto et al., 

2003; Nanba et al., 2006), and sonic hedgehog (Shh) signalling (Passman et 

al., 2008; Lamont et al., 2010).  

To distinguish them from several other cell types populating the 
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periendothelial compartments of blood vessels (vascular smooth muscle 

cells, fibroblasts, macrophages), pericytes are defined or described using a 

combination of criteria including location, morphology and gene/protein 

expression pattern. They may be identified by their expression of platelet 

derived growth factor receptor β (PDGRFβ) (Lindahl et al., 1997; Winkler et 

al., 2010) and of neural/glial antigen 2 (NG2) (Huang et al., 2010) which is a 

co-receptor for PDGFβ. Other examples of markers (surface antigens) used 

to identify pericytes include CD13 (alanyl (membrane) amino peptidase) 

(Kunz et al., 1994) α-SMA (alpha-smooth muscle actin) (Nehls and 

Drenckhahn, 1993) and desmin (Nehls et al., 1992), although it is important 

to appreciate that there is no known pericyte-specific marker (Armulik et al., 

2011). In a  recent paper, the Nissl dye Neurotrace showed promise as a new 

tool to study pericytes (or subtypes thereof) (Damisah et al., 2017), but other 

approaches are still needed to reliably phenotype mural cells (Iadecola, 

2017). 

Pericytes are spatially isolated cells with a bump-on-a-log morphology 

(see Fig. 1.4), present on the outside of capillaries, and are enveloped by the 

vascular basement membrane (as confirmed by electron microscopy). They 

possess a prominent round nucleus which is distinguishable from the cigar 

shaped nucleus of endothelial cells. (Dore-Duffy and Cleary, 2011). Pericyte 

density along the vasculature varies between different organs but 

microvessels in the central nervous system are thought to have the greatest 

pericyte coverage with a 1:1 - 1:3.1 ratio between endothelial cells and 

pericytes. This provides an approximate 30% coverage of the abluminal 

surface (Sims, 1986; Mathiiesen et al., 2010; Armulik, 2011). For neocortical 
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capillaries in postnatal day 21 rats the pericyte soma density was found to be 

2.2±0.2 per 100µm of capillary length (Hall et al., 2014).  

Pericytes differ in their morphological characteristics and gene/protein 

expression depending on their position on the microvasculature. The location-

specific morphology and protein expression of pericytes was recently 

highlighted by Hartmann et al. (2015) using  two Cre-recombinase driver 

mouse lines, one driven by the promoter for the NG2 proteoglycan and the 

other by the promoter for PDGFRβ. They demonstrated that the single 

smooth muscle cell layer on arterioles is succeeded by ‘hybrid smooth-

muscle pericyte cells’ on pre-capillary arterioles which interlock with ‘mesh-

pericytes’ at the arteriole-capillary interface (a point of transition where 

immunostaining delineated α-SMA rich arterioles and α-SMA-poor 

capillaries). The hybrid smooth-muscle pericyte cells strongly express α-SMA, 

have a protruding ovoid cell body, are elongated in comparison to smooth 

muscle cells and enveloped the entire endothelium. Mesh pericytes on the 

capillary side of the arteriole-capillary interface possessed mesh-like 

processes which enwrap the vessel and exhibit much smaller amounts of α-

SMA. In the middle of the capillary bed, pericytes exhibited long processes 

that spanned the microvasculature in single strands or pairs which twist in a 

helical fashion. On post-capillary venules, mesh pericytes became more 

prevalent again, before giving way to venular pericytes which display a 

stellate morphology (see Fig. 1.5). Other investigators have also shown that 

pericytes with more circumferential processes at the arteriolar end of the 

capillary bed express more smooth muscle α-actin than those in the middle of 

the capillary bed, but mid-capillary pericytes have also been shown to 
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express α-SMA (Hill et al., 2015; Bandopadhay et al., 2003). 

The topographically-dictated diversity of perictye morphology and gene 

expression likely reflects the requirement for pericytes to perform disparate 

functions along the continuum of the microvasulature. Pericytes with 

circumferential processes located towards the arteriolar side of the capillary 

bed express α-SMA and appear suited to perform a contractile function 

(Grant et al., 2017). Pericytes with long, thin processes extending 

longitudinally and expressing less α-SMA (located in the middle of the 

capillary bed) may have a role in maintaining the blood-brain barrier and, in 

concert with astrocytes, may play a key role in coordinating neurovascular 

coupling (see below). Potentially, however, pericytes extending longitudinal 

processes may still be able to alter blood flow by controlling the stiffness of 

the capillary wall and regulating its deformability by passing red blood cells 

(O’Farrell et al., 2017). Pericytes located on the venular side of the capillary 

bed may have a primary role in regulating the entry of immune cells across 

the blood-brain barrier (Attwell et al., 2015). 

Given the fact that some pericytes express little or no α-smooth muscle 

actin, it has been suggested that γ-actin might mediate the contraction of 

some pericytes (Grant et al., 2017). Although there is no information on this 

for CNS pericytes, recent work found that cardiac pericytes across the 

capillary bed commonly possess γ-smooth muscle actin, as well as β -smooth 

muscle actin, in addition to α-smooth muscle actin which is found mainly in 

pericytes populating the arteriolar end of the capillary bed (DeNofrio et al., 

1989; O’Farrell et al., 2017).  
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1.2.17 Control of cerebral blood flow by capillary pericytes 

A major theme of this thesis is the control of cerebral blood flow by 

pericytes both physiologically and in pathology. In normal physiological 

conditions, alterations of pericyte tone in response to neuronal activity control 

capillary constriction and dilation to regulate cerebral blood flow (Peppiatt et 

al., 2006; Fernández-Klett et al., 2010; Hall et al., 2014). Moreover, it was 

shown that most of the noradrenergic neurons from the locus coeruleus that 

terminate near the brain vasculature, terminate nearer to capillaries than 

arterioles, suggesting that these neurons may signal to capillaries, as well as 

arterioles, to alter blood flow (Cohen et al., 1997).  

Pericytes on neocortical and cerebellar capillaries have been shown to 

undergo sustained constriction in response to application of noradrenaline in 

vitro (mimicking its release from the locus coeruleus in vivo), while application 

of glutamate, following noradrenaline-evoked constriction, leads to pericyte 

relaxation and capillary dilation (in some instances, dilation occurs without the 

requirement for pre-exposure to noradrenaline) (Hall et al., 2014). The 

pathways by which noradrenaline and glutamate alter pericyte tone in vivo 

remain incompletely understood, but it has been shown in vitro that resting 

pericyte tone may be sustained by noradrenaline and that pericyte dilation is 

dependent on two particular downstream effects of glutamate release: the 

generation of prostaglandin E2 (PgE2) by astrocytes (see above) and 

production of nitric oxide to block synthesis of the vasoconstrictor 20-HETE 

(Hall et al., 2014; Mishra et al., 2016; Peppiatt et al., 2006). Pericyte tone has 

been shown in vitro to be dependent on intracellular [Ca2+] changes: pericytes 

contract in response to intracellular [Ca2+] rises (Wu et al., 2003; Kamouchi et 
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al., 2004), with calcium influx likely to occur via L-type Ca2+ channels, agonist 

activated Ca2+ permeable channels and capacitative Ca2+ entry pathways 

(Kamouchi et al., 2004). It has also been demonstrated that electrical 

stimulation-evoked constriction of retinal perictyes is abolished in the 

absence of extracellular Ca2+, supporting the premise that pericyte 

constriction is dependent upon Ca2+ influx (Peppiatt et al., 2006) 

In vivo experiments with 2-photon imaging of mouse somatosensory 

cortex show that, in response to sensory input (electrical stimulation of the 

whisker pad), first and second order capillaries consistently dilate before 

penetrating arterioles (more than a second earlier), indicating that pericyte 

relaxation generates the initial phase of cerebral vessel dilation, and capillary 

dilation is not a passive response to increased blood pressure following 

arteriolar dilation. Additionally, resting capillary diameter was found to be 

greater in capillary regions populated by pericyte somata than in regions 

lacking pericyte somata and, following sensory stimulation, capillary 

segments apposed by pericytes dilated more than segments devoid of 

pericytes (Hall et al., 2014). Dilating capillaries may also relay a 

hyperpolarizing, vasodilatory signal to arterioles, mediated by gap junctions 

between endothelial cells, to further increase blood flow (Iadecola et al., 

1997; Peppiatt et al., 2006; Puro, 2007).  

The observation that hyperaemia is generated at vessels downstream of 

penetrating arterioles was further confirmed by Hill et al (2015) who 

investigated blood flow regulation at various locations along the vascular tree, 

in living transgenic mice with pericytes labelled by fluorescent proteins with 
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expression driven by promotors for NG2 and α-SMA. They showed that 

optogenetic activation of a light gated proton channel (channelrhodopsin 2, 

ChR2) specifically in NG2-expressing cells (smooth muscle cells and cortical 

pericytes), or whisker stimulation, or cortical spreading depolarization, 

produced diameter changes of microvessels smaller than 10 µm in diameter, 

with branch orders ranging from first to third after the penetrating arteriole 

(i.e. vessels normally called capillaries). They also demonstrated that only 

microvessels with mural cells that had a circumferential morphology and 

expressed α-SMA have the capacity to regulate blood flow. Contrary to 

convention, they defined these mural cells (even when spatially isolated) as 

smooth muscle cells, and their associated microvessels, regardless of branch 

order, as arterioles. Because of this shift in nomenclature, capillary pericytes, 

re-defined as mural cells with non-circumferential processes and no 

expression of α-SMA, are inevitably non-contractile and unable to directly 

regulate blood flow.  If differences of nomenclature are set aside however, 

the findings of Hill et al. strongly complement those of earlier work rather than 

contradicting them. 

Under normal physiological conditions therefore, capillary pericytes 

have important dual roles in regulating cerebral blood flow. First, they detect 

increased metabolic demand in areas of neuronal activity and second, they 

effect a response by dilating capillaries to increase blood flow to those areas, 

whilst possibly triggering arteriolar dilation to further augment cerebral blood 

flow. 

1.3 Structure and circuitry of the neocortex 
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In this thesis the role of capillary pericytes in controlling blood flow 

during ischaemia and in Alzheimer’s disease is examined in the neocortex. 

This section gives an overview of the structure and function of the cortex. 

 The grey matter of the cerebral cortex in humans is 2-3 mm thick, highly 

convoluted (such that its surface area is several hundred square centimetres) 

and made up of six distinct layers containing hundreds of different neuronal 

types and a diverse range of glia. Within it, neurons come in 2 main varieties. 

Glutamatergic pyramidal neurons, so called because of their prominent, 

typically superficial-pointing apical dendrites, are excitatory in nature. GABA 

(γ-aminobutyric acid)-containing inhibitory neurons (also called local circuit 

neurons or interneurons), possess a more diverse morphology, e.g. basket 

cells with characteristic axonal ramifications forming ‘baskets’ around cell 

bodies and chandelier cells which make multiple strings of contact 

(‘chandeliers’) around axonal initial segments. Pyramidal neurons extend 

axons locally as well as to distant intracortical, subcortical and subcerebral 

targets. As pyramidal axons project from the grey matter, they coalesce to 

form the cortical white matter, whereas axons from inhibitory neurons remain 

confined to the grey matter and usually make only short-range and local 

connections (Molyneaux et al., 2007; Shipp, 2007).  

Importantly, there is regional specialisation of function across the 

surface area of the cortex, in so called ‘cortical regions’ (e.g. Broca and 

Wernicke language related areas, primary motor cortex, primary visual 

cortex). A cortical region simply represents an area where neurons which 

perform similar roles can communicate with each other more easily and 

efficiently because they are in immediate proximity to one another. During 
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cortical recordings, it has been shown that neurons in a radial column 

(perpendicular to the cortical surface) share broadly similar response 

properties when input to that column is activated; their receptive fields may all 

be located on the same patch of skin, for example. Moreover, moving through 

sensory areas of the cortex parallel to the cortical laminae, it was 

demonstrated that neighbouring columns have neighbouring receptive fields, 

thus giving rise to a topological cortical map of the relevant sensory surface. 

The cortical regions are impressively interconnected with each other and with 

subcortical structures, and the layering of the cortex (which is remarkably 

uniform over the expanse of the sheet) represents the radial organisation of 

these input and output connections. In sum, the cerebral cortex is a cellular 

sheet with extrinsic connectivity, composed of inter-lamina and inter-regional 

projection (pyramidal) neurons and local circuit neurons (interneurons), 

organised in horizontal layers, which are intersected by radial stereotypically 

interconnected columns (Rakic, 2009; Shipp, 2007). 

By convention a neuron ‘belongs’ to the cortical layer in which its body is 

sited regardless of how many layers its apical and basal dendrites span. The 

cortex is created ‘inside out’, with nascent pyramidal neurons migrating 

radially away from the proliferative zone to form layer VI first and layer II last 

(layer I in adults is almost devoid of cell bodies). Inhibitory neurons have 

more diverse origins and migrate tangentially, with some subtypes following 

an ‘outside-in’ sequence of neurogenesis. The cortical layers are delineated 

as follows. Layer 1 is the molecular layer and most superficial. It is largely 

made up of dendritic tufts originating from pyramidal cell bodies located in 

deeper cortical layers, and terminal axons from the intralaminar thalamic 
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nuclei. Layer 2 is the outer granular layer and contains glutamatergic stellate 

cells (these are smaller and less spatially polarised than pyramidal cells, and 

possess multiple spiny dendrites) and small pyramidal cells. Layer 3, the 

outer pyramidal layer contains more impressive pyramidal cells and stellate 

neurons. The inner granular layer- 4 is densely populated by stellate cells, 

which receive thalamic input connections. Like layer 2, layer 4 receives 

sensory input, and is thickest in sensory cortical regions e.g. visual cortex. 

Impulses received by layers 2 and 4 are then transmitted by interneurons to 

adjacent and superficial and deep layers, and then to appropriate efferent 

neurons in layer 5, termed the inner pyramidal layer (the main output layer) 

containing large pyramidal neurons. From layer 5, pyramidal projections are 

sent to subcortical structures, other cortical regions and the spinal cord. The 

specialised pyramidal neurons of layer 6, the innermost layer, project mainly 

to the thalamus (Fitzgerald et al., 2007; Ropper & Brown, 2005; Shipp, 2007).  

1.4 Cerebral ischaemia, stroke, the no-reflow phenomenon and the role 

of capillary pericytes  

Ischaemia is an insufficient supply of blood to an organ or tissue, usually 

as a result of a narrowing or blockage of an artery. If severe, the inadequate 

supply of blood, oxygen and glucose can result in damage to the tissue. 

Cerebral ischaemia is a common consequence of atherosclerotic 

cardiovascular disease and, as discussed above (in section 1.2), brain tissue 

relies on a continuous supply of energy in the form of oxygen and glucose 

which, if interrupted (even for only a brief period), sets in motion a complex 

sequence of pathophysiological events including cellular excitotoxicity, 

inflammation and programmed cell death (Dirnagl et al., 1999). Within a few 
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minutes of cerebral ischaemia, the core region supplied by the compromised 

blood supply is fatally injured and undergoes necrotic cell death. The 

infarcted cerebral tissue is, however, surrounded by an area that is less 

severely affected - the ischaemic penumbra. The penumbral region remains 

viable for a much longer period (hours to days), and may be salvageable, if 

blood flow and energy supply can be restored within hours of the onset of 

blood flow reduction (Dimagl et al., 1999; Broughton et al., 2009; Woodruff et 

al., 2011). 

A component of this thesis is dedicated to experiments aimed at 

preventing pathological responses of pericytes after ischaemia. In this section 

I will therefore discuss the pathobiology of brain ischaemia, clinical 

intervention for stroke with thrombolysis/mechanical clot retrieval and the role 

of capillary pericytes in stroke and its associated no-reflow phenomenon. 

1.4.1 Pathobiology of brain ischaemia 

When the supply of oxygen and glucose to brain cells is severely 

reduced during cerebral ischaemia, ATP production from oxidative 

phosphorylation ceases (after a brief period when ATP is made from 

glycogen-fuelled glycolysis). Consequently, ATP-dependent ion pumps such 

as Na+/K+-ATPases (which maintain a high [Na+]o and [K+]i) fail, leading to a 

breakdown in the maintenance of these essential ion concentration gradients 

(Lipton, 1999). Ca2+-ATPase pumps are similarly affected leading to a rise in 

[Ca2+]i (Dimagl et al., 1999).  

With the rise in [Na+]i and [K+]o, neurons and glia depolarise, activating 

somatodendritic and pre-synaptic voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels, which 
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initially trigger exocytotic release of glutamate into the extracellular space 

(Dirnagl et al., 1999), but this ceases after a few minutes. Nevertheless, the 

concentration of glutamate in the extracellular space rises to a concentration 

of ∼100 µM during ischaemia (Phillis et al., 1996; Globus et al., 1991). This is  

primarily due to the reversed operation of glutamate transporters: reversal of 

glutamate uptake occurs when ischaemia causes run down of ionic gradients 

(Rossi et al., 2000). This rise of glutamate concentration plays a key role in 

generating the “anoxic depolarization” of neurons and glia to ~-20 mV, which 

abolishes information processing in the central nervous system within a few 

minutes of the onset of ischaemia. This occurs via a positive feedback loop, 

where energy lack raises [K+]o and [Na+]i and depolarizes cells, releasing 

glutamate, which acts on its receptors to generate further depolarization and 

K+ release (Rossi et al., 2000). Cytotoxic oedema develops during the run 

down of ionic gradients when water passively follows Na+ and Cl- entering 

neurons via ion channels and transporters during glutamate receptor 

overactivation (as the influx of Na+ and Cl- is larger than the efflux of K+) 

(Dirnagl et al., 1999; Simard et al., 2007). 

Activation of NMDA receptors and metabotropic glutamate receptors 

contributes further to Ca2+ overload, and the intracellular calcium 

concentration rises from its normal level of 20-100 nM to ∼2.5 µM during 

ischaemia (Lipton, 1999). Intracellular calcium overload initiates a series of 

cytoplasmic and nuclear events that are profoundly injurious to brain tissue, 

such as activation of proteolytic enzymes that degrade cytoskeletal proteins, 

activation of phospholipases which break down membranes and trigger free-

radical production, and activation of endonucleases that degrade genetic 
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material, thus causing cell membrane, mitochondrial and DNA damage 

(Dimagl et al., 1999). Within the core of the ischaemic region, excitotoxic 

mechanisms are profound, and lead to rapid cell necrosis caused by cell 

swelling. Within the ischaemic penumbra, excitotoxic mechanisms are not 

immediately lethal, and trigger more-delayed detrimental mechanisms. These 

include tissue inflammation mediated predominantly by microglia (but also by 

endothelial cells and astrocytes) and blood-brain barrier breakdown with 

accompanying vasogenic oedema. Ultimately, the rise of cytoplasmic [Ca2+]i 

leads to Ca2+ entry into mitochondria, causing  a release of the respiratory 

enzyme cytochrome C into the cytoplasm, where it activates caspase 

enzymes to trigger apoptotic cell death (Bramlett & Dietrich, 2004; Broughton 

et al., 2009; Dimagl et al., 1999; Woodruff et al., 2011). 

1.4.2 Stroke 

The definition of stroke is clinical and based on the sudden onset of loss 

of focal neurological function lasting more than 24 hours (or any duration if 

CT or MRI imaging show an ischaemic or haemorrhagic lesion relevant to the 

symptoms). It reflects infarction or haemorrhage in the relevant region of the 

central nervous system (Hankey, 2017; Sacco et al., 2013). A transient 

ischaemic attack is now defined as a focal dysfunction of less than 24 hours 

with no evidence of infarction on imaging (Sacco et al., 2013). 

Stroke is the second largest cause of global mortality (accounting for 

approximately 10% of 53 million deaths worldwide in 2010) (Feigin et al., 

2014) and is a leading cause of adult disability in the United Kingdom 

(Townsend et al., 2012) and United States (Roger et al., 2011). In the UK 
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alone, there are approximately 152,000 strokes per year (Townsend et al., 

2012) and around half of survivors are left dependent for activities of daily 

living. On the modified Rankin Scale [mRS], ∼40% of stroke survivors are 

disabled (mRS score 3–5) between 1 month and 5 years after stroke (with 

20% classed as disabled before the stroke) (Luengo et al., 2013; RCP 

National Sentinal Stroke Clinical Audit, 2010). Case fatality rates following 

stroke are approximately 15% at 1 month, 25% at 1 year and 50% at 5 years 

(Luengo et al., 2013).  

Approximately 87% of strokes worldwide are ischaemic in nature 

(Wechsler, 2011): ischaemic stroke describes arterial occlusion by a 

thrombus (formed in situ or following embolisation), which reduces cerebral 

blood flow sufficiently to cause cellular injury and ultimately, tissue infarction 

(see section 1.4.1) (Fisher, 1997; Lo et al., 2003; Wechsler, 2011). 

Aetiological subtypes of ischaemic stroke are classified according to the 

TOAST classification (a categorisation system of subtypes of ischaemic 

stroke mainly based on aetiology that was developed for multicentre clinical 

trials), the ASCOD phenotyping system (A: atherosclerosis; S: small vessel 

disease; C: cardiac pathology; O other cause; D; dissection) and the 

Causative Classification System (Adams et al., 1993; Amerenco et al., 2013; 

Ay et al., 20107; Hankey, 2017). The aetiology of one third of stroke cases 

remains unknown, of which a subgroup is now defined as having embolic 

strokes of undetermined source (Hankey, 2017; Hart et al., 2014). 

Known risk factors for ischaemic stroke are hypertension, 

hypercholesterolaemia, carotid stenosis and atrial fibrillation. Likely causal 

risk factors are cigarette smoking, excess alcohol consumption and insulin 
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resistance/diabetes mellitus. Other modifiable risks factors include physical 

inactivity, obesity, psychological stress, high saturated fat intake and a low 

nutrition diet (Hankey, 2017), and there are also some rare, highly penetrant 

gene mutations that cause young-onset stroke 

In experimental models of stroke, the duration and the severity of 

ischaemia have been shown to determine whether irreversible damage 

occurs (Jones et al., 1981). Treatments aimed at restoring blood flow as 

quickly as possible following the onset of symptoms should therefore have a 

beneficial impact in stroke and, as studied in this thesis, preventing 

deleterious changes in pericyte function could play an important role in this.  

From the 1990s onwards, randomised controlled thrombolysis trials 

have shown that the probability of a favourable outcome is increased by 

treatment of patients with intravenous tissue plasminogen activator (rt-PA) to 

disrupt the culprit thrombus within 3 hours (The National Institute of 

Neurological Disorders and Stroke rt-PA Stroke Study Group, 1995) or up to 

4.5-6 hours (Hacke, 2008; IST3 Collaborative group, 2011) of stroke onset. 

Meta-analysis of thrombolysis trial data has shown that rtPA, 0.9 mg/kg 

administered within 4.5 hours of ischaemic stroke increases the odds ratio of 

no disability at 3-6 months by a third without having an effect on mortality. 

This treatment, however, is associated with an increased risk of symptomatic 

intracerebral haemorrhage (Emberson et al., 2014). Furthermore, over half of 

patients treated with alteplase (rt-PA) show a lack of recovery, which may be 

attributable to inadequate reperfusion, or reperfusion occurring too late, to 

prevent tissue infarction (Wechsler, 2011; von Kummer, 2009). Recently, 

analysis of individual patient data pooled from five randomized controlled 
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clinical trials of mechanical thrombectomy showed that endovascular 

thrombectomy using stent-retriever device technology in conjunction with rt-

PA treatment is highly beneficial, as compared to rt-PA alone, in patients with 

intracranial internal carotid or middle cerebral artery occlusion presenting 

within 6 hours of stoke onset. The rate of angiographic revascularisation at 24 

hours and functional independence at 90 days is doubled without increasing 

the risk of symptomatic intracerebral haemorrhage or all-cause mortality. 

(Badhiwala et al., 2015; Berkhemer et al., 2015; Campbell et al., 2015; Goyal 

et al., 2015; Goyal et al., 2016; Saver et al., 2015; Jovin et al., 2015). 

Encouragingly, in patients with imaging evidence of occlusion of the 

intracranial internal carotid artery or the first segment of the middle cerebral 

artery, and with a clinical deficit disproportionate to their imaged infarct 

volume, mechanical thrombectomy significantly improved their level of 

disability at 90 days compared with standard stroke care alone (Nogueira et 

al., 2017). This was the case for thrombectomy performed 6-24 hours after 

the onset of stroke, including on those who woke up with new stroke 

symptoms where the time of onset cannot be known.  

1.4.3 The role of pericytes in the no-reflow phenomenon in the brain 

Despite the significant advances in treatment and outcomes for patients 

with stroke, it has been demonstrated that, even after re-opening of a blocked 

artery (achieved for example by either rt-PA or endovascular thrombectomy) 

following which there is a brief increase of local blood flow (reactive 

hyperaemia), there is a long-lasting decrease of cerebral blood flow by about 

50% (the ‘no-reflow’ phenomenon) (Hauck et al., 2004). As long ago as the 

1950s, it was appreciated that cerebral ischaemia may modify the state of the 
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blood or injure blood vessels and thus impair the return of blood flow, 

compounding the initial ischaemic damage to the parenchyma (Crowell et al., 

1955; Kowada et al., 1968; Neely and Youmans, 1963). In the late 1960’s it 

was demonstrated that obstruction of the arterial supply to the rabbit brain, 

followed by reperfusion, leads to widespread non-perfusion of stretches of 

arterioles and capillaries, as revealed with the addition of a contrast agent. 

Capillary occlusion was not always complete, but often capillary stenosis- 

blocked the passage of red blood cells (Majno et al., 1967). It was postulated 

that the obstacle producing circulatory impairment following cerebral 

ischaemia resulted from either intravascular plugging by fibrin, red blood 

cells, platelets or leucocytes adherent to the capillary wall, or a reduction of 

the vascular lumen (possibly from intraluminal endothelial cell swelling or 

perivascular astrocyte end-feet swelling), or a combination of the two (Ames 

et al., 1968; Majno et al., 1967). The no-reflow phenomenon discovered in 

the brain was also observed in other organs such as the kidney, the heart 

and the skin, and was thought to result from similar pathophysiological 

mechanisms (Flores et al., 1972; Kloner et al., 1974; Summers & Jamison, 

1971; Willms-Kretschmer & Majno, 1969).  

It has been shown that capillary pericytes contract and constrict 

capillaries in pathological states following ischaemia, following spinal cord 

injury and during epilepsy (Hall et al., 2014; Leal-Campanario et al., 2016; Li 

et al., 2017). Furthermore, during ischaemia, pericytes rapidly die in their 

contracted state (i.e. in rigor) to impede subsequent capillary dilation. Under 

strongly ischaemic conditions, it has been demonstrated in vitro that 

neocortical grey matter and cerebellar white matter capillaries are constricted 
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by pericytes within ∼15 minutes and pericytes die in rigor within ∼40 min (Hall 

et al., 2014). In vivo, pericytes have been shown to constrict following middle 

cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) (Yemisci et al., 2009) and die following 90 

min of MCAO (followed by 22.5 hours recovery) (Hall et al., 2014). Again, 

disregarding superficial differences of nomenclature, Hill et al. (2015) have 

also demonstrated focal constrictions by microvascular mural cells, 

expressing α-SMA and NG2 at the arteriole-capillary interface, following 

MCAO for 90 min. These focal constrictions caused red blood cell (RBC) 

perfusion block in downstream capillaries (Hill et al., 2015). An increase in 

pericyte [Ca2+], following ion pump inhibition by ATP depletion, may partly 

explain why pericytes constrict in ischaemia. Blockade of AMPA/kainate, 

NMDA and ionotropic glutamate receptors significantly reduced pericyte 

death in brain slices subjected to simulated ischaemia (fixed and labelled with 

NG2 and/or isolectin B4 to identify pericytes: Hall et al., 2014), suggesting 

that glutamate excitotoxicity plays a role in pericyte death in ischaemia 

(although patch-clamp data suggest these receptors are not on pericytes 

themselves). Removal of external calcium also significantly reduced pericyte 

death, as did (to a much smaller extent) blockade of NO production. O2
*- 

scavenging or blockade of metabotropic glutamate receptors, action 

potentials or production of 20- HETE did not reduce pericyte death (Hall et al, 

2014). 

Contraction and subsequent death in rigor of pericytes during cerebral 

ischaemia may therefore help to explain the long-lasting capillary narrowing 

and trapping of leukocytes and red blood cells that underlies the no-reflow 

phenomenon (O’Farrell & Attwell, 2014). Indeed, recent work has suggested 
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that pericytes play a similarly important role in contributing to the no-reflow 

phenomenon in the heart. Occlusion of a rat coronary artery, followed by 

reperfusion, blocked 40% of cardiac capillaries and halved perfusion blood 

volume in the affected region. Capillary blockages were strongly co-localised 

with pericytes, where capillary diameter was reduced by 37%. Additionally it 

was shown that treatment with adenosine, a known pericyte relaxant, after 

the period of ischaemia decreased capillary block by a quarter and increased 

perfusion volume by 57% (O’Farrell et al., 2017). 

1.5 Alzheimer’s Disease  

First described in 1906 by the Bavarian psychiatrist Alois Alzheimer 

(Alzheimer, 1906), Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common form of 

dementia - a term encompassing a range of neurological disorders 

characterised by memory loss and cognitive impairment (Winblad et al., 

2016). AD accounts for 50-70% of dementia cases and represents a major 

public health concern that has been identified as a research priority 

(Querfurth and La Ferla, 2010).  

In 2015 there were an estimated 47 million people worldwide with 

dementia, a figure predicted to triple by 2050 (Prince et al., 2015; Wimo and 

Prince, 2010). The estimated cost of dementia to the UK is £23 billion 

annually (www.alzheimers.co.uk, 2016) and in 2015 alone dementia was 

estimated to have cost the world economy US$818 billion, a figure that will 

continue to rise as the number of people with dementia rises (Prince et al., 

2015). Unsurprisingly, it has been stated that dementia is the greatest global 

challenge for health and social care in the 21st century (Livingstone et al., 

2017). 
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A component of this thesis is dedicated to experiments aimed at 

understanding the early vascular effects of Alzheimer’s disease, in particular 

those that occur at the capillary level. In this section I will therefore discuss 

the pathobiology of Alzheimer’s disease and the possible role of vascular 

changes in it. 

1.5.1 Epidemiology of Alzheimer’s disease 

AD is characterised neuropathologically by the accumulation of 

aggregated β-amyloid (Aβ) in extracellular plaques and blood vessels and 

intracellular neurofibrillary tangles comprised mainly of hyperphosphorylated 

tau (neuritic plaques, neurofibrillary tangles and neuropil threads), together 

with extensive neuronal damage and loss (Braak and Braak, 1991). Following 

a pre-symptomatic phase spanning decades (Bateman et al., 2012), AD 

causes a progressive deterioration of memory and other cognitive abilities, 

with sufferers becoming doubly incontinent, bedbound and stripped of the 

very essence of themselves prior to death within 3 to 9 years of diagnosis 

(Hardy and Allsop, 1991; Huang and Mucke, 2012). The relatives and carers 

of patients with AD have to cope with seeing a family member or friend 

become ill and decline whilst responding to their needs, increasing 

dependence and changes in behaviour (Livingstone et al., 2017). Advancing 

age is the strongest risk factor for AD and the incidence of the disease 

doubles every 5 years after the age of 65 years of age (Querfurth and La 

Ferla, 2010). Post-mortem studies suggest however, that the prevalence of 

AD decreases beyond the age of 98 years of age and the development of 

AD, like Parkinson’s disease, is not an inevitable consequence of ageing 

(Nelson et al., 2011).   
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 Epidemiological studies have shown that known risk factors for vascular 

diseases, including hypertension, diabetes, hypercholesterolaemia, obesity, 

smoking and the apolipoprotein-ε4 genotype, are also important risk factors 

for sporadic AD (Barnes and Yaffe, 2011), suggesting that their pathogenic 

mechanisms are connected (Kalaria, 2000). Indeed, pathological specimens 

from many patients with AD show evidence of significant microvascular 

disruption including endothelium, pericyte and vascular smooth muscle loss 

and degeneration, a reduction in capillary density, a thickened vascular 

basement membrane and a loss of tight junctional and adherens junctional 

proteins which compromise the blood brain barrier BBB and allow the 

accumulation of plasma proteins in the brain (Zlokovic, 2011). Other 

potentially modifiable risk factors for AD include head injury, hearing loss, 

depression, low educational attainment and physical inactivity (Barnes & 

Yaffe, 2011; Livingstone et al., 2017; Mortimer1991; Norton et al., 2014; 

Plassman et al., 2000).  

1.5.2 Mechanisms underlying Alzheimer’s disease 

Over 20 years ago, the amyloid cascade hypothesis postulated Aβ as 

the causative agent in AD pathology and that neurofibrillary tangles, cell loss, 

vascular damage and dementia follow as a direct result of its deposition 

(Hardy and Higgins, 1992). Whilst it is still widely held that excessive Aβ 

generation is the primary initiator of AD pathogenesis, the mechanisms by 

which Aβ causes synaptic failure (Selkoe, 2002) and neuronal death have yet 

to be fully elucidated. It is now thought likely that Aβ initiates a complex 

network of downstream pathological processes to produce the 

neuropathological and clinical syndrome that is AD (Musiek and Holtzman, 
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2015). Furthermore, it is now recognised that small assemblies of a few Aβ 

molecules, rather than the histologically visible plaques, are the likely key 

initiators of the cognitive decline that occurs in AD (Benilova et al., 2012; 

Heneka et al., 2013; Walsh et al., 2012).  

Monomeric Aβ peptides are natural products of metabolism consisting 

of 36-43 amino acids with a molecular weight of approximately ~ 4kDA 

produced through sequential proteolytic cleavage of amyloid precursor 

protein (APP) by β- and γ-secretase. The aspartyl protease β-site APP 

cleaving enzyme 1 (BACE1), cleaves APP predominantly at a unique site, 

whereas the γ-secretase complex (a protein complex with presenilin 1 at its 

catalytic core) cleaves the resulting carboxy-terminal fragment at several 

sites, with a predilection for positions 40 and 42, leading to formation of    

Aβ1–40 and Aβ1-42 peptides, which are the major species produced in AD 

(Querfurth and La Ferla, 2010). Alternative processing of APP at the α-site 

prevents the formation of amyloid β, because the α-site is located within the 

amyloid β fragment (Querfurth and La Ferla, 2010; Thorlakur et al., 2012). Aβ 

(particularly Aβ1-42) spontaneously self-aggregates into multiple physical 

forms. Oligomeric Aβ (2 to 6 peptides) aggregates form intermediate 

assemblies (protofibrils) before coalescing further into fibrils (with a so-called 

cross-β structure where individual strands lie perpendicular to the fibril axis), 

which then further arrange into β-pleated sheets to form the insoluble fibres of 

advanced neuritic plaques (Ahmed et al., 2010; Benilova et al., 2012). 

Together with other proteins implicated in neurodegenerative disease such as 

tau (Wang and Mandelkow, 2016) and α-synuclein (Luk et al., 2012), 

aggregated Aβ has the ability to seed normal forms of the protein to initiate 
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spread of these deposits in a prion-like fashion through the brain 

(Juanmuktane et al., 2015).  

The precise mechanisms underlying the aggregation, deposition and 

spread of Aβ in AD are not fully understood, but are likely to involve activation 

of innate immune responses and the NACHT-, LRR- and pyrin- (PYD) 

domain-containing protein 3 (NLRP3) inflammasome, following Aβ detection 

by microglial pattern-recognition receptors (the CD36 scavenger receptor and 

the Toll-like receptor 4(TLR-4) receptor) (Heneka, et al., 2013). (Microglia can 

also be activated by low nanomolar concentrations of Aβ oligomers before 

they are deposited as fibrils, in a process that requires the scavenger 

receptor SR-A and the Ca2+-activated potassium channel KCa: Heneka et al., 

2015). The NLRP3 inflammasome comprises NLRP3, the adaptor protein 

apoptosis-associated speck-like protein containing a CARD (ASC), and the 

effector caspase-1. Activation of this inflammasome leads caspase-1 

releasing highly pro-inflammatory cytokines of the interleukin 1β (IL-1β) 

family, which have been shown to suppress long-term potentiation in the 

hippocampus, to impair microglial clearance of Aβ, and to be toxic to neurons 

(Heneka et al., 2013; Heneka et al., 2015; Lynch, 2014). Moreover, NLRP3 

inflammasome activation has been found both in the brains of patients with 

AD and in the brains of APPSwe/PSEN1dE9 transgenic mice - an AD mouse 

model where genetic deficiency of NLRP3 or caspase-1 protect against age-

related microglial IL-1β production, Aβ-related pathology and cognitive 

decline (Heneka et al., 2013). Other AD mouse models also show early 

activation of IL-1β release, suggesting that the NLRP3 inflammasome could 

play an important role in the progression and spread of Aβ pathology in AD. 
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This idea has recently garnered further support (Venegas et al., 2017) after it 

was shown that activating NLRP3 can lead to the formation of ASC helical 

fibrils (observable as paranuclear specks within microglia) which are released 

into the intercellular space. Here, microglia-derived ASC specks bind rapidly 

to Aβ and increase the formation of Aβ oligomers and aggregates, thus acting 

as an inflammatory-driven seed for Aβ pathology (Lu et al., 2014; Masumoto 

et al., 1999; Venegas et al., 2017).  

It is worth noting however, that whilst a large body of evidence 

supports Aβ as a key initiator in the pathogenesis of AD, there is a poor 

correlation both temporally and anatomically between its deposition as 

plaques, neuronal loss and clinical symptoms in sporadic AD. In contrast, a 

strong correlation with the onset and progression of disease symptoms and 

neurodegeneration in AD is found with the levels of Aβ oligomers (Benilova et 

al., 2012; Heneka et al., 2013; Walsh et al., 2012) and with tau accumulation 

(Arriagada et al., 1992; Josephs et al., 2008; Musiek & Holtzman, 2015; 

Williams et al., 2008). 

The human genetics of AD make a strong case for Aβ being the primary 

initiator of the disease. Mutations in genes which encode the Aβ precursor (β-

amyloid precursor protein (APP)), or its cleaving enzymes (PSEN1 and PSEN 

2 encoding the presenilin 1 and 2 catalytic subunits of the γ-secretase 

complex respectively) that generate Aβ, are sufficient to cause familial, early 

onset AD (Bettens et al., 2013). Additionally, individuals with Down syndrome 

(trisomy 21), who have an extra copy of APP, develop the full 

neuropathological changes of advanced AD by their fourth or fifth decade 
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(Hardy and Allsop, 1991). Mutations in APP, PSEN1 and PSEN2 tend to 

favour increased production of the more aggregation-prone 42-amino-acid 

form of Aβ (Aβ1-42) both in vivo and in vitro (Herrup, 2014) and several APP 

mutations have been found to increase the propensity of Aβ to aggregate 

rather than to increase its total production. Furthermore, it was recently 

discovered that an APP mutation (A673T, an alanine-to-threonine mutation 

very near the β-secretase cleavage site) that significantly lowers Aβ 

production is protective against AD, and also protects against cognitive 

decline in the non-AD population (Thorlakur et al., 2012).   

The strongest genetic risk factor linked to sporadic AD - APOE, located 

on chromosome 19 - has a gene-dose dependent effect on increasing risk 

and lowering age of onset of the disease. Apolipoprotein E (ApoE) is a 

polymorphic protein encoded by the APOE gene, with high expression in the 

human brain (where it is produced predominantly by astrocytes and 

microglia). There are three common human isoforms, ApoE2, ApoE3 and 

ApoE4, which differ from one another by a single amino acid substitution. 

Those carrying a single copy of the APOE ε4 allele (~25% of the population) 

have an ~4x increased risk of AD, whilst those homozygous for APOEε4 

(~2% of the population) carry a ~12x increased risk. The ApoE3 isoform is 

associated with a decreased risk of AD. ApoE4 has several effects in AD: it 

may be processed into neurotoxic fragments, and it is thought to act as a 

chaperone for Aβ which may explain why it strongly modulates Aβ pathology, 

promoting and exacerbating both the aggregation and deposition of Aβ 

(Huang and Mucke, 2012; Masters et al., 2015; Musiek and Holtzman, 2015). 

Additionally, mice that express APOE4 show disinhibition of a cyclophilin A 
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signalling mechanism in brain capillary pericytes, resulting in microvascular 

degeneration, leakage of the blood-brain barrier, and neurodegeneration 

independent of Aβ (see below) (Bell et al., 2012; Scheltens et al., 2016).  

Importantly, it has recently been shown that ApoE4 influences tau 

pathogenesis, neuroinflammation and tau-mediated neurodegeneration 

independently of Aβ (Shi et al., 2017). These findings build on previous work 

which demonstrated that ApoE3 (but not ApoE4) is able to bind to a self-

binding motif on tau in vitro (Strittmatter et al., 1994), that neuronal human 

APOE4 expression in vivo results in tau hyperphosphorylation (Brecht et al., 

2004) and that APOE4 has a strong association with levels of CSF tau and 

phosphorylated tau protein (after correction for the effect of APOE on Aβ 

levels) in genome-wide association (GWAS) studies (Deming et al., 2017). 

Using a P301S tauopathy mouse model (which overexpresses 1N4R human 

tau, leading to tau hyperphosphorylation) on either a human ApoE knock-in 

(KI) or ApoE knock-out (KO) background, it was shown that P301S/ApoE4 

mice have significantly higher brain tau levels and greater somatodendritic 

tau redistribution by three months of age compared with P301S/ApoE2, 

P301S/ApoE3 or P301S/ApoE-KO mice (Shi et al., 2017). By nine months, 

P301S/ApoE4 develop greater brain atrophy and neuroinflammation than 

PS301S/ApoE2 and P301S/ApoE3 mice while P301S/ApoE-KO mice are 

mostly protected from these changes. In vitro experiments (Shi et al., 2017) 

showed higher levels of innate immune reactivity of ApoE4-expressing 

microglia following lipopolysaccharide treatment, and co-culture of P301S 

tau-expressing neurons with ApoE4-expressing mixed glia (including 

astrocytes) yielded higher levels of TNF-α and decreased neuronal viability 
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compared to ApoE2, ApoE3 or ApoE-KO co-cultures. Furthermore, in 

individuals with a sporadic primary tauopathy (cortico-basal degeneration, 

fronto-temporal dementia and progressive supranuclear palsy), possession of 

an APOEε4 allele was associated with more severe regional 

neurodegeneration, and individuals with symptomatic AD who are positive for 

Aβ (who usually have associated tau pathology) demonstrate a faster rate of 

disease progression (Shi et al., 2017). 

There are also important APOE associations with cerebral amyloid 

angiopathy (CAA)-associated vasculopathic changes. CAA is characterised 

by deposition of Aβ in the walls of leptomeningeal and cortical blood vessels 

(compromising their integrity), and has a prevalence of approximately 20-49% 

in non-demented elderly persons and 50-60% in demented elderly persons 

(Charidimou et al., 2011); it is thought to be responsible for up to a third of all 

intracranial haemorrhage (ICH) in the elderly (Pezzini and Padovani, 2008) 

and is the most frequent vascular pathology encountered in AD (Attems et al., 

2005). CAA may also lead to ischaemic cerebral injury by altering cerebral 

blood flow and compromising vessel luminal patency (Brandner, 2011; 

Charidimou et al., 2011; Smith & Greenberg, 2009).   

APOE alleles are the only known genetic risk factors for sporadic CAA. 

APOE ɛ4, in both postmortem and clinical series, increases the risk of 

sporadic CAA related lobar ICH and the number of ɛ4 alleles relates to 

clinical severity (Biffi et al., 2010; Charidimou et al., 2011; Greenberg et al., 

1995; Premkumar et al., 1996; Verghese et al., 2011). APOE ɛ2 allele 

carriers also have an increased risk of CAA-related lobar ICH (Biffi et al., 

2010; Charidimou et al., 2011; Nicoll et al., 1997). Both APOE ɛ2 and ɛ4 
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alleles are also associated with a younger age of first ICH, an increased risk 

of haematoma expansion, a poorer clinical outcome and a higher chance of 

recurrence (Biffi et al., 2011; Charidimou et al., 2011; Greenberg et al, 1996; 

Montaner, 2011; O’Donell et al., 2000). Possession of APOE ɛ2 and ɛ4 allelic 

variants together has a compounding effect, and patients with both these 

alleles have the earliest disease onset and highest risk of early ICH 

recurrence (Charidimou et al., 2011; Greenberg et al., 1998; O’Donell et al., 

2000) .It is thought that the ɛ2 and ɛ4 alleles may promote CAA related 

haemorrhage by distinct mechanisms: ɛ4 by promoting Aβ deposition and ɛ2 

by inducing structural changes in amyloid laden vessels, making them liable 

to rupture (Biffi et al., 2011; Charidimou et al., 2011; Montaner, 2011; 

McCarron et al., 1999; Walker et al., 2000).  

Two distinct pathological subtypes of CAA have been described: CAA 

type 1 or capillary CAA (more closely associated with parenchymal amyloid 

deposition in AD), is characterised by Aβ in cortical capillaries (with or without 

involvement of other vessels) and CAA type 2, where Aβ deposits are 

restricted to leptomeningeal and cortical arteries, arterioles and, rarely, veins 

(Thal et al., 2002). The APOE ɛ4 allele is most strongly associated with CAA 

type 1 while APOE ɛ2 is more associated with CAA type 2 (Thal et al, 2002). 

In a recently published neuropathological study of the presence of CAA and 

its subtypes, and the presence of hemorrhages and infarcts in 284 autopsy 

cases of demented and non-demented individuals, it was shown that capillary 

CAA and CAA severity were associated with allocortical microinfarcts, 

comprising the CA1 region of the hippocampus. Allocortical microinfarcts, 

capillary CAA and CAA severity were, thereby, found to be associated with 
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cognitive decline. It was also found that allocortical microinfarcts, CAA 

severity and capillary CAA were associated with one another and with the 

development of cognitive decline. Furthermore, AD cases with capillary CAA 

were shown to develop dementia symptoms not only due to AD-related Aβ 

plaque and neurofibrillary tau pathology, but also due to hippocampal 

microinfarcts that were associated with capillary CAA and CAA severity 

(Hecht et al, 2018).  

GWAS studies have enabled the identification of 20 or more genetic loci 

associated with the risk of AD. Many of these are frequent population 

polymorphisms (that are of less importance to an individual’s risk of 

developing the disease) that have highlighted the importance of pathways 

concerned with immune regulation, inflammatory responses, cholesterol, lipid 

metabolism and endosomal recycling in the pathogenesis of sporadic AD 

(Karch & Goate, 2015; Scheltens et al., 2016). Novel genome-sequencing 

approaches have identified rare gene mutations such as those in TREM2, a 

microglial receptor involved in the removal of Aβ, which greatly increases the 

risk of developing AD. Genome-wide profiling of gene expression in the 

brains of patients with sporadic AD suggests the involvement of upregulation 

of TYROBP - a tyrosine kinase binding protein that is a key regulator of 

genes directing immune and microglial signalling cascades related to 

the reactive oxygen species burst during pathogen phagocytosis (Scheltens 

et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2013).  

Soluble Aβ oligomers (dimers and trimers), larger Aβ oligomers and 

structures such as amylospheroids (ASPD), which are spherical Aβ 

assemblies of 10-15 nm diameter, rather than Aβ deposited in amyloid 
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plaques, are thought to produce most of the harmful effects of Aβ (Attems et 

al., 2004; Benilova et al., 2012; Caughley and Lansbury, 2003; Glabe, 2006; 

Klein et al., 2001; Matsumura et al., 2011; Noguchi et al., 2009; Shankar et 

al., 2008). This may help to explain the anatomical and temporal disparity that 

exists between the development and location of amyloid plaques, neuronal 

loss and the onset of clinical dementia (Musiek and Holtzman, 2015). 

Synthetic human Aβ1-42 (Lambert et al., 1998) and soluble, low-number 

oligomers of naturally secreted human Aβ1-42 (Walsh et al., 2002) have been 

shown to inhibit the maintenance phase of hippocampal long-term 

potentiation (LTP). This has been demonstrated both in vivo by microinjection 

of Aβ1-42 oligomers into living rats (Walsh et al., 2002) and in vitro by 

application of Aβ1-42 to hippocampal slices (Townsend et al, 2006). Moreover, 

Aβ1-42 oligomers have been shown to reversibly interfere with the memory of 

learned behaviour in awake, behaving rats (Cleary et al., 2005). 

Strengthening the evidence derived from synthetic and rodent cell derived 

Aβ, Shankar et al. (2008) have shown that soluble Aβ oligomers (principally 

dimers) isolated directly from human AD brains, potently and consistently 

induced several AD–like phenotypes in normal adult rodents, decreasing 

dendritic spine density, inhibiting LTP and facilitating LTD in hippocampus, 

and thus interfering with the memory of a learned behaviour.  

Whether the toxic effects of Aβ can be ascribed to a single oligomeric 

Aβ species or whether a mixture of various oligomers and/or aggregates is 

needed to trigger neurodegeneration in AD remains unresolved (Benilova et 

al, 2012; Musiek and Holtzman, 2015). Proposed mechanisms of oligomeric 

Aβ toxicity include: 
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(i) binding of oligomeric species to cellular receptors (variously suggested to 

be PrPC; APP; NMDAR; AMPAR; mGluR; α7-AcChR; insulin R), 

(ii) pore or channel formation by Aβ leading to aberrations of ion homeostasis 

and [Ca2+]i, and 

(iii) oxidative stress and injury to the cell membrane.  

All of these may lead to tau hyperphosphorylation, aggregation and 

neurofibrillary tangle formation, and tau-dependent or -independent synaptic 

dysfunction with inhibition of LTP and promotion of LTD (Benilova et al., 

2012). 

Aβ may be removed from the brain parenchyma via mechanisms 

including (i) ‘glymphatic’ drainage (Xie et al., 2013) and (ii) enzymatic break 

down by neprilysin, insulin-degrading enzyme, tPA and matrix 

metalloproteinases (MMPs), although it is predominantly cleared by (iii) low 

density lipoprotein receptor-related protein-1 (LRP-1)-mediated 

transendothelial trafficking to circulating blood plasma (Shibata et al., 2000; 

Querfurth and La Ferla, 2010; Tachibana, et al., 2017; Zlokovic, 2011). 

Intravascular Aβ is also transported across the BBB by endothelial cells in the 

vessel wall expressing the receptor for advanced glycation end products 

(RAGE). RAGE however cannot completely eliminate brain derived Aβ.  

RAGE-mediated transport of systemically administrated Aβ1-40 into the 

CNS of wild-type mice led to a decrease in CBF measured by laser Doppler, 

which was found to be mediated by the vasoconstrictive peptide endothelin-1 

(ET-1) (Deane et al., 2003). This observation was a starting point for a major 

component of my thesis, examining the effects of Aβ on the cerebral 
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vasculature at the capillary level. This work is presented in Chapter 5. The 

following section reviews the background to these experiments. 

Recently, it has been argued that there is an over-reliance on the 

amyloid cascade hypothesis given the growing amount of data that are 

inconsistent with a linear pathway that begins with Aβ formation and ends 

with the dementia we know as AD (Herrup, 2015). Observations that support 

the proposition to reject the current linear structure of the amyloid cascade 

hypothesis include the following: APP, PSEN, BACE and microtubule-

associated protein tau (MAPT) polymorphisms show little association with AD 

(Bertram et al. 2007; http://www.alzgene.org); individuals (a quarter to a third 

of all older persons) with substantial plaque burden can have normal 

cognition (Klunk et al., 2009; Villemagne et al., 2011); an inability reproduce 

AD-like dementia or most AD-associated pathology by overexpressing APP 

with or without second or third AD-associated transgenes in animal models of 

AD (no neurofibrillary tangles are formed, and though there is synaptic loss, 

there is little or no neurodegeneration) (Götz and Ittner, 2008; Hochgräfe et 

al., 2013; Hock er al., 2001; Kim et al., 2013; Kitazawa et al., 2012; LaFerla 

and Green, 2012; Webster et al., 2014); a number of failed anti-amyloid 

vaccination, anti-amyloid antibody and β- and y-secretase-targetting clinical 

trials based on the hypothesis (Doody et al., 2013; Doody et al., 2014; Egan 

et al., 2018; Holmes et al., 2008; Orgogozo et al., 2003; Salloway et al., 2014; 

Serrano-Pozo et al. 2010)  

Whilst evidence from sporadic AD suggests that amyloid (at any stage 

of aggregation) may not by itself be sufficient to cause AD, none of these 

data argue against Aβ playing a leading role in the pathogenesis of AD. 
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Indeed, those in favour of abandoning the amyloid cascade hypothesis still 

insist that along with APP and the secretases, Aβ should remain central any 

revised hypothesis of the origins of AD (Herrup, 2015). 

1.5.3 The role of capillary pericytes in Alzheimer’s disease 

There is a growing body of evidence that neurovascular dysfunction, 

reduced CBF and BBB breakdown have an important role in the development 

and progression of AD. Furthermore pericytes, as key regulators of BBB 

integrity and coordinators of neurovascular coupling, may play a pivotal role 

in the pathogenesis of AD.  

Pericyte degeneration and loss has been observed in both the 

hippocampus and cortex of human AD cases (Sagare et al., 2013), and leads 

to BBB breakdown and reduced clearance of soluble Aβ from the brain 

(pericytes express the Aβ clearance receptor LRP-1, that binds and 

internalizes Aβ for degradation within the lysosome). The mechanism(s) 

underpinning the loss of pericytes in AD are not fully understood, but may 

require prolonged exposure of pericytes to high concentrations of Aβ (Sagare 

et al., 2013; Wilhelmus et al., 2007) that overwhelm the LRP-1 clearance 

pathway. In turn, the loss of pericytes and the LRP-1 Aβ-degradation 

pathway, promote Aβ accumulation to create a potential ‘feed-forward’ 

mechanism, and also lead to loss of BBB function which is maintained by 

pericytes (Armulik et al., 2010; Daneman et al., 2010; Zlokovic, 2008). BBB 

breakdown in AD leads to leakage of serum proteins into the parenchyma, 

and extravasation of red blood cells (microhaemorrhages) that release 

haemoglobin (with associated iron), which promotes the formation of toxic 
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reactive oxygen species (ROS). Leakage of albumin and immunoglobulin G 

(IgG) through the BBB promotes the development of vasogenic oedema, 

contributing to hypoperfusion, hypoxia and ultimately injury to nervous tissue. 

Furthermore, a defective BBB leads to potentially toxic blood-derived proteins 

(including circulating Aβ) entering the brain (Zlokovic, 2011). Degradation of 

the BBB in AD may be due to upregulation of a cyclophilin A (CypA) - nuclear 

factor κB (NF-κB) - matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP9) pathway in brain 

pericytes, which has been demonstrated in mice overexpressing ApoE4 (but 

not ApoE2 or ApoE3, providing an insight into how APOE genotype affects 

the brain microvasculature).  Activation of the CypA-NFκB-MMP9 pathway in 

pericytes leads to enzymatic breakdown of endothelial tight junction 

complexes and neuronal uptake of multiple blood-derived neurotoxic proteins, 

followed by a cerebral blood flow reduction (Bell et al., 2012). 

MRI (with contrast agent) studies have shown that during normal ageing 

there is increased hippocampal BBB permeability, which worsens in those 

with mild cognitive impairment and precedes measureable changes in 

hippocampal volume. Furthermore these studies found that in patients with 

early Alzheimer’s disease and vascular cognitive impairment there is BBB 

breakdown in the hippocampus, cortical and subcortical regions (Kisler et al., 

2017; Montagne et al., 2015; Nir et al., 2013; Taheri et al., 2011; Van de Haar 

et al., 2016). 

Reductions in cortical blood flow (CBF) have been demonstrated in 

patients with AD, and population studies of both human AD cases and 

studies in transgenic AD mouse models have shown that CBF compromise 

likely precedes neurodegenerative change in AD (Iadecola, 2004; Iturria-
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Medina et al., 2016; Zlokovic, 2011). Indeed, in the earliest stages of AD, 

CBF studies using ultrasound imaging, fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission 

tomography (PET), single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) 

studies, and different MRI techniques, have suggested that CBF reductions 

precede cognitive decline, hippocampal and cortical atrophy, changes in CSF 

levels of Aβ, tau and phosphorylated tau and amyloid β (Aβ) deposition. CBF 

reductions are observed in individuals with genetic risk factors for AD, 

including APOE4 carriers (Iturria-Medina et al., 2016; Kisler et al., 2017; 

Kogure et al., 2000; Michels et al., 2016; Montague et al., 2016; Reiman et 

al., 2004; Ruitenberg et al., 2005; Sheline et al., 2010; Thambisetty et al., 

2010; Wirth et al., 2016). Neurovascular uncoupling in AD has also been 

studied using BOLD functional MRI (fMRI) (in particular with assessment of 

the brain resting state ‘default mode network’, which reflects synchronised 

changes in local blood flow: Mateo et al., 2017). This showed that 

neurovascular dysfunction occurs early in sporadic disease (before 

detectable Aβ pathology), in the presymptomatic stage of patients with 

autosomal dominant AD, and in cognitively normal individuals with genetic 

risk factors for sporadic AD  (APOE4 carriers) (Kisler et al., 2017). 

The precise mechanism by which CBF becomes disrupted in early AD is 

not yet fully understood, but it has been shown that Aβ, through its 

vasculotoxic and/or vasoactive effects, can cause both arterial and arteriolar 

vasoconstriction (Dietrich et al., 2010; Suo et al., 1998; Thomas et al., 1996; 

Zhang et al., 1997), and neurovascular uncoupling, leading to reduced CBF 

(Niwa et al., 2000; Park et al., 2004; Iadecola, 2004). The mechanisms 

include Aβ binding to the scavenger receptor CD36 on vascular smooth 
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muscle cells and pericytes to generate reactive oxygen species [ROS], Aβ-

mediated NADPH oxidase generation of ROS, and transport of Aβ from the 

circulation into the brain by the receptor for advanced glycosylation products 

(RAGE), triggering production of the potent vasoconstrictor endothelin (Park 

et al., 2005; Park et al., 2011; Deane et al., 2003)).  

In a transgenic mouse model of pericyte degeneration (lack of PDGFRβ, 

in the absence of Aβ), capillary CBF responses to neuronal stimuli are 

diminished, resulting in brain hypoxia, metabolic stress and, over time, 

impaired neuronal excitability and neurodegenerative changes (Kisler et al., 

2017). These findings suggest that when Aβ causes pericyte degeneration 

this may contribute to neurovascular dysfunction and neurodegeneration in 

AD. 

Pericyte loss has also been shown to promote Aβ-dependent 

neurodegenerative changes in a murine model in which pericyte-deficient 

mutants (Pdgfrβ+/- mice) were crossed with mice overexpressing the Swedish 

mutation of human APP (APPsw/0). In this model, it was demonstrated pericyte 

loss impaired the clearance of soluble Aβ1-40 and Aβ1-42, leading to increased 

deposition of Aβ within the brain parenchyma, and promoted further pericyte 

loss. Additionally, the loss of pericytes compromised cerebral vessel integrity 

leading to microvascular regression. Significantly, within 9 months, 

APPsw/0;Pdgfrβ+/- mice displayed the full spectrum of AD pathology - Aβ 

deposition, neuronal accumulation of hyperphosphorylated tau species, 

neuronal loss within the cortex and hippocampus. and poor performance on 

hippocampal-dependent behavioural tests (compared with APPsw/0, Pdgfrβ+/+ 

littermate controls or Pdgfrβ+/- mice of the corresponding age: Sagare et al., 
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2013). Interestingly, it has been recently reported that 3 weeks following 

stereotaxic injection of mesenchymal stem cell-derived pericytes into one 

brain hemisphere of 18-20 month-old APP/PS1 amyloid model mice, cerebral 

blood flow in that hemisphere was enhanced compared to that in the 

contralateral control hemisphere. The observed increase in cerebral blood 

flow may have been due to improved microvascular modulation by the 

implanted pericytes or by pericyte endocytic LRP1-mediated clearance of  

Aβ1-40 and Aβ1-42  (Tachibana et al., 2017). 

Reduced CBF leads to a reduction in protein synthesis, which is crucial 

for processes such as the long-term potentiation and synaptic plasticity 

required for learning and memory. If prolonged or severe, CBF reduction 

maylead to ischaemic injury (that in isolation leads to cognitive impairment: 

Shih et al., 2013). In turn, brain injury increases amyloid precursor protein 

(APP) expression and Aβ cleavage in affected regions, thus driving an 

additional and detrimental ‘feed-forward’ loop (Iadecola, 2004). 

1.5.4 Vascular dementia and Alzheimer’s disease 

After AD, vascular dementia (VaD) in its pure form, or mixed VaD and 

AD, account for the vast majority of remaining dementia cases. Population-

based clinicopathological studies have yielded prevalence estimates of 2.4–

23.7% for pure VaD and 4.1–21.6% for mixed AD and VaD (the variability in 

types and location of vascular disease, the existence of mixed pathology, and 

the absence of internationally accepted consensus criteria for VaD 

neuropathology, possibly explain the deficiency in sensitivity and specificity of 

ante-mortem clinical diagnostic criteria and the variability in prevalance 
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estimates reported in autopsy series) (Elahi and Miller, 2017; Grinberg et al., 

2013; Korczyn, 2002). Overlap of AD neuropathology (amyloid plaques and 

neuro- fibrillary tangles) with cerebrovascular lesions such as atherosclerosis 

of the circle of Willis and its branches, leukoaraiosis, and lacunar infarcts, 

microbleeds, microinfarcts, and cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA) has been 

reported in up to 50% of cases of dementia (Benedictus et al., 2013; 

Charidimou et al., 2011; Honig et al., 2005; Iadecola, 2013; Jellinger, 2013; 

Richardson et al., 2012; Roher et al., 2004; Toledo et al., 2013; Yarchoan et 

al., 2012). Ischemic lesions of the ‘watershed’ or ‘borderzone’ regions 

between arterial territories have also been reported in AD, suggesting 

hypoperfusion and cerebral amyloid angiopathy play an important role in their 

mechanisms (Iadecola, 2013; Miklossy, 2003; Suter et al., 2002). Vascular 

lesions are also seen in other age-related neurodegenerative diseases, such 

as Parkinson’s disease, and frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD), but 

the coexistence with AD is the most frequent (Iadecola, 2013; Toledo et al., 

2013).   

The decrease in pure VaD and related increase in mixed pathologies 

with age are now well established, and suggest complex interrelationships 

between vascular disease, cerebral ageing and accumulation of abnormal 

proteins in neurodegeneration (Elahi and Miller, 2017; James et al., 2012; 

Pendlebury and Rothwell, 2009).  

1.6 Aims of the thesis 

1) To investigate pericytes as a therapeutic target in acute stroke 

Based on the premise that, during ischaemia, pericyte constriction and 
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death in rigor lead to a long-lasting capillary constriction that will decrease 

effective reperfusion of ischaemic brain tissue (even following arterial 

thrombolysis/mechanical thrombectomy), pericytes represent an attractive 

therapeutic target for the treatment of acute stroke. It seems reasonable to 

propose that a treatment preventing pericyte constriction and death in 

ischaemia would have a beneficial effect in acute stroke.  

I will investigate, for the reasons explained in Chapter 4, whether 

blockade of L-type Ca2+ channels with nimodipine, blockade of endothelin A 

(ETA) receptors with BQ-123 and blockade of thromboxane A2 (TXA2) 

receptors with ICI 192605 during simulated ischaemia would prevent pericyte 

constriction. This work is described in Chapter 4. 

2) To investigate the vasoactive response of pericytes to Aβ as a 

therapeutic target in Alzheimer’s Disease 

Whilst it has been conclusively demonstrated that arterial and arteriolar 

smooth muscle constricts in response to application of amyloid β species, no 

work to date has examined whether contractile pericytes constrict capillaries 

in response to Aβ. I therefore investigated whether capillary pericytes are 

affected by Aβ oligomers, the molecular species believed to be responsible 

for Aβ’s toxic effects in AD (Attems et al., 2004; Benilova et al., 2012; 

Caughley and Lansbury, 2003; Glabe, 2006; Klein et al., 2001). Where 

possible, to maximise disease relevance, I used living human brain slices 

derived from neurosurgically-resected brain tissue (removed to access 

tumours) to study acute responses to Aβ and rapidly-fixed human brain 

biopsy tissue (with or without Aβ deposition) to assess pericyte responses to 
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long-term accumulation of Aβ in AD. The mechanisms of any effects seen in 

human tissue were then defined in more readily available rodent brain slices. 

This work is described in Chapters 3 and 5.  
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Figure 1.1 The Circle of Willis.  

The major arterial branches of the Circles of Willis are shown. Blood enters the 

system through paired internal carotid and vertebral arteries. Deep perforator 

system (not shown): The middle cerebral artery gives origin to two main groups of 

perforators: the medial and lateral lenticulostriate arteries. Infrequently, the 

thalamotuberal artery may originate from the middle cerebral artery but far more 

commonly it originates from the posterior communicating artery. The anterior 

cerebral artery gives origin to the anterior lenticulostriate arteries and the recurrent 

artery of Heubner. The anterior choroidal artery takes its origin from the internal 

carotid artery and exceptionally from the middle cerebral artery. In addition, a 

small group of perforators comes directly from the internal carotid artery. 
Perforating arteries arising from the posterior cerebral artery to form the 

interpenduncular arteries, thalamogeniculate branches and the posterior choroidal 

arteries. The posterior communicating artery also gives rise to perforating 

branches, most notably the premamillary artery (Ghika et al., 1990). Green arrows 

= direction of blood flow into the circle. (Figure courtesy of Fergus O’Farrell, Attwell 

Lab) 

!
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Figure 1.2 Major pathways by which glutamate may regulate cerebral blood 
flow.  

Pathways from astrocytes and neurons (left) that regulate blood flow by sending messengers 

(arrows) to influence the smooth muscle around the arterioles that supply oxygen and 

glucose to the cells (right, shown as the vessel lumen surrounded by endothelial cells and 

smooth muscle). In neurons, synaptically released glutamate acts on N-methyl-D-aspartate 

receptors (NMDAR) to raise [Ca2+]i, causing neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) to release 

NO, which activates smooth muscle guanylate cyclase. This generates cGMP to dilate 

vessels. Raised [Ca2+]i, may also (dashed line) generate arachidonic acid (AA) from 

phospholipase A2 (PLA2) which is converted by COX2 to prostaglandins (PG) that dilate 

vessels. Glutamate raises [Ca2+]i in astrocytes by activating metabotropic glutamate 

receptors (mGluR), generating arachidonic acid and thus three types of metabolite: 

prostaglandins (by COX1/3, and COX2 in pathological situations) and EETs (by P450 

epoxygenase) in astrocytes, which dilates vessels, and 20-HETE (by ω-hydroxylase) in 

smooth muscle, which constricts vessels. A rise of [Ca2+]i in astrocyte endfeet may activate 

Ca2+-gated K+ channels (gK(Ca)), releasing K+, which also dilates vessels. (Taken from Attwell 

et al., 2010) 
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Figure 1.3 How astrocytes regulate brain energy supply. 

Astrocytes regulate both glucose supply in the blood and the use of that 

glucose to make ATP in different cell types. On the right a capillary provides 

glucose (and oxygen) in the blood. This nutrient supply can be regulated by 

changes in the tone of contractile pericytes (or smooth muscle around 

upstream arterioles). Pericytes dilate capillaries when astrocytes experience 

a rise in [Ca2+]i, for example when ATP released from postsynaptic neurons 
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(stimulated by presynaptic glutamate release acting on AMPARs) activates 

astrocyte P2X1 receptors. This activates an enzyme cascade that leads to the 

release of prostaglandin E2, which dilates pericytes. Glucose leaves the 

capillary by transport on GLUT1, and then diffuses extracellularly to neurons 

and astrocytes where it is taken up by GLUT3 or GLUT1, respectively, and 

then converted by hexokinase to G6P, a precursor for glycolysis and for 

glycogen formation. Glycolysis generates ATP, and either pyruvate to enter 

the tricarboxylic acid cycle and oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria (not 

shown in the astrocyte for clarity) or lactate (via LDH), which can be exported 

from the cell by monocarboxylate transporters (MCT). Once lactate is taken 

up into neurons by an MCT, it is converted back to pyruvate by LDH and is 

processed by the citric acid cycle and oxidative phosphorylation in 

mitochondria. The ATP thus generated is used mainly for powering the 

sodium/potassium pump. 

Abbreviations: Pre: presynaptic terminal; Post: postsynaptic terminal; Glu: 

glutamate; AMPAR: AMPA receptor; P2X1: a Ca2+-permeable receptor for 

ATP; PLD2: phospholipase D2; PA: phosphatidic acid; DAG: diacylglycerol; 

COX1: cyclooxygenase 1; PGH2: prostaglandin H2; PGE2: prostaglandin E2; 

EP4: receptor for PGE2; GLUT1: glucose transporter 1; GLUT3: glucose 

transporter 3; HK: hexokinase; G6P: glucose-6-phosphate; MCT: 

monocarboxylate transporter; LDH: lactate dehydrogenase; mito: 

mitochondrion. 
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Figure 1.4  Pericyte morphology.  

Confocal image showing Isolectin B4 labelled human cortical pericytes 

with ‘bump on a log’ morphology on a straight section (yellow arrowhead) 

and at branch points (white arrowhead) of capillaries.  
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Figure 1.5 Continuum of mural cell types along the cerebral vasculature. 
From left to right: Smooth muscle cells form concentric rings on arterioles. Hybrid 

smooth muscle-pericyte cells reside on pre-capillary arterioles and interlock with 

mesh pericytes at the arteriole–capillary interface, which occurs where 

penetrating arterioles ramify into the capillary bed. Pericytes in capillary beds 

typically exhibit long processes that traverse the microvasculature in single 

strands or pairs that twist in a helical fashion. Mesh pericytes become more 

prevalent again as capillaries turn into post-capillary venules. Stellate-shaped 

smooth muscle cells cover the walls of parenchymal venules. (Taken from 

Hartmann et al., 2015) 
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Chapter 2: Methods 

 In this chapter I will describe the principal methods for the experiments 

detailed in this thesis. Experimental techniques and details specific to 

particular experiments are described in the Methods section of each Results 

chapter. 

2.1 Solutions 

All solutions for human and rodent experiments were prepared using 

ultrapure de-ionised water (Milli-Q, Millipore Corporation). Aqueous stock 

solutions of salts (using powdered salts of compounds dissolved in water or 

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)) were used for the preparation of artificial 

cerebrospinal spinal fluid (aCSF) and other drug-containing solutions. 

2.1.1 Extracellular solution 

Human and rodent brain slices were superfused with solution (artificial 

cerebrospinal fluid, aCSF) containing (mM) 124 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 26 NaHCO3, 1 

MgCl2, 1 NaH2PO4, 10 glucose, 2 CaCl2, 1 Na ascorbate. For all live imaging 

experiments this solution was equilibrated with a gas mixture of 20% O2/75% 

N2/5% CO2, which (unlike when bubbling with 95% O2/5% CO2 which 

generates hyperoxic conditions) produces a physiological level of oxygen in 

the slice near the capillaries being imaged (Hall et al., 2014). Artificial CSF 

was delivered to the microscope imaging bath via a peristaltic pump 

(Masterflex) at ~4 ml/min and heated to 33-36°C by manually adjusting the 

electrical current passing through a pair of heating resistors mounted on a 

brass block encasing the perfusion inlet. The temperature was measured in 

the imaging bath using a thermo-electric effect thermometer.  
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2.1.2 Pharmacology experiments in live cortical slices  

Human and rodent brain slices were superfused with extracellular fluid 

(as described above) with and without any of the following added: 500 µM 

glutamate, 2 µM noradrenaline, 10 nM endothelin, 1µM ET-A receptor blocker 

(BQ-123), 1 µM ET-B receptor blocker (BQ-788), 1µM L-NNA to block nitric 

oxide synthase, 10-250 nM oligomeric Aβ1-42 (nominal concentrations are 

given for Aβ here - for the corrected concentrations after oligomerisation see 

section 2.4 below), 150 U/ml superoxide dismutase (SOD1), 1µM RAGE 

blocker (FPS-ZM1), 250 nM oligomeric scrambled Aβ1-42, 250 nM oligomeric 

Aβ1-40, 5 nM endothelin, 1 mM H2O2 to generate reactive oxygen species. 

2.1.3 Ischaemic solution  

 To mimic ischaemia, rodent neocortical brain slices were superfused 

with ischaemic solution made up as for extracellular solution but with glucose 

replaced with 7 mM sucrose and oxygen removed by equilibrating solutions 

with 5% CO2 and 95% N2. In addition, 2 mM iodoacetate and 25 µM 

antimycin were added to inhibit ATP generation by glycolysis and oxidative 

phosphorylation respectively (a procedure termed chemical ischaemia). 

Ischaemic solution was heated to 33-36°C and delivered to the microscope 

imaging bath as for delivery of aCSF solution (described above).  

For ischaemia plus nimdopine experiments, nimodipine was dissolved in 

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) at 100 mM, and added to the ischaemia solution 

at a final concentration of 3 µM (so that the final DMSO concentration is less 

than 0.01% v/v of total solution volume). 

For experiments examining pericyte death during ischaemia, propidium 
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iodide (PI, 7.5 µM) was added to ischaemic solution to label cells dying by 

necrosis (i.e. cells that had lost the selective permeability of their plasma 

membrane). Propidium becomes fluorescent when it binds to DNA, which is 

only possible if it can cross the cell membrane.  

For endothelin A receptor blocker experiments, the endothelin A 

receptor blocker BQ-123, or the endothelin B receptor blocker BQ-788 were 

dissolved at 10 mM in double distilled water and added to the superfusion 

solution at a final concentration of 1 µM. 

The thromboxane A2 receptor blocker, ICI192605, was dissolved at 4 

mM in DMSO and added to ischaemic solution at a final concentration of 1 

µM, so that the final DMSO concentration was less than 0.01% v/v of total 

solution volume. 

2.2 Human and rodent brain slices 

2.2.1 Live rodent brain slices 

Experiments used P21 Sprague-Dawley rats of either sex. All animal 

procedures were carried out in accordance with UK regulations (the UK 

Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and subsequent updates). Animals 

were humanely killed using a Schedule 1 protocol. Rats were cervically 

dislocated and then decapitated to ensure exsanguination. The procedure for 

brain removal and subsequent processing was performed as previously 

described (Mishra et al., 2014). The rat head was placed in a small pot 

containing ice-cold slicing solution comprising (in mM) 93 N-methyl-D-

glucamine chloride (NMDG), 2.5 KCl, 30 NaHCO3, 10 MgCl2, 1.2 NaH2PO4, 

25 glucose, 20 HEPES, 5 Na ascorbate, 0.5 CaCl2, 3 Na pyruvate, and 1 
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kynurenic acid (added to block glutamate receptors), bubbled with 

95%O2/5%CO2 (to give a pH of 7.4) for a brief period. The rat scalp was then 

cut with scissors along the midline from the base of the neck anteriorly 

towards the nose. Skin flaps were reflected laterally to reveal the skull. The 

skull was then cut with fine scissors along the midline, posterior to anterior 

(along the sagittal suture), and two further mediolateral cuts were made on 

either side at the nasal end, such that two skull flaps were created which 

could be carefully reflected laterally with forceps to reveal the brain beneath. 

The brain was then gently retracted away from the base of the skull using a 

small spatula and placed (dorsal side facing upwards) in a Sylgard (Dow 

Corning, cat no. 184)-coated Petri dish containing ice-cold slicing solution. 

The brain was cut with a razor blade coronally to remove the cerebellum and 

posterior fifth of the hemispheres and to remove the anterior quarter of the 

hemispheres. The brain section was then mounted onto the slicing block with 

a thin layer of cyanoacrylate glue, supported by a cube-shaped piece of 

agarose, with the posterior cut edge facing downward and the inferior surface 

of the brain facing the agarose block (See Fig. 2.1a,b). 

Coronal slices of rat neocortex (250-300 µm) were then prepared 

(Peppiatt et al., 2006; Mishra et al., 2014) on a vibratome (Leica VT1200S) in 

ice-cold slicing solution bubbled with 95% O2/5% CO2 to give a pH of 7.4 

(See Fig. 2.1c). The cut slices were then transferred for a ‘heat recovery’ ten-

minute incubation period in the same solution maintained at ~35°C. It has 

been found that more capillaries remain healthy in brain slices from P12 and 

P30 rats when sliced using NMDG-based slicing method with heat recovery 

than when sliced in standard slicing solution (Mishra et al., 2014; Nashmi et 
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al., 2002; Zhao et al., 2011). Slices were then incubated at room temperature 

(21-23 °C) in a similar recovery solution with the 93 NMDG-Cl, 10 MgCl2, 0.5 

CaCl2 and 5 Na ascorbate replaced with (in mM) 92 NaCl, 1 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2 

and 1 Na ascorbate, until used in experiments (See Fig. 2.1d). 

2.2.2 Live human brain slices 

This component of the work received ethical approval (REC number 

15/NW/0568) and all patients gave prospective, fully informed written 

consent. 

During elective neurosurgical operations for tumour treatment 

(predominantly glioma resection), apparently normal cortical tissue was 

removed by Miss Huma Sethi, Consultant Neurosurgeon, Division of 

Neurosurgery, National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, to gain 

access to the tumour (which would otherwise have been discarded). All 

patients from whom tissue was obtained gave prospective, fully informed 

written consent. Age, sex and the clinical indication for their surgery (for 

example resection of a glioma) were the only clinical details passed on by the 

surgeons; all other patient information remained confidential. All human 

tissue was handled, stored and disposed of in accordance with the Human 

Tissue Act  (2004). 

Immediately following resection, the human tissue sample was placed in 

ice cold brain slicing solution containing (mM) 93 N-methyl-D-glucamine 

chloride, 2.5 KCl, 30 NaHCO3, 10 MgCl2, 1.2 NaH2PO4, 25 glucose, 0.5 

CaCl2, 20 HEPES, 5 Na ascorbate, 3 Na pyruvate, 1 kynurenic acid (to block 

glutamate receptors, to prevent excitotoxic damage to neurons), oxygenated 
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by gassing with 95% O2/5% CO2, and transported in less than 15 minutes to 

the laboratory. Tissue was mounted onto a slicing block supported by a cube-

shaped piece of agarose with a thin layer of cyanoacrylate glue. The tissue 

was then cut into 200 µm sections on a vibratome (Leica VT1200S) and the 

slices were incubated at 34oC (for heat recovery) in the same solution for ten 

minutes, and then incubated at room temperature until used in experiments in 

a similar solution (Mishra et al., 2014) with the NMDG-Cl, MgCl2 and CaCl2 

replaced by (mM) 92 NaCl, 1 MgCl2 and 2 CaCl2. Each patient’s tissue 

typically generated ~2 brain slices. When sufficient tissue was present, 

histological examination of the slices using haematoxylin and eosin staining, 

was performed by Dr. Zane Jaunmuktane, Consultant Neuropathologist, 

Division of Neuropathology, National Hospital for Neurology and 

Neurosurgery, to assess tumour infiltration into the nominally normal tissue. 

2.3 Imaging of the microvasculature 

2.3.1 Brightfield Imaging of cortical capillaries 

Healthy capillaries (<10 µm in diameter with no rings of arteriolar 

smooth muscle around them) were selected (Mishra et al., 2014) and regions 

of them were imaged which: (i) were in focus in a single image plane over at 

least 30 µm (along the length of a capillary), and (ii) exhibited a candidate 

pericyte with a bump-on-a-log morphology. Images 100 µm square were 

obtained using an Olympus BX50WI microscope with low power (4x) and 

high power (40x) water-immersion objectives, a brightfield light source, an 

epifluorescent xenon lamp, a Coolsnap HQ2 CCD camera and Image Pro 

Plus acquisition software. Typically 1 image was taken every 30 seconds with 
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an exposure time of 10 msec. 

2.3.2 Brightfield imaging of cortical arterioles 

Healthy arterioles (>10 µm in diameter with a clearly visible, continuous 

smooth muscle wall were selected and regions of them were imaged which 

were in focus in a single image plane extending over at least 30 µm. Image 

acquisition was as described above for capillaries.  

2.3.3 Two-photon imaging of live capillaries and labelled pericytes 

In some experiments pericytes were identified prior to imaging by 

incubating slices for 30 min in 10 µg/ml isolectin B4 conjugated to Alexa 488 

or Alexa 647, which binds to α-D-galactose residues in the basement 

membrane secreted by pericytes and endothelial cells, and outlines pericytes 

(Mishra et al., 2014) since they are surrounded by the basement membrane. 

This allowed 2-photon imaging (using a Zeiss LSM710 microscope, with 

excitation wavelength 800 nm) of the endothelial tube and the pericytes on it.  

Incubation of live slices in the fluorescent Nissyl dye, neurotrace 

500/525 at 1:25 dilution (described by Damisah et al., 2017 to label capillary 

pericytes in vivo), together with 10 µg/ml isolectin B4 conjugated to Alexa 647, 

for 30 minutes allowed clear identification of pericyte somata and their 

processes extending around and along the capillary wall during 2-photon 

imaging, again using a Zeiss LSM710 microscope. Z-stacks were obtained 

with 1 µm step size and captured digitally using Zen software (Carl Zeiss 

Microscopy). 
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2.3.4 Vessel diameter analysis 

Capillary and arteriole internal diameters were measured (using 

MetaMorph software (Molecular Devices)) on sequential image frames by 

manually placing a measurement line (perpendicular to the vessel) on the 

image (maintained at a specific point of reference along the vessel 

throughout the imaging sequence to ensure the same region of vessel was 

measured throughout). With the image scale calibrated (by taking an image 

of a graticule), diameters measured using this method were recorded in µm 

for the whole time series of the experiment. During analysis of the results (by 

myself and, to provide an independent check on the results, Dr. Anusha 

Mishra, Post-Doctorate Research Fellow, UCL), those measuring capillary 

diameters were blinded to the timing and identity of the drug applications. 

Diameter measurements were logged and exported to Microsoft Excel for 

analysis. 

2.3.5 Assessing pericyte death during live imaging 

The number of dead pericytes per 100 µm of capillary was measured 

during live imaging by identifying PI labeled cells with a pericyte morphology 

(using fluorescence imaging) which also had a pericyte morphology in the 

corresponding brightfield images. As stated above, pericytes produce a 

characteristic ‘bump on a log’ appearance as they wrap around endothelial 

cells (EC) on the outside of the capillary, and are completely surrounded by 

the basal lamina. They can be distinguished from ECs, which have 

elongated, cigar-shaped nuclei, by their prominent round nuclei (Dore-Duffy 

and Cleary, 2012). Previous studies have shown a mean density of pericyte 
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somata along neocortical capillaries in P21 rats of 2.2±0.2 per 100 µm of 

capillary length (Hall et al., 2014). Fluorescence images were obtained every 

5 minutes (excited with an epifluorescence xenon lamp, passing through 

filters appropriate for the propidium fluorophore) with an exposure time of 2.5 

sec. 

Assessing pericyte death in fixed tissue 

Brain slices (250 µm thick) were incubated in a multi-well plate at 35°C, 

with 95% O2 /5% CO2 blown gently on the surface, in aCSF, or aCSF with 

Aβ1-42 or ET-1 added. All extracellular solutions contained isolectin B4 

conjugated to Alexa 488 to label the basement membrane, and hence 

pericytes which are enveloped by this (see above), and 7.5 µM propidium 

iodide (PI) to label cells with membranes that had become non-specifically 

permeable (Hall et al., 2014). After 3 hours incubation, slices were fixed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde, and washed 3 times with PBS, mounted on glass slides. 

The slices were then imaged on a Zeiss LSM 700 laser-scanning confocal 

microscope with a 20x water immersion objective. Z-stacks were obtained 

with 1 µm depth increment, and captured digitally using Zen software (Carl 

Zeiss Microscopy). Laser excitation at 488 nm and 543 nm was used to 

visualise isolectin B4 conjugated to Alexa 488, and PI, respectively. 

Importantly, isolectin IB4 and PI acquisition settings were kept the same 

between slices and different experiments to help to eliminate bias in the 

identification of pericytes and dead cells. A custom-written ImageJ script  

(courtesy of Lorena Arancibia-Carcamo, UCL NPP) was used to blind Hui 

Gong (a UCL life sciences undergraduate working in the Attwell lab under my 

supervision) and myself to the experimental condition during analysis. 
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Pericytes were identified using the IB4 labelling of the basement membrane, 

and PI labelling was used to assess cell death. To avoid counting cells killed 

by the slicing procedure, quantification of the percentage of pericytes that 

were dead excluded cells within 20 µm of the slice surface.  

2.4 Amyloid Preparation 

2.4.1 Oligomerising Aβ and assessing the form and concentration of Aβ 

applied 

The method employed to generate oligomeric Aβ preparations was 

modified from that previously described (Lambert et al., 2001). Synthetic    

Aβ1-42 (Bachem H-1368.1000), Aβ1-40 (Bachem H-1194.1000) and scrambled 

Aβ1-42 (Bachem H-7406.1000) were suspended in 1,1,1,3,3,3 hexafluoro-2-

propanol (hexafluoropropanol HFIP; 52527, Sigma) at 1 mM, vortexed to 

obtain a homogenous solution, and aliquoted to microcentrifuge tubes. The 

HFIP was removed by overnight evaporation and completely lyophilized via a 

Speed-Vac. The Aβ peptide films were stored desiccated at -20oC until further 

processed. The peptide films were then resuspended at 5 mM in DMSO, 

bath-sonicated for 10 min and vortexed for 30 sec. To form Aβ oligomers, this 

solution was diluted to 100 µM Aβ with phosphate-buffered saline, vortexed 

for 15-30 sec and incubated at 4oC for 24 h. Immediately before use, the 

oligomeric preparations were centrifuged at 14,000 g for 10 min at 4oC (to 

remove any fibrils that might be present) and the supernatants were further 

diluted to the final experimental concentrations with external solution.  

Quantification of Aβ peptide concentration was performed (in 

collaboration with Dr Vasiliki Kyrargyri, a post-doc in the lab) using a Pierce 
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BCA protein assay kit (Thermoscientific 23227), calibrated against a known 

concentration of bovine serum albumin, taking into account the different 

chromophoric development of albumin and Aβ peptides by multiplying by a 

factor of 1.51 (Jan et al., 2010; as described in the 

Abeta_Quantitation_Protocol.pdf from www.amidebio.com). This showed that 

the amount of the molecule remaining as soluble monomers and oligomers 

was 28.7±2.9% (n=4) of the nominal concentration for Aβ1-42, 39.9±1.5% 

(n=3) for Aβ1-40, and 43.6±2.3% for scrambled Aβ1-42. Concentrations stated 

in the Results have been corrected for these factors. 

 The Aβ oligomeric preparations were analysed via SDS-PAGE using 10-

20% tris-glycine gels (EC61352BOX, Invitrogen). Samples of 50 µg Aβ 

peptides were added to tris-glycine SDS Sample Buffer (LC2676, Invitrogen). 

Equal volumes of each sample (10 µl) were loaded onto gels along with 

SeeBluePlus2 (Invitrogen) pre-stained molecular weight markers, and 

electrophoretically separated at 100 V. Gels were stained for total protein 

using a SilverXpress Silver Staining kit (LC6100, Invitrogen) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. Aβ1-42 and Aβ1-40 formed monomers and oligomers, 

while scrambled Aβ1-42 formed only monomers, as shown in Fig. 5.1, Chapter 

5. 

2.5 Immunohistochemistry of human tissue from neurosurgical 

operations 

Human neocortical brain samples were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde 

(PFA) for 24 hours and then washed 3 times (10 minutes each time) in 

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Samples were then transferred to 30% 
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sucrose/PBS at 4°C for 24 hours. Samples were washed again 3 times (10 

minutes each time) with PBS before being cut into slices (200 µm) on a 

vibratome (Leica VT1000S) in 0.2M glycine/PBS and transferred to a 48 well 

plate. Slices were then incubated for 4-6 h with 0.5% Triton X, 10% goat 

serum in 0.2 M glycine/PBS at 21°C, then with primary antibodies for 

PDGFRβ (Santa Cruz, cat. no. sc432, 1:200), NG2 (Millipore, cat. No. 

AB5320, 1:200) and α-SMA (Santa Cruz, cat. no. CGA7, 1:200) at 4°C 

overnight with agitation and then for 4-8 hours with Alexa Fluor 647 

conjugated secondary antibody at 4°C with agitation. Slices were then 

washed once in PBS containing DAPI nuclear stain (1:50,000) for 10 minutes 

and then washed again in twice (10 minutes each time) in PBS. Slices were 

mounted on standard glass microscope slides using DAKO mounting medium 

and 0.17 mm-thick glass coverslips sealed with colourless nail varnish. Slides 

were allowed to dry (in the dark) for more than 24 hours before slices were 

imaged on a Zeiss LSM700 laser scanning confocal microscope with a 20x 

water immersion objective. Laser excitation at 405 nm, 488nm and 633nm 

was used to visualise DAPI, FITC-IB4 conjugated to Alexa 488 and Alexa 647 

conjugated secondary antibodies, respectively. Z-stacks were obtained with a 

1 µm depth increment and at a resolution of 768x768 pixels with a bit depth of 

8 bit. Images were digitally captured using Zen software (Carl Zeiss 

Microscopy).  

2.6 Human biopsy data 

 Diagnostic brain biopsies, comprising cortex and subcortical white 

matter, were performed as part of routine clinical investigation at the National 

Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, Queen Square, London, to exclude 
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treatable causes of neurological symptoms the patients had presented with. 

All patients gave informed consent for the biopsy. The use of human tissue 

samples was licensed by the NRES, UK (University College London 

Hospitals NRES license for using human tissue samples, project ref 

08/0077). The storage of human tissue was licensed by the Human Tissue 

Authority, UK (License #12054).  

Biopsies (volume typically 1 cm3) were all from the right frontal lobe. The 

biopsies were fixed in 10% buffered formalin less than 30 minutes after the 

resection, for a minimum of 12 hours. The formalin fixed tissue was 

dehydrated through graded alcohols and embedded in paraffin wax, from 

which 4 µm thick sections were cut for routine haematoxylin and eosin 

staining and a panel of immunohistochemical stains. As part of the diagnostic 

work up, the sections were immunostained for Aβ with immunoperoxidase-

labelled antibody 6F3D (DAKO, 1:50), for phosphorylated tau with antibody 

AT8 (Innogenetics, 1:100), and for this study in addition with antibody against 

PDGFRβ (RD systems, cat. no. MAB1263, 1:20) to label pericytes. This was 

performed on a Roche Ventana Discovery automated staining platform 

following the manufacturer’s guidelines, using biotinylated secondary 

antibodies and streptavidin-conjugated horseradish peroxidase and 

diaminobenzidine as the chromogen. The extent of parenchymal amyloid β 

deposition was assessed semi-quantitatively as absent, moderate or severe 

by a neuropathologist.  

In addition, to quantify Aβ deposition objectively, the images of the 

immunoperoxidase label for Aβ were imported into ImageJ, and split into red, 

green and blue channels. Then the light intensity in the blue channel (which 
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gave best distinction of the immunoperoxidase label from the background 

tissue haemotoxylin labelling) was measured in the region of the biopsy 

where diameters were measured, normalised by the intensity in a region of 

the section showing no visible Aβ label, and converted to a percentage of 

light absorbed by the Aβ. Normalising by the intensity in a region without any 

tissue absorption gave values that were 5.8±0.5% larger, which did not 

materially change the form of the graphs presented in Chapter 5. 

The mean age of patients without Aβ deposition was 50.5±5.5 (n=6, 4 

women and 2 men), and of those with Aβ deposition was 62.1±4.2 (n=7, 4 

women and 3 men, not significantly different, p=0.11). Regressing mean 

capillary diameter against age from all patients or from the patients lacking 

Aβ deposition showed that there was no significant dependence on age 

(p=0.5 and p=0.82 respectively; see Chapter 5, Fig. 5.9c). 

Images were analysed to assess capillary diameter with the analyst 

(Ross Nortley) blinded to the level of Aβ deposits. A standard 5x4 grid of 20 

squares (each with sides 400 µm long) was superimposed on each image, 

and all capillaries with clearly demarcated endothelial walls visible in each 

square had their diameter measured (see Fig. 2.2). The image squares were 

treated as the experimental unit for statistical analysis. Analysis of the 

diameter as a function of distance from the nearest visible pericyte employed 

a subset of all the measured diameters, because often no pericyte was visible 

on some short capillary segments. 
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2.7 Statistics 

2.7.1 Tests for normality and p-value 

Data normality was assessed with Shapiro-Wilk tests. Comparisons of 

normally distributed data were made using 2-tailed Student’s t-tests. Equality 

of variance was assessed with an F test, and heteroscedastic t-tests were 

used if needed. Data that were not normally distributed were analysed with 

Mann-Whitney tests. P values were corrected for multiple comparisons using 

a procedure equivalent to the Holm-Bonferroni method (for N comparisons, 

the most significant p value is multiplied by N, the 2nd most significant by N-

1, the 3rd most significant by N-2, etc.; corrected p values are significant if 

they are less than 0.05). Assessment of whether the slope of linear 

regressions differed significantly from zero was obtained using the t-statistic 

for the slope. P values comparing vessel diameters in the absence and 

presence of drugs were calculated for the last data point in each graph 

shown, or for an exposure time of 45-60 minutes if no graph is shown. 

Statistical analysis was performed in Microsoft Excel, OriginPro 9 (OriginLab 

Corporation) or SPSS (IBM Corporation). 

2.7.2 Calculation of effect of vessel constriction on flow 

 We assume that pericytes are regularly spaced on capillaries at an 

interval of 2L. For flow governed by Poiseuille’s law, the resistance of a 

segment of capillary of length L (from a pericyte soma to midway between 

two pericytes) and radius r1 is given by  

k.L/r1
4  

where k is a constant. If Aβ-induced pericyte contraction reduces the capillary 
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diameter from a value of r1 at the midpoint between pericytes to r2 near the 

pericyte soma (see Fig. 5.7a, b, d in Chapter 5), then if this reduction is linear 

with distance the resistance of the capillary segment from the soma to the 

midpoint is given by 

 k.L.(r1
2 + r1.r2 + r2

2)/(3.r1
3.r2

3) 

so the factor by which the resistance is altered is  

 [1 + (r1/r2) + (r1/r2)2].(r1/r2)/3        

This was used to calculate the predicted flow reduction to be produced by the 

30% pericyte constriction reported at pericyte somata in Fig. 3d and the main 

text. In reality the flow reduction will be greater because the diameter at the 

pericyte soma is actually larger than at the midpoint between pericytes in 

control conditions (see Chapter 5), and because Poiseuille’s law does not 

apply for small capillary diameters for which the effective blood viscosity 

increases as the diameter decreases below 10 µm (Pries et al., 1990). 

 

 

!
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a b 

c d 

Figure 2.1 Live brain slicing. 

(a) The brain is cut along the dashed lines to remove the cerebellum and a 

portion of the posterior hemisphere, together with a small section of frontal 

lobe. (b) The cut brain is then mounted onto a slicing block, supported by a 

cube of agarose gel. (c) The slicing block is fixed in a vibratome and the brain 

is cut to produce 250-300 µm thick slices in oxygenated NMDG slicing solution. 

(d) Slices are transferred to recovery solution for 30-40 minutes following 15 

minutes of warm recovery in NMDG slicing solution. Adapted from Mishra et al, 

2014.!
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Figure 2.2 Analysis of human frontal lobe cortex biopsy. 

Images of PDGFRβ-labelled capillaries and pericytes from human frontal lobe 

cortical biopsies were performed using a standard a 5x4 grid of 20 squares 

(each with 400µm sides). The image squares were treated as the experimental 

unit for statistical analysis. 
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Chapter 3: Control of human and rat capillary diameter by 
pericytes in physiological conditions 

3.1 Introduction 

 Although it is now fairly well accepted that pericytes in the rodent CNS 

can alter their tone to constrict and dilate their underlying capillaries (see 

Chapter 1), no experiments have been performed on human pericytes in situ 

on capillaries to assess whether they can also regulate cerebral blood flow. 

Furthermore, although the powerful vasoconstrictor endothelin may constrict 

capillaries by acting on pericytes in the retina (Chakravarthy et al., 1992; 

Kawamura et al., 2002; but see Butryn et al., 1995), the kidney (Kennedy-

Lydon et al., 2015; Pallone & Silldorff, 2001), and the ureter (Borysova et al., 

2013), it is unknown whether endothelin also constricts capillaries in the 

brain. Finally, there is intense debate about whether all pericytes constrict or 

only some of them can constrict owing to a selective expression of α-smooth 

muscle actin in the pericytes on larger capillaries at the arteriole end of the 

capillary bed (Hall et al., 2014; Hill et al., 2015, Hartmann et al., 2015; Grant 

et al., 2017). Indeed, Grutzendler’s group have proposed that mid-capillary 

bed pericytes, that can be labelled by the Nissl stain NeuroTrace, cannot 

constrict capillaries (Damisah et al., 2017).  To address these deficits in our 

knowledge, in this chapter I describe experiments:  

(i) providing a basic characterisation of the anatomy and physiology of 

pericytes on capillaries in slices made from nominally healthy human brain 

tissue (taken in order to access gliomas) from patients undergoing 

neurosurgical operations; 

(ii) examining whether rodent cortical capillaries are constricted by endothelin 
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acting on pericytes; 

(iii) testing whether supposedly non-contractile rodent pericytes labelled with 

NeuroTrace can be made to constrict capillaries by applying endothelin.  

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Preparation and imaging of live human brain slices 

 The human component of work in this chapter received ethical approval 

(REC number 15/NW/0568) and all patients gave prospective, fully informed 

written consent. All human tissue was handled, stored and disposed of in 

accordance with the Human Tissue Act  (2004). 

During elective neurosurgical operations for tumour treatment, 

apparently normal cortical tissue was removed to gain access to the tumour 

(which would otherwise have been discarded). Immediately following 

resection, the human tissue sample was placed in ice cold brain slicing 

solution oxygenated by gassing with 95% O2/5% CO2, and transported in less 

than 15 minutes to the laboratory. Live human tissue slices were prepared 

and stored for experiments as described in section 2.2.2. When sufficient 

tissue was present, histological examination of the slices using haematoxylin 

and eosin staining was undertaken by a neuropathologist to assess tumour 

infiltration into the nominally normal tissue. 

Bright field imaging of capillaries in human cortical brain slices during 

superfusion with aCSF with and without drugs, was performed as described 

in section 2.2.2.  

3.2.2 Immunohistochemistry and confocal imaging of human tissue  

 Preparation of human cortical brain slices for immunohistochemistry and 
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confocal imaging was performed as described in Section 2.5. 

3.2.3 Preparation and imaging of rodent brain slices with Neurotrace 

labelling 

Preparation of rodent brain slices and brightfield imaging of capillaries 

and arterioles during superfusion with aCSF with and without drugs was 

performed as described in Sections 2.2.1. 

In some of these rodent experiments pericytes were identified, during 

brightfield imaging with fluorescence and during 2-photon imaging. by 

incubating live slices in the fluorescent Nissyl dye, NeuroTrace 500/525 (1:25 

dilution, with or without 10 µg/ml isolectin B4 conjugated to Alexa 647, for 30 

minutes) which was described by Damisah et al., 2017 to label capillary 

pericytes in vivo. This allowed clear identification of pericyte somata and their 

processes extending around and along the capillary wall. Fluorescence 

during brightfield imaging was obtained by excitation with an epifluorescence 

xenon lamp, passing through filters appropriate for the NeuroTrace dye) and 

2-photon imaging was performed using a Zeiss LSM710 microscope (see 

Section 2.3.3 for further details). 

Vessel diameter measurements and statistical analysis were performed 

as described in Section 2.7.  

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Human neocortical capillary pericyte morphology and frequency 

 Human neocortical capillary pericytes could be identified by their ‘bump 

on a log’ morphology on the abluminal surface of vessels, surrounded by 
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fluorescently-tagged Griffonia simplicifolia isolectin B4 (IB4) labelling (Fig. 

3.1a-b). Labelling blood vessels and pericytes with IB4 was successful only if 

performed on live cortical slices (whilst incubated in recovery solution); 

labelling performed on cortical tissue after PFA fixation was not effective. 

Pericytes were observed on the straight parts of capillaries as well as at 

capillary branch points, as reported previously for rodent CNS (Peppiatt et al., 

2006; Hall et al., 2014). Human cortical pericytes were strongly labelled by 

antibody to the growth factor receptor PDGFRβ (Fig. 3.1b) and simultaneous 

labelling with DAPI demonstrated the round nuclei of pericytes (Fig. 3.1b). 

However, labelling for the other classical pericyte markers NG2 and CD13 

was not successful, for reasons that are unclear. 

 As for arteriole smooth muscle (Fig. 3.2a), 36% of pericytes labelled for 

α-smooth muscle actin (Fig. 3.2b). The pericyte soma density was 1.53±0.01 

per 100 µm of capillary (Fig. 3.2c) derived from 52 pericytes counted over 

3413 µm of capillaries in confocal stacks from tissue from a 71 year old male 

with a probable glioma, and 42 pericytes counted over 2723 µm of capillaries 

in confocal stacks from tissue from a 55 year-old female with a probable 

meningioma; for both patients there was insufficient tissue to send it for 

histopathological examination to assess tumour infiltration. 

3.3.2 Human pericytes constrict in response to noradrenaline and dilate 

in response to glutamate 

 In rodent CNS, pericytes constrict capillaries in response to superfused 

noradrenaline (mimicking noradrenaline release from the locus coeruleus), 

and dilate in response to superfused glutamate (mimicking neuronal activity), 
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as shown in Fig. 3.3a-b (reproduced from Figure 4 of Peppiatt et al., 2006). I 

tested whether human pericytes in the tissue from neurosurgical patients 

showed similar responses. Following a period of perfusion with aCSF, 5 (out 

of 8) human neocortical capillaries with a stable internal diameter were seen 

to constrict following application of noradrenaline (NA) (2 µM), with the 

internal diameter decreasing by 36+11%. There was a relaxation of 

constricted vessels following aCSF washout with capillary internal diameter 

returning on average to 89.7±5.6% of baseline (n=3 vessels tested). 

Following application of glutamate (0.5 mM) (in the presence of 2 µM 

noradrenaline), there was a dilatory response in 3 of 5 capillaries tested that 

were constricted by noradrenaline, with the mean internal diameter increasing 

by 50.1±14.0% of the constricted diameter (Fig. 3.3c-d) or 26.8±7.7% of the 

original vessel diameter before application of NA). 

3.3.3 Variability in the responses to noradrenaline and glutamate  

 The eight vessels tested in the preceding section were from neocortical 

brain tissue slices obtained from four patients. One vessel constricted to NA 

(2 µM), dilated in response to application of glutamate (0.5 mM) in the 

presence of the NA, and relaxed following washout of both drugs in tissue 

obtained from a 62 year old male with a suspected glioma (there was 

evidence of tumour infiltration of this tissue on histopathological review). In 

tissue obtained from a 55 year old female with a suspected meningioma, one 

out of two vessels tested constricted in response to the application of NA (2 

µM) but did not dilate in response to the application of glutamate with the NA 

and failed to relax following washout (this vessel was deemed not to have 

had a reliable response to noradrenaline). The second vessel tested from this 
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patient showed no response to the application of NA or glutamate (in the 

presence of noradrenaline). There was insufficient tissue from this patient to 

send it for histopathology. In tissue from a 73 year-old female with a 

suspected high-grade glioma, two out of three vessels tested constricted and 

dilated in response to the application of NA (2 µM) and glutamate  (0.5 mM) 

(in the presence of noradrenaline) respectively, and histopathological 

examination of this tissue showed no evidence of tumour invasion. Two 

vessels tested in tissue obtained from a 73 year-old male with a probable 

glioma constricted to application of NA (2 µM) and relaxed following washout 

with aCSF. Neither of these vessels, however, dilated in response to the 

application of glutamate (0.5 mM) in the presence of NA (2 µM), and one 

vessel from this patient showed no clear response to the application of 

noradrenaline or glutamate. There was insufficient tissue from this patient to 

send it for histopathological examination.  

 In summary, constriction to noradrenaline and dilation to glutamate were 

seen both in patients with and without glioma infiltration of the tissue studied. 

However, responses were rather variable to both neurotransmitters. A similar 

variability was reported for rodent tissue by Peppiatt et al. (2006), and may 

reflect some pericytes not having contractile processes around the capillary. 

3.3.4 Pericytes constrict in response to endothelin 

 To investigate whether pericytes constrict rodent capillaries in response 

to endothelin, I applied ET-1 (10 nM) either alone (Fig. 3.4a, b) or with a 

blocker of its type A or type B receptors. ET-1 evoked a strong pericyte-

mediated constriction of capillaries (by 67±0.04%, p=2x10-12), which was 
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blocked by the type A receptor blocker BQ123 (1 µM, p=2.6x10-11), but not by 

the type B receptor blocker BQ788 (1 µM, p=0.91, Fig. 3.4b). 

 Arterioles are also known to constrict in response to endothelin (Brain, 

1989), but an interesting difference was observed when the response of 

penetrating arterioles and of capillaries was compared (Fig. 3.5a-c): 

Arterioles constricted far more slowly in response to endothelin than 

capillaries, taking 31.3±4.3min (n=10) vs 7.1±1.0min (n=10) to constrict by 

25% of the resting diameter (p=3.44x10-5), respectively. Furthermore, 

arterioles often showed an initial dilation to endothelin, before a more severe 

constriction, suggesting that endothelin might be having two opposing effects 

via its different receptors. Blocking type B endothelin receptors with BQ788 

abolished the initial dilation and greatly speeded the onset of the contractile 

response in arterioles, while blocking type A receptors with BQ123 abolished 

arteriolar constriction (Fig. 3.5b). Blocking nitric oxide synthase with N-

nitroarginine (1 mM) had an effect similar to BQ788 on the time course of 

arteriole constriction (Fig. 3.5c), suggesting that endothelin’s dilating action 

via ETB receptors is mediated by NO production, possibly in endothelial cells 

although unpublished transcriptome data from the Barres group indicate that 

the highest level expression of the ETB receptor is in astrocytes. In contrast, 

N-nitroarginine did not affect the pericyte response to endothelin (Fig 3.5c), 

suggesting that the ETA receptor dominates in generating the capillary 

response to endothelin. The Barres’ group transcriptome data show that ETA 

receptors are highly expressed in pericytes, but also in astrocytes. 

Interestingly, a recent paper also reported that NO production plays a 

significant role in the generation of arteriole dilation by neuronal activity, but 
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not in the generation of capillary dilation (Mishra et al., 2016). 

3.3.5 Pericytes labelled by Neurotrace have contractile ability  

 A notable feature of the response of capillaries to endothelin was that 

essentially all capillaries seemed to show a contraction or deformation in 

response to the drug. To examine whether this included mid-capillary bed 

pericytes that could be labelled with NeuroTrace (Damisah et al., 2017), I 

applied NeuroTrace to label these pericytes in live P21 rat brain slices (for 

methods, see section 3.2) and then applied ET-1 (10 nM).  

 I found that NeuroTrace-labelled pericytes were able to constrict 

capillaries in response to ET-1 under bright field plus fluorescent imaging 

(Fig. 3.6). Performing the same experiments with 2-photon imaging allowed 

clear visualisation of pericytes somata and their processes, and 

demonstrated that pericytes with longitudinally extensive processes are 

contractile in vitro, and retract their processes towards the soma, with the 

length of processes decreasing by 32±5% (n=4) over 20 mins in response to 

endothelin (ET 10 nM) (Fig. 3.7a, b). The implications of this are considered 

below. 

 3.4 Discussion 

Though recently challenged (Damisah et al., 2016; Hill et al., 2014; 

Wei et al., 2016), the prevailing view is that subgroups of contractile pericytes 

contribute to regulation of capillary diameter and CNS blood flow (Biesecker 

et al., 2016; Dai et al., 2009; Kisler et al., 2017; Peppiatt et al., 2006; 

Fernández-Klett et al., 2010; Fernández-Klett & Priller, 2015; Hall et al., 2014; 

Mishra et al., 2016). Here I have shown that human cortical capillary 
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pericytes display a similar ‘bump on a log’ morphology to rodent pericytes 

and populate the capillary bed with a similar frequency to rodent cortical 

capillary pericytes (Hall et al., 2014). Like rodent cortical pericytes, human 

cortical pericytes express PDGFRβ, and approximately a third of them could 

be labelled for α-smooth muscle actin. Human pericytes also constricted and 

relaxed cortical capillaries following application of noradrenaline and 

glutamate respectively, with a magnitude and variability comparable to that of 

rodent capillary pericytes (Hall et al., 2014; Peppiatt et al., 2006). These 

findings - that a subgroup of human cortical capillary pericytes possess 

contractile apparatus and are capable of altering capillary diameter - suggest 

pericytes are capable of controlling human cerebral blood flow.  

Endothelin is a potent vasoconstrictor and has been shown to constrict 

capillaries by acting on pericytes in the retina (Chakravarthy et al., 1992; 

Kawamura et al., 2002), the kidney (Kennedy-Lydon et al., 2015; Pallone & 

Silldorff, 2001) and the ureter (Borysova et al., 2013). I have now shown that 

endothelin acting through ETA (and not ETB) receptors is also a potent and 

highly reliable vasoconstrictor of cortical capillaries. Interestingly, cortical 

capillaries were found to constrict far more rapidly than cortical arteriloles 

(which initially dilated) in response to endothelin. This observation was shown 

to be due to endothelin acting on arteriolar ETB receptors leading to release 

of vasodilatory NO. These findings raise the possibility that endothelin-

mediated cortical capillary constriction plays an important role (perhaps more 

important than arteriolear constriction) in disease states thought to involve 

pathological endothelin release, such as subarachnoid haemorrhage (Bertsch 

et al., 2001; Pluta et al., 1997) and Alzheimer’s disease (Deane et al., 2003; 
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Thomas et al., 2016: see Chapter 5 for further work on the role of endothelin 

in Alzheimer’s disease).  

NeuroTrace has recently been shown to label only non-α smooth 

muscle containing pericytes in vivo (Damisah et al., 2017), but I found that 

NeuroTrace-labelled pericytes in live P21 rat brain slices are contractile and 

able to constrict capillaries in response to ET1 (10 nM, under bright field plus 

fluorescent imaging: Fig. 3.7a). Performing the same experiments with 2-

photon imaging allowed clear visualisation of pericytes’ somata and their 

processes, and demonstrated that pericytes with longitudinally extensive 

processes are contractile in vitro, and appear to retract their processes 

towards the soma in response to ET1 (10 nM, Fig. 3.7b).  

These findings argue against those who have proposed that pericytes 

are not contractile (Damisah et al., 2017; Hill et al., 2015; Wei et al., 2016): 

Against long-standing convention, some researchers have re-defined 

spatially isolated, α smooth muscle- containing (contractile) cells, with a bump 

on a log morphology and circumferential processes wrapping (up to 4th 

branch order) capillaries, to be smooth muscle cells rather than pericytes 

(Damisah et al., 2017; Hill et al., 2015). In doing so they have also redefined 

what they term pericytes, as being all other spatially isolated, non-α-smooth 

muscle containing (and therefore non-contractile) cells with longitudinally 

extending processes wrapping the capillary bed. This has generated debate 

about what precisely defines pericytes (particularly at a molecular level), 

given that a specific pericyte-defining marker has yet to be discovered 

(Attwell et al., 2016).  
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 Setting aside these semantic arguments, the branch-order level of the 

capillary bed where capillary diameter and cerebral blood flow are controlled 

by pericytes remains to be determined. Do pericytes control cerebral blood 

flow throughout the entire capillary bed, or just at the arteriole end of the bed 

where dilatory responses and smooth muscle actin expression are seen in up 

to the 4th branching order of capillaries from the arteriole (Hall et al, 2014; Hill 

et al., 2015)? Whilst it is clear that α-smooth muscle containing pericytes 

(with circumferential processes) are capable of contracting and reducing 

capillary diameter (Hall et al, 2014; Hill et al., 2015), it is not known whether 

pericytes which do not reliably label for α-smooth muscle actin, and possess 

longitudinally extensive processes, are able to alter capillary diameter and/ or 

contribute to controlling cerebral blood flow. Recently, it has been 

demonstrated that cardiac pericytes, which label for β-actin and γ-actin in 

addition to α- smooth muscle actin, contribute significantly to the post-

ischaemic no-reflow phenomenon in the heart by constricting cardiac 

capillaries (O’Farrell et al., 2017). Potentially, therefore, capillary pericytes in 

the brain, which do not label for α-smooth muscle actin, may also use β and/γ 

actin as their mechanical substrate for contraction. Furthermore, as I have 

demonstrated, pericytes with processes extending longitudinally might also 

be contractile and thereby alter the compliance of the capillary wall to passing 

red blood cells, thus providing a mechanism for regulating blood flow that 

differs from the notion of increasing resistance by decreasing capillary 

diameter (see Chapter 6 for suggested further work relating to these 

findings). 
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Figure 3.1 Human pericyte morphology. (a) Isolectin B4 (green) labelled 

capillary in a cortical slice, with two pericyte somata (arrowheads) outlined 

by their basement membrane. DAPI (blue) labels nuclei. (b) Pericyte labelled 

with antibody to PDGFRβ (red). 
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Figure 3.2 Actin expression by human pericytes and pericyte number. 

Labelling of an arteriole (a) and a pericyte (b) with antibody to α-smooth 

muscle actin (red) in a human brain slice labelled with isolectin B4 (green) to 

outline the basement membrane of the vessels and pericytes. (c) Mean 

number of pericytes per 100 µm length of human and rodent (data taken from 

Hall et al, 2014) cortical capillaries. 
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Figure 3.3 Human cortical pericytes constrict and dilate capillaries in 

response to noradrenaline and glutamate, respectively. (a) Images, and 

(b) quantification of diameter, in response to superfusion of 2 µM 

noradrenaline and 0.5 mM glutamate for a pericyte in a rat cerebellar slice 

(from Peppiatt et al., 2006). (c) Images of a capillary (dashed lines indicate 

wall) and pericyte soma (arrowhead) in a live human brain slice before drug 

application (before), in the presence of 2 µM superfused noradrenaline 

(+NA), with 2 µM NA and 500 µM glutamate superfused (+NA +Glu), and 

after stopping drug superfusion (washout). Graph shows time course of 

capillary diameter at right red line throughout the experiment. (d) Mean 

glutamate-evoked dilation and noradrenaline-evoked constriction in 

experiments as in (c) (change in diameter quantified relative to that before 

application of each drug; relative to the pre-noradrenaline diameter the 

glutamate-evoked dilation was 26.8±7.7%). 
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Fig. 3.4 Endothelin constricts cortical capillaries. (a) Bright field images 

showing ET (10 nM) evoked focal constriction of a cortical capillary (b) Mean 

time course of normalised capillary diameter during superfusion with aCSF 

(n=10), ET1 alone (10 nM, n=10), or ET1 in the presence of the ET-A receptor 

blocker BQ-123 (1 nM, n=10) or the ET-B receptor blocker BQ-788 (1 µM, 

n=12). 
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Figure 3.5 Capillaries constrict faster than 

arterioles in response to endothelin. (a) 

Bright field images showing ET (10 nM) evoked 

constriction of a cortical arteriole (white line 

highlights wall of smooth muscle). (b) Time 

course of normalised arteriole diameter during 

superfusion with aCSF (n=8), ET1 alone (10 

nM, n=10), or ET1 in the presence of the ET-A 

receptor blocker BQ-123 (1 nM, n=11) or the 

ET-B receptor blocker BQ-788 (1 µM, n=6). (c) 

Time course of normalised arteriole diameter 

during superfusion with aCSF (n=8), ET1 alone 

(10 nM, n=10), or ET1 in the presence of the 

NO blocker L-NNA (1 mM, n=12) together with 

time course of normalised capillary diameter 

during superfusion with ET1 alone (10 nM, 

n=10) or ET1 in the presence of NO blocker L-

NNA (1 mM, n=9). 
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Figure 3.6 NeuroTrace-labelled pericytes constrict capillaries in 
response to endothelin. Brightfield plus fluorescent imaging of (NeuroTrace-

labelled) pericyte-mediated constriction of a cortical capillary imaged at 

different times (shown in the pictures) before and after the application of ET 

(10 nM).  
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Figure 3.7 Pericytes processes retract 

towards the soma whilst constricting 

capillaries in response to endothelin. (a) 

Left panels, top-bottom: 2-photon images of 

IB4 (red) and NeuroTrace (yellow) fluorescence 

of a capillary and pericyte respectively, in rat 

cortical slices in normal aCSF and after 

superfusion with ET (10 nM) (at the time points 

given), showing focal capillary constrictions 

next to the pericyte soma. Right panel top-

bottom: 2-photon images of the same pericyte 

displaying NeuroTrace fluorescence alone 

(green) highlighting pericyte processes (white 

marker) and their retraction towards the soma 

following superfusion with ET. (b) Graph shows 

mean change of process length of 4 pericyte 

processes (2 processes from each of 2 

pericytes) following exposure to ET (10nM). 
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Chapter 4: Preventing pericyte constriction of brain 
capillaries and death in rigor during simulated ischaemia 

4.1 Introduction 

Ischaemic stroke is a leading cause of adult disability in the United 

Kingdom and United States, with many survivors left dependent on others for 

activities of daily living (Royal College of Physicians National Sentinal Stroke 

Clinical Audit (2011)). In experimental models of stroke, both the duration and 

the severity of ischaemia have been shown to determine whether irreversible 

damage occurs (Lo et al., 2003). Treatment of patients with intravenous 

tissue plasminogen activator (rt-PA) within 4.5 hours of stroke onset 

increases the probability of a favourable outcome (Emberson et al., 2014). 

However, more than half of patients treated with rt-PA show a lack of 

recovery, which may be attributable to inadequate reperfusion or reperfusion 

occurring too late to prevent tissue infarction (von Kummer, 2009; Wechsler, 

2011). Indeed, it has been demonstrated that even after re-opening of a 

blocked artery there is a long-lasting decrease in blood flow (the ‘no-reflow’ 

phenomenon) which may be due to pericytes constricting capillaries and 

subsequently dying in rigor following cerebral ischaemia (reviewed by 

O’Farrell & Attwell, 2014). During simulated ischaemia in brain slices, it has 

been demonstrated that neocortical grey matter and cerebellar white matter 

capillaries are constricted by pericytes within ∼15 minutes and pericytes die in 

rigor within ∼40 minutes, while in vivo pericytes die following 90 min of middle 

cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) (Hall et al., 2014). An increase in pericyte 

[Ca2+], following ion pump inhibition by ATP depletion, may partly explain why 
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pericytes constrict in ischaemia (see section 1.2.16). Indeed, removal of 

external calcium significantly reduced pericyte death (Hall et al., 2014). 

Based on the premise that, during ischaemia, calcium-evoked pericyte 

constriction and death in rigor leads to a long-lasting capillary constriction 

(which will decrease effective reperfusion of ischaemic brain tissue, even 

following thrombolysis), pericytes represent an attractive therapeutic target in 

the treatment of acute stroke. It seems reasonable to propose therefore, that 

a treatment that prevents pericyte constriction and death in ischaemia would 

have a beneficial effect in acute stroke.  

Against this background, I assessed whether blockade of particular ion 

channels and receptors involved in pathways leading to constriction of the 

cerebral microvasculature would prevent pericyte constriction of capillaries 

and reduce pericyte death during simulated ischaemia. I studied blockage of  

(i) L-type Ca2+ channels (with nimodipine) 

(ii) endothelin A receptors (with BQ-123) 

and  

(iii) thromboxane A2 receptors (with ICI-192605)  

for the following reasons: 

4.1.1 L-type Ca2+ channel blockade 

L-type Ca2+ channels may exist in one of three distinct states, termed 

modes. In mode 0, the channel does not open in response to a 

depolarisation. In mode 1, depolarisation produces a low opening probability, 

and if opening does occur, it is brief. In mode 2, depolarization results in a 
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very high chance of opening probability, and single openings are prolonged 

(Hess et al., 1984). Nimodipine is a diyhydropyridine class of Ca2+ entry 

blocker (partly selective for the cerebral vasculature (Kazda and Towart, 

1982), which binds specifically to the α1 subunit of the L-type calcium channel 

and affects its function by selectively binding to and maintaining channels in 

mode 0, thus preventing channel opening and reducing Ca2+ entry (Hess et 

al., 1984; Rang et al., 2016). Nimodipine may be administered orally or 

intravenously, and is well absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract. It has few 

idiosyncratic adverse effects and is usually well tolerated, but it may cause 

flushing and headache because of its vasodilatory action (Katz & Leach, 

1987). Given that Ca2+ entry into pericytes is necessary for pericyte 

contraction (Sakagami et al., 2001), and that uncontrolled calcium entry 

overload during ischaemia is likely to be responsible for their death (Hall et 

al., 2014), I investigated whether blockade of L-type Ca2+ channels with 

nimodipine may help prevent unwanted pericyte constriction and death during 

ischaemia. 

4.1.2 ETA receptor blockade 

Endothelin (ET), a potent vasoconstrictor with a long-lasting effect, is 

thought to act in a paracrine rather than a systemic manner (Clozel et al., 

1993; Hickey et al., 1985; Yanagisawa et al., 1986) and is expressed in 3 

isoforms: ET-1 (the only ET present in vascular endothelial cells) is 

expressed in many tissues, ET-2 is present only in the gut and kidneys, and 

ET-3 is present in the brain, lung, intestine and adrenal gland. ET-1 and ET-2 

act on 2 types of receptor, ETA and ETB receptors, both of which are G-

protein coupled, while ET-3 acts mainly on ET-B receptors. Activation of ETA 
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receptors produces vasoconstriction, whilst activation of ETB receptors leads 

to vasodilation. ETA-mediated vasoconstriction is believed occur via the G-

protein controlled-phospholipase C/inositol trisphosphate (IP3/diacylglycerol 

(DAG) second messenger pathway raising [Ca2+]i, where receptor activation 

triggers phospholipase C catalysed production of IP3 (and DAG), which then 

acts to release cytosolic Ca2+ from intracellular stores to trigger smooth 

muscle contraction. ETB receptors evoke dilation by stimulating NO 

production (Liu et al., 2003 ). 

Endothelin is released during ischaemia and subarachnoid 

haemorrhage (Pluta et al., 1997; Dawson et al., 1999; Bertsch et al., 2001; 

Lampl et al., 1997) and blockade of ET receptors has been shown in animal 

models to prevent post-ischaemic vasoconstriction (Patel et al., 1996). 

Additonally, ET receptor blockade was shown to prevent the decrease in 

cerebral blood flow that occurs following subarachnoid haemorrhage, and to 

improve brain blood flow following cerebral ischaemia (Brunner and Opie, 

1998; Clozel et al., 1993; Dawson et al., 1999; Galiuto et al., 1998; 

Rodríguez, 2011; Schaller, 2008; Ziv et al., 1992). Furthermore, ET can raise 

the intracellular Ca2+ level within, and cause contraction of, cultured retinal 

pericytes (at a concentration of 0.1 nM: Chakravati et al., 1992) as well as 

producing contraction of pericytes in rodent kidney slices (Kennedy-Lydon et 

al., 2015). Notably, ET has also been demonstated to contribute to cerebral 

post-ischaemic hypoperfusion (Spatz et al., 1996). Furthermore (as detailed 

in Chapter 3), I have now shown that endothelin acting through ETA (and not 

ETB) receptors is also a potent and highly reliable vasoconstrictor of cortical 

capillaries. Thus, it seems reasonable to propose that blockade of ETA 
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receptors during simulated ischaemia would reduce pericyte constriction. 

4.1.3 TXA2 receptor blockade 

Thromboxane A2 (TXA2) is a vasoconstrictor and pro-thrombotic 

prostanoid, which acts on thromboxane prostanoid (TP) receptors (a type of 

G-protein coupled receptor) found on monocytes/macrophages, platelets, 

endothelial cells and vascular smooth muscle cells (Capra et al., 2013). It is 

produced (mainly by platelets, but also by microglia) from the metabolism of 

the eicosanoid precursor, arachidonic acid, by cyclo-oxygenase (COX)-1, 

COX-2 and TXA2 synthase (TXA2), and its synthesis is increased and it is 

released during acute (cerebral) ischaemia (Shohami et al., 1987); Koudstaal 

et al., 1993; Nakahata, 2008). Of note, this agent evokes pericyte contraction 

(Dodge et al., 1991; Fernandez-Klett et al., 2010; Mishra et al., 2016). I 

therefore investigated whether blocking TXA2 receptors would have an effect 

on pericyte constriction during simulated ischaemia. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Animals and preparations 

The experiments described in this chapter were performed on live 300 

µm cortical slices from P21 Sprague-Dawley rats of either sex, prepared on a 

vibratome in ice-cold NMDG-based slicing solution and stored at room 

temperature in recovery solution (as described in section 2.2.1) 

4.2.2 Brightfield imaging of capillaries during ischaemia 

Brightfield imaging was performed of cortical capillary responses to 

superfusion with aCSF (control), ischaemic solution and ischaemic solution 

with the following drugs added: 3 µM nimodipine, 1 µM BQ-123 (an ETA 
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receptor blocker), 1 µM ICI192605 (a TXA2 receptor blocker) and 7.5 µM 

prodidium iodide (PI) (to label cells with membranes that had become non-

specifically permeable which were presumed to be dying). During simulated 

ischaemia experiments, slices were superfused with aCSF prior to 

superfusion of ischaemic solution (prepared as in section 2.1), whilst 

capillaries were being located. Only capillaries with at least 30 µm of vessel 

wall along the length of the capillary in focus within a single plane were 

selected for imaging. The microscope objective was continually adjusted 

during experiments to ensure that the selected portion of the vessel remained 

in sharp focus throughout. For the first 10 minutes of imaging, slices were 

perfused with aCSF (to ensure the selected vessel had a stable baseline 

diameter) before switching to perfusion with ischaemic solution or ischaemic 

solution with drugs for 60 minutes (for further detail see section 2.3). 

4.2.3 Fluorescent imaging during ischaemia 

The number of dead pericytes per 100 µm of capillary following 60 

minutes of simulated ischaemia was measured during live imaging by 

identifying PI labelled cells with pericyte morphology (using fluorescence 

microscopy) which also had pericyte morphology on corresponding brightfield 

imaging. As stated in section 1.2.15, pericytes produce a characteristic ‘bump 

on a log’ appearance as they wrap around endothelial cells (EC) on the 

outside of the capillary and are completely surrounded by the basal lamina. 

They can be distinguished from ECs, which have elongated, cigar-shaped 

nuclei, by their prominent round nuclei (Dore-Duffy and Cleary, 2012). 

Fluorescent images were obtained (with an epifluorescent xenon lamp and 

appropriate filters) every 5 minutes with an exposure time of 2.5 sec (for 
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further detail see section 2.3). 

4.2.4 Analysis and Statistics 

Capillary internal diameters were measured as described in Section 

2.3.4. Statistical analysis was performed as described in section 2.7. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Ischaemia induces a constriction of pericytes 

The internal diameter of a neocortical capillary did not decrease when 

perfused with aCSF for 60 minutes (Figure 4.1a, c) replicating previous data 

from this laboratory (Hall et al., 2014). However, capillaries were seen to 

constrict vigorously within ∼15-20 minutes when perfused with ischaemic 

solution, with the mean capillary internal diameter decreasing by 69.6% (n=5) 

(p=3.4x10-6 vs control), following 20 minutes of perfusion with ischaemic 

solution (Figure 4.1b, c). 

4.3.2 Nimodipine slows pericyte-evoked capillary constriction in 

ischaemia 

In comparison to perfusion with ischaemic solution alone, pericyte 

constriction was inhibited by the presence of nimodipine, with the capillary 

internal diameter decreasing by only 27.6±11% (n=6) following 20 minutes of 

simulated ischaemia plus nimodipine (p=0.028 compared with no nimodipine) 

(Fig. 4.2a). With prolonged ischaemia (> 25 minutes), the inhibitory effect of 

nimodipine on pericyte constriction lessened to being just outside statistical 

significance, with a mean normalised capillary diameter at 45 min reducing to 

19±3% (n=7) and 45±11% (n=7) (p=0.066) for simulated ischaemia and 
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simulated ischaemia plus nimodipine respectively (Fig. 4.2a). 

4.3.3 Endothelin A receptor block does not affect pericyte constriction 

in ischaemia 

There was no difference in pericyte constriction during simulated 

ischaemia at 20 minutes with or without the presence of an ETA receptor 

blocker (BQ123, 1 µM). The internal capillary diameter decreased in 

ischaemia by 65±13% (n=5) with, and by 64±5% (n=4) without the ETA 

receptor blocker present (Fig. 4.2b). These data were not significantly 

different (p=0.97). 

4.3.4 Constriction of pericytes in ischaemia is unaffected by the 

presence of the thromboxane A2 receptor blocker ICI-192605 

I investigated capillary constriction by pericytes during simulated 

ischaemia for at least 20 minutes with and without the presence of the TXA2 

receptor blocker ICI-192605 (1 µM). The mean capillary diameter decreased 

in ischaemia by 57±10% (n=5) and by 45±14% (n=6) for ischaemia with and 

without ICI-192605, respectively (Fig 4.2c, not significantly different, p=0.5).  

Pericyte induced capillary constriction during ischaemia does not therefore 

appear to be affected by blockade of TXA2 receptors. 

4.3.5 Ischaemia leads to pericyte death 

In accordance with data previously published by this laboratory (Hall et 

al., 2014), after capillaries are constricted by pericytes during simulated 

ischaemia, applying propidium iodide revealed that pericytes die 

approximately 30 to 40 minutes (Fig. 4.3a, b). The presence of nimodipine 

showed a tendency to delay, (by approximately 5 min), but not prevent, 
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pericyte death in the early stage of ischaemia, although this result did not 

reach statistical significance (p=0.9, Kolmogarov-Smirnov test on the entire 

time course of death, Fig. 4.3b). For example, with simulated ischaemia, at 

30 minutes the mean number of dead pericytes/100 µm of capillary was 

0.85±0.52 (n=5 capillaries) whilst with simulated ischaemia plus nimodipine, 

the mean number of dead pericytes/100 µm capillary was 0.25±0.16 (n=5 

capillaries, p=0.31 compared with no nimodipine). 

4.4 Discussion 

 In vitro, it has been shown that removing extracellular Ca2+ inhibits 

pericyte constriction to electrical stimuli and decreases pericyte death in 

simulated ischaemia (Peppiatt et al., 2006; Hall et al., 2014). I therefore 

tested the hypothesis that reducing Ca2+ entry into pericytes by blocking L-

type voltage gated Ca2+ channels would reduce pericyte constriction and 

death in ischaemia. 

I demonstrated that, in simulated ischaemia, pericytes constrict 

neocortical capillaries within ∼15 minutes and then die in rigor within ∼40 

minutes (replicating previous data from this laboratory: Hall et al., 2014). I 

then showed that the L-type Ca2+ channel blocker nimodipine, when present 

throughout the ischaemia, significantly delayed pericyte-mediated constriction 

of capillaries, and showed a possible trend towards prolonging pericyte 

survival in the early stage of ischaemia. I assume that nimodipine exerted 

these effects by acting directly on pericyte L-type Ca2+ channels, although an 

indirect action cannot be ruled out. 

With ongoing ischaemia (>30 min), the inhibitory effect of nimodipine on 
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pericyte constriction waned and pericyte death was not prevented. This is 

expected because reperfusion was not mimicked by removing the ischaemic 

conditions, and furthermore the block of ATP production by iodoacetate and 

antimycin, used to inhibit glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation 

respectively, is irreversible. Therefore, an experimental model using instead 

oxygen-glucose deprivation to simulate ischaemia (without iodoacetate and 

antimycin), followed by re-application of the oxygen and glucose to simulate 

reperfusion, may model better the extent to which nimodipine would inhibit 

ischaemia-induced pericyte constriction and death. Of course an in vivo 

experimental model of stroke (MCAO occlusion) would provide the most 

robust model in which to examine the effect of nimodipine on pericyte 

constriction and death in ischaemia (see Chapter 6 – suggestions for future 

work). Indeed, unpublished work by other members of the Attwell group has 

shown that nimodipine reduces pericyte death after oxygen-glucose 

deprivation of cortical slices, see Fig. 6.1 below). 

The data I have presented above may help to explain why nimodipine 

can be used therapeutically to treat subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH). 

Nimodipine has been shown in clinical trials to be the only pharmacological 

treatment to improve outcome in patients with SAH produced by aneurysm 

rupture (Feigin et al., 1998; Dorhourt et al., 2007). Aneurysmal rupturing of 

blood into the subarachnoid space, and less often the brain parenchyma and 

ventricles, has two main consequences. Firstly, it causes early brain injury 

from a combination of the direct effects of intracranial blood itself, a mass 

effect (causing compression of vital structures, raised intracranial pressure 

and reduced cerebral perfusion), the development of hydrocephalus and 
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acute global ischaemia. These effects will perturb fluid and ion balance, 

activate the sympathetic nervous system and pro-inflammatory pathways, 

and may lead to further, serious complications such as neurogenic pulmonary 

oedema and acute cardiomyopathy (Macdonald, 2014).  Secondly, SAH may 

cause delayed cerebral ischaemia (DCI), a clinical syndrome of focal 

neurological and/or cognitive deficit that occurs unpredictably in around 30% 

of patients 3-14 days post SAH (Vergouwen, 2010). DCI is now the main 

factor associated with poor outcome following survival of the initial 

subarachnoid bleed and aneurysm treatment (Kassell, 1990). The 

pathogenesis of DCI is poorly understood, but angiographically-visible 

vasospasm, cortical spreading ischaemia, microthrombosis, microcirculation 

constriction and delayed effects of early brain injury have been implicated as 

possible factors (Macdonald, 2014). The link between angiographic 

vasospasm and the development of DCI, however, has been called into 

question because it has been shown that successful reduction of 

angiographic vasospasm does not improve patient outcome (Etminan, 2011). 

It has also been found that only 50% of patients with angiographic 

vasospasm develop DCI (Fisher, 2011; Crowley, 2011). Moreover, treatment 

with nimodipine significantly reduces the risk of developing DCI, but does not, 

in most clinical trials, lead to a reduction of angiographic vasospasm (Petruk 

et al., 1998). 

My data suggest that nimodipine reduces pericyte constriction of cortical 

capillaries and may also reduce pericyte death in rigor under ischaemic 

conditions. Conceivably, capillary constriction by pericytes and subsequent 

death in rigor may be a factor in the development of DCI and explain the 
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mechanism by which nimodipine protects against DCI. Indeed, it has been 

suggested that following SAH, haemoglobin, and its breakdown products and 

other vasoactive substances, come into contact with pericytes when these 

substances are cleared from the CSF along the perivascular spaces 

(adjoining the basement membranes of arterioles and capillaries) to drain to 

the cervical lymph nodes, and that these substances could trigger pericyte 

constriction by mechanisms involving oxidative stress, superoxide formation 

and NO depletion (Ostergaard et al., 2013). 

Nimodipine has not been conclusively shown to be of benefit in treating 

stroke patients (Zhang et al., 2012; Horn and Limburg, 2001). However, 

clinical trials investigating the efficacy of nimodpine as a treatment for 

ischaemic stroke were performed in the pre-thrombolyis era. My data suggest 

that nimodipine warrants further investigation as a potential treatment to be 

given soon after stroke onset (to delay pericyte constriction and possibly 

death), in combination with or perhaps before rt-PA is administered. Ideally 

nimodipine could be administered via a catheter placed near the occluding 

thrombus, in order to minimise its action in other vascular beds of the body. 

In contrast to blockade of L-type Ca2+ channels with nimodipine, ETA 

receptor blockade and TXA2 receptor blockade did not delay capillary 

constriction by pericytes, suggesting that neither ET-1, nor TXA2 have a 

crucial role to play in the mechanism generating capillary constriction during 

ischaemia. The lack of effect of ETA block is surprising since this has 

previously been found to reduce the no-reflow phenomenon after ischaemia 

(Dawson et al., 1999): conceivably this effect reflects an action on arterioles 

or arteries upstream of the capillaries that I have studied here. The lack of 
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effect of TXA2 receptor block is consistent with previous data showing that 

block of its synthesis did not prevent the lack of reperfusion that occurs after 

ischaemia (Prough et al., 1986), although Tokiyoshi et al. (1991) found that it 

was effective after subarachnoid haemorrhage. However, as stated above, 

the use of iodoacetate and antimycin, to simulate tissue ischaemia in brain 

slices (by completely inhibiting ATP generation by glycolysis and oxidative 

phosphorylation, respectively) may perhaps be too toxic to the brain tissue for 

prevention of ETA and TXA2 effects to demonstrate any beneficial effect. 

Therefore, an experimental model using oxygen-glucose deprivation only to 

simulate ischaemia (without iodoacetate and antimycin) followed by re-

application of the oxygen and glucose, or MCAO in vivo, may determine 

better whether ETA and/or TXA2 blockade reduces ischaemia-induced 

pericyte constriction and death (see below – Chapter 6, suggestions for future 

work). 
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Figure 4.1 Constriction of pericytes in response to simulated ischaemia. 
(a) Repeated images of a slice superfused with control solution show no 

change of diameter. (b) Focal capillary constriction in simulated ischaemia 

Times on images are times in control or ischaemic solution. (c) Mean capillary 

diameter as a function of time in control solution (n=2) and in ischaemia (n=6).!
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Figure 4.2 Constriction of pericytes in response to simulated ischaemia in 
the presence and absence of nimodipine, an endothelin A receptor blocker 
and a thromboxane A2 receptor blocker. (a) Mean capillary diameter as a 

function of time with simulated ischaemia alone (n=6, data from Fig. 4.1) or 

simulated ischaemia in the presence of nimodipine (n=7) (b) Pericyte constriction 

was not significantly different in the presence (n=5) or absence (n=4) of the 

thromboxane A2 receptor blocker BQ123 (1 µM) during ischaemia. (c) Pericyte 

constriction was not significantly different in the presence (n=6) or absence (n=5) 

of the endothelin A receptor blocker ICI-192605 (1 µM) during ischaemia (n=5). 
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Figure 4.3 Pericyte constriction followed by death in rigor, and the effect 
of nimodipine on pericyte death, in ischaemia. (a) Focal constriction of a 

capillary imaged at different times (shown on the pictures) and pericyte death 

induced by simulated ischaemia (bottom right: fluorescence image of propidium 

iodide labelling: yellow arrowhead = pericyte; blue arrowhead = endothelial cell; 

red fluorescence = propidium iodide (PI) labelling of dead cells). Some 

movement of the slice, was induced by the ischaemia. (b) Effect of nimodipine 

on pericyte death in simulated ischaemia as a function of time (n=5 pericyes for 

ischaemia alone and n= 5 pericytes for ischaemia in nimodipine.  
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Chapter 5: Effect of amyloid β oligomers on capillary 
pericytes 

5.1 Introduction 

AD is characterised neuropathologically by (Aβ-laden) senile plaques, 

neurofibrillary tangles (comprised of phosphorylated tau), and synaptic and 

neuronal loss (Braak and Braak, 1991). Accompanying these pathological 

hallmarks in most patients with AD (Love and Miners, 2016), however, are a 

range of pathological vascular changes including, notably, cerebral amyloid 

angiopathy (CAA) (Attems et al., 2005). In this condition, Aβ1-42 (the 

predominant species of Aβ in arterial/arteriolar and capillary CAA in AD 

(Attems & Jellinger, 2005; Attems et al., 2004; Roher et al., 1993)) 

accumulates in the vessel walls and perivascular spaces. This compromises 

vessel integrity and increases the risk of haemorrhage, microinfarction and 

cerebral hypoperfusion.  

In addition there are morphological changes to capillaries, which appear 

to occur independently of CAA. Indeed, around the time that the amyloid 

hypothesis for AD was first proposed (Hardy and Allsop, 1991; Kang et al., 

1987; Selkoe, 1991), it was reported that capillaries in the brains of AD 

patients showed an abnormal focally-constricted morphology (Hashimura et 

al., 1991; Kimura et al., 1991), similar to that produced by pericyte contraction 

(Hall et al., 2014; Peppiatt et al., 2006). Others too have reported significant 

changes in the capillary bed in AD, including a reduction in capillary length, 

diameter and density, as well as documenting the presence of thin ‘string 

vessels’, postulated to represent degenerated capillaries devoid of 

endothelial cells and pericytes (Buee et al., 1994; Bouras et al., 2006; 
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Kitaguchi et al., Fischer et al., 1990; Bell & Ball, 1981; Hunter et al., 2012; 

Meyer et al., 2008; Smith & Greenberg, 2009).  

Following the publication of the amyloid hypothesis for AD, much 

succeeding work focused on Aβ- and tau-evoked damage to neurons, though 

increasing evidence suggests a role for vascular disturbance in the onset of 

AD, an idea formalised in 1993 (de la Torre & Mussivand, 1993; Thomas et 

al., 1996). This concept is supported by observations of reduced cerebral 

blood flow early in the development of the disease (Iturria-Medina et al., 

2016) and by the fact that reduced cerebral blood flow increases Aβ 

production (Sun et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2007). Investigations into the 

vasoactive effects of Aβ in AD have tended to focus on arteries and arterioles 

(Deane et al., 2003; Dietrich et al., 2010; Niwa et al., 2001; Thomas et al., 

1996), but in the CNS the majority of the vascular resistance is located in 

capillaries (Gould et al., 2017), suggesting that the cause of the AD-

associated reduction in blood flow may lie here.  

As discussed above, a subset of pericytes on capillary walls is 

contractile and can alter cerebral blood flow by adjusting their contractile tone 

(Hall et al., 2014; Peppiatt et al., 2006) (section 1.2.16). Furthermore, in a 

rodent model of AD there is disrupted control of capillary blood flow 

(Gutiérrez-Jiménez et al., 2017). I therefore investigated how pericytes were 

affected by Aβ1-42 oligomers, the molecular species believed to be 

responsible for Aβ’s toxic effects in AD (Attems et al., 2004; Benilova et al., 

2012; Klein et al., 2001). To maximise the relevance to human disease, I 

used living human brain slices derived from neurosurgically-resected brain 

tissue (removed to access tumours) to study acute responses to Aβ, and 
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rapidly-fixed human brain biopsy tissue (with or without Aβ deposition) to 

assess pericyte responses to long-term accumulation of Aβ in human AD. 

The mechanisms of the effects seen in human tissue were then defined in 

rodent brain slices. 

5.2 Methods (for detailed methods see the relevant sections in Chapter 2) 

5.2.1 Species and preparation  

 The experiments described in this chapter were performed on live 

human cortical tissue, human cortical biopsy tissue rapidly fixed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde, and live cortical tissue from P21 Sprague-Dawley rats of 

either sex. Human and rodent tissue was obtained, processed and stored as 

described in Section 2.2. The general condition of human neocortical tissue 

slices used for live imaging was inferior to that of P21 rat neocortical slices. 

This is probably due to a combination of factors, including the relatively 

traumatic means by which the tissue must be obtained, the unavoidable time 

delay during transportation of the tissue to the lab (15 mins) and the 

increased difficulty encountered with slicing heavily myelinated live adult 

human cortical brain tissue. 

5.2.2 Extracellular solution 

 For live imaging experiments, human and rodent cortical slices were 

superfused with aCSF extracellular fluid with or without drugs as described in 

Sections 2.1.1 – 2.1.2.  

5.2.3 Oligomerising Aβ and assessing the form and concentration of Aβ 

applied  

 Aβ was oligomerised as described in Section 2.4.1. Quantification of Aβ 
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peptide concentration following oligomerisation (see Section 2.4.1) showed 

that the amount of the molecule remaining as soluble monomers and 

oligomers was 28.7±2.9% (n=4) of the total concentration added for Aβ1-42, 

39.9±1.5% (n=3) for Aβ1-40, and 43.6±2.3% for scrambled Aβ1-42. 

Concentrations stated in the results section below have been corrected for 

these factors. Assessment of the degree of aggregation of the Aβ isoforms 

following oligomerisation (see Section 2.4.1) showed that the predominant 

species produced (other than monomers) for Aβ1-42 and Aβ1-40 had a 

molecular weight of 4 to 5 times that of monomers, whereas scrambled Aβ1-42 

formed mainly monomers (Fig. 5.1). 

5.2.4 Imaging capillaries  

 As described in detail in section 2.3, healthy capillaries (<10 µm in 

diameter, mean diameter 5.61±0.03 µm (n=299) in rat, and 5.08±0.33 µm 

(n=12) in human, with no rings of arteriolar smooth muscle around them) 

were selected as previously described (Mishra et al., 2014). Regions of them 

were imaged which were in focus in a single image plane over at least 30 µm 

along the length of a capillary, and exhibited a candidate pericyte with a 

bump-on-a-log morphology (shown in Figs. 5.2a and 5.3a below). A CCD 

camera was then used to capture images 100 µm square during superfusion 

of drugs. Capillary diameter was measured from the resulting movies, by an 

analyst blinded to the time and identity of drug application, by placing a line 

across the lumen on magnified images. In some experiments pericytes were 

explicitly identified prior to imaging by incubating slices for 30 min in 10 µg/ml 

isolectin B4 conjugated to Alexa 488, which binds to α-D-galactose residues 
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in the basement membrane secreted by pericytes and endothelial cells, and 

outlines pericytes (Mishra et al., 2014). This allowed 2-photon imaging (using 

a Zeiss LSM710 microscope, excitation wavelength 800 nm) of the 

endothelial tube and the pericytes on it (shown in Fig. 5.3b below).  

5.2.5 Assessing pericyte death 

 As described in detail in section 2.3.6, P21 Sprague-Dawley rat brain 

slices (250 µm thick) were incubated in a multi-well plate, with oxygen blown 

gently at the surface, in aCSF, or aCSF with oligomerised Aβ1-42 or ET-1 

added. All extracellular solutions contained isolectin B4 to label the 

microvasculature basement membrane and 7.5 µM propidium iodide to label 

cells with membranes that had become non-specifically permeable (Hall et 

al., 2014) and were thus deemed to be dead cells (Fig. 5.6). After 3 hours 

incubation, slices were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, and imaged on a Zeiss 

LSM700 confocal microscope. To avoid counting cells killed by the slicing 

procedure, quantification of the percentage of pericytes that were dead 

excluded cells within 20 µm of the slice surface. 

5.2.6 Immunohistochemistry of human tissue 

This was performed as described in detail in section 2.5  

5.2.7 Human biopsy data 

 As described in section 2.6. fixed human tissue from patients with 

cognitive decline was obtained from diagnostic brain biopsies, performed as 

part of routine clinical investigations at the National Hospital for Neurology 

and Neurosurgery, Queen Square, London. 
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5.2.8 Statistical analysis 

This was performed as described in detail in section 2.7. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Oligomeric Aβ constricts human cortical capillaries  

Aβ was oligomerised (see Section 2.4.1), and silver staining of SDS-

PAGE gels was used to assess the degree of aggregation of the Aβ isoforms. 

The predominant species produced (other than monomers) for Aβ1-42 and 

Aβ1-40 had a molecular weight of 4 to 5 times that of monomers, whereas 

scrambled Aβ1-42 formed mainly monomers (Fig. 5.1a). Applying soluble 

oligomeric Aβ1-42 (oligomers + monomers, 72 nM after correction for loss of 

material in the oligomerisation process: see Section 2.4.1) to human brain 

slices evoked a slowly developing constriction of capillaries that reduced their 

diameter by ~25% (p=0.01) after 40 mins (Fig. 5.2a, b). For a fixed pressure 

across the capillary bed, a focal constriction of this magnitude at pericyte 

somata is predicted to reduce cerebral blood flow by 45% if it occurred 

throughout the capillary network (see section 2.7.2).  

Tissue obtained for these experiments came from the following patients: 

a 40-year old female with a glioma, a 46-year old male with a glioma, a 35-

year old with a glioblastoma multiforme (grade IV glioma) and a 38-year old 

male with a glioma. Tissue sent for histopathological examination from these 

four patients showed no evidence of tumour invasion. 
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5.3.2 Amyloid β oligomers constrict rodent capillaries 

 As the limited availability of live human tissue precludes detailed 

analysis of the mechanism underlying the Aβ-evoked constriction, I carried 

out experiments on cortical slices from 21 day-old rats to investigate this. 

As for human capillaries, Aβ1−42 and also Aβ1−40 evoked a constriction of 

rat capillaries near pericyte locations that was visible using either bright field 

illumination or 2-photon fluorescence imaging of isolectin B4 (Fig. 5.3a, b). 

The time course of the Aβ-evoked constriction was similar to that in human 

cortex (Fig. 5.3c), reaching ~16% after 1 hour (p=0.006 for Aβ1-42 and 0.048 

for   Aβ1-40). Capillaries monitored for an hour without applying Aβ, or those to 

which a version of Aβ1−42 with a scrambled sequence was applied (prepared as 

for the Aβ oligomers), showed no significant diameter change (Fig. 5.3c). 

Scrambled Aβ1-42 does not form oligomers (Fig. 5.1), unlike Aβ1−42 and 

Aβ1−40, which may indicate oligomer formation is obligatory for an effect on 

pericytes. The pericyte-mediated constriction evoked by Aβ1−42 showed a 

Michaelis-Menten dependence on Aβ concentration, with an EC50 of 4.7 nM 

(Fig. 5.3d) - a concentration similar to that of soluble Aβ oligomers in the 

brains of AD patients (~6 nM, from the TBS fraction in Table 1 of Roberts et 

al., 2017).  

5.3.3 Aβ oligomers constrict capillaries via endothelin signalling to 

pericytes 

The Aβ1−42-evoked capillary constriction in rat cortical slices was blocked 

by the endothelin-1 (ET-1) type A receptor blocker BQ123 (1 µM, p=0.008), or 

by application of superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1, 150 units/ml, p=3.7x10-6) 
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which scavenges reactive superoxide generated when Aβ activates NADPH 

oxidase in immune cells (Fig. 5.4), as previously reported for the effect of Aβ 

on arteries and isolated penetrating arterioles (Deane et al., 2003; Dietrich et 

al., 2010; Niwa et al., 2001). Neither of these agents alone affected capillary 

diameter: BQ123 evoked a -0.7±5.2% dilation in 13 vessels, while SOD1 

evoked a 3.4±5.8% dilation in 9 vessels). Unlike for Aβ1−40 effects on blood flow 

in vivo (Deane et al., 2003), blocking binding of Aβ to the receptor for 

advanced glycation endproducts (RAGE) using FPS-ZM1 (1 µM) had no 

effect on the pericyte constriction (p=0.34, Fig. 5.4), reflecting the fact that we 

applied Aβ in the extracellular fluid, while RAGE is only needed to transport 

Aβ into the brain from the blood (Deane et al., 2003).  

I showed in Chapter 3 that pericytes constrict in response to 

application of ET-1 and that this constriction was blocked by the type A 

receptor blocker BQ123, but not by the type B receptor blocker BQ788. 

Figure 5.5a and c show that generating reactive oxygen species with H2O2 

also evokes a pericyte-mediated constriction of pericytes. Interestingly, ET-1 

still evoked a constriction in the presence of the ROS scavenger SOD1 

(p=1.3x10-8, Fig. 5.5b) implying that, when Aβ is applied, ET-1 acts 

downstream of superoxide. In contrast, the constriction evoked by reactive 

oxygen species generating using H2O2 was reduced by BQ123 (p=0.03, Fig. 

5.5c), suggesting that H2O2 constricts pericytes, at least in part, via 

endothelin receptor activation. These data establish Aβ1−42−evoked generation 

of reactive oxygen species, presumably by resident microglia (Bianca et al., 

1995) or perivascular macrophages (Park et al., 2017), as being upstream of 

the elevated level (Luo & Grammas, 2010; Palmer et al., 2012) (or potentiated 
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effect: Paris et al., 2003) of endothelin, which makes pericytes constrict 

capillaries. 

5.3.4 Acute exposure to Aβ oligomers or endothelin does not lead to 

pericyte death 

 In profound ischaemia, pericyte-evoked constriction of capillaries is 

followed by the pericytes dying in rigor, probably because of an excessive 

rise of [Ca2+]i, thus maintaining a decreased capillary diameter and a long-

lasting decrease of blood flow (Hall et al., 2014). Pericytes also die after 

accumulating Aβ in AD (reviewed by Hamilton et al., 2010). We assessed 

whether exposure to 1.4 µM Aβ1−42 or 100 nM ET-1 for 3 hours had a similar 

effect on pericyte health, by applying propidium iodide to label cells with 

membranes that had become non-specifically permeable (Hall et al., 2014) 

(Fig. 5.6a). These procedures did not significantly increase pericyte death on 

this time scale (Fig. 5.6b, p=0.85 for Aβ1-42 and 0.59 for ET-1). 

5.3.5 Chronic effect of amyloid β on human capillary pericytes 

Since acute exposure to Aβ cannot mimic the slow increase which 

occurs over decades in human AD patients, I studied rapidly-fixed brain 

cortical biopsy tissue from patients being investigated for cognitive decline of 

unknown cause. Tissue sections were labelled with antibodies to Aβ 

(recognising residues 8-17 of Aβ), PDGFRβ (to label pericytes) and 

phosphorylated tau. Of 13 patients (for demographics, see Section 2.6), 7 

turned out to have Aβ deposition while 6 did not. Specimen images of their 

vessels and Aβ labelling are shown in Fig. 5.7a, b. Pericytes were readily 

identifiable from their PDGFRβ labelling.  
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Averaging over 120-140 adjacent fields of view (400 µm square in 

size, randomly placed on each section as a 5x4 grid of squares) in tissue 

from the two types of patient, it was found that the mean capillary diameter 

was reduced by 8.1% (p=0.0007) in the patients with Aβ deposition (5121 

diameters measured) compared to those without Aβ deposition (3921 

diameters measured: Fig. 5.7c). I was blinded to the patients’ condition while 

doing this analysis. 

To assess whether this diameter reduction was a non-specific effect of 

AD, or was pericyte-related, I plotted the capillary diameter measurements as 

a function of the distance from the nearest PDGFRβ-labelled pericyte soma 

(see Section 2.6). In patients with no detectable Aβ deposition the capillary 

diameter increased at locations near pericyte somata compared to at 

locations far from the soma (~25% larger, the slope of the line is significantly 

less than zero, p=3.7x10-7 for 813 data points from 6 such patients, Fig 5.7d). 

A similar increase in capillary diameter near pericyte somata has previously 

been found in rodent brain capillaries in vivo (Hall et al., 2014), and attributed 

to the presence of the soma inducing more growth of the endothelial tube. In 

contrast, in patients with Aβ deposition, the capillary diameter was 

significantly reduced near the pericyte somata compared to locations distant 

from the somata (Fig. 5.7d; ~30% smaller, slope of line is significantly greater 

than zero, p=1.6x10-20 for 1313 data points from 7 patients), as expected if 

pericytes cause the capillary constriction by contracting their circumferential 

processes which are mainly located near their somata. Mathematical 

modelling indicates that this constriction is predicted to reduce flow by ~50% 

compared to if there were no constriction (see Section 2.7.2).  
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The subjects were classified by neuropathologists assessing the Aβ-

labelled biopsies as having either “no Aβ deposition”, “moderate Aβ 

deposition” or “severe Aβ deposition” in the parenchyma (as diffuse deposits 

and/or as plaques with central amyloid cores, Fig. 5.8a). The mean slope 

from graphs like those in Fig. 5.7d, for 6 patients with no Aβ deposition, 3 

patients with moderate deposition and 4 patients with severe Aβ deposition, 

showed a progressive change from negative (implying a larger capillary 

diameter at the soma) to positive (implying a smaller diameter at the soma) 

as the severity of the Aβ deposition increased (Fig. 5.8b, p=0.003 compared 

with a relationship with zero slope), supporting further the idea that Aβ is the 

cause of the capillary constriction. Plotting similar graphs for the slope 

against the neuropathologist-assessed degree of cerebral amyloid 

angiopathy or phosphorylated tau labelling (see Fig. 5.9a, b), gave a broadly 

similar trend with disease severity, but with a higher p value (0.013 and 0.007 

respectively). 

To quantify Aβ level more rigorously, we measured light absorption by 

the peroxidase product generated by the Aβ antibody, in the region where the 

vessel diameters were measured in each biopsy (see section 2.6: although 

this measure of Aβ may largely reflect the presence of plaques, it is likely that 

the soluble Aβ concentration is maintained by, and correlates with, the 

presence of the plaques). Plotting the slopes of the graphs of capillary 

diameter against distance from pericyte soma for each biopsy, against the 

amount of Aβ deposition, again showed a monotonic progression from a 

negative slope to a positive slope as Aβ deposition increased, but with the 

change of slope occurring more strongly at low levels of Aβ deposition (Fig. 
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5.8c). Similarly, plotting the extrapolated value of the capillary diameter at the 

pericyte soma for each biopsy as a function of Aβ deposition showed that the 

diameter was reduced more strongly by low levels of Aβ, with less further 

constriction as deposition increased (Fig. 5.8d). 

5.4 Discussion  

My data demonstrate that, at low nanomolar concentrations, soluble 

Aβ1−42  oligomers evoke a constriction of human cortical capillaries, mediated by 

pericytes. Capillaries are the site in the cortical vasculature where most of the 

resistance to flow is located (Gould et al., 2017), and so are the site where 

diameter changes will reduce blood flow most (although arteries (Niwa et al., 

2001) and arterioles (Dietrich et al., 2010) are also reported to be constricted 

by Aβ). In rodents I have shown that this constriction is the result of reactive 

oxygen species generation activating endothelin signalling, via ETA receptors, 

which makes pericytes constrict the capillaries. The EC50 for Aβ's action, 4.7 

nM, is comparable to the concentration of soluble Aβ found in the brain (6 

nM, from the TBS fraction in Table 1 of Roberts et al. (2017)) and two factors 

indicate that the effects seen are pathologically relevant. First, analysing the 

diameter of capillaries in human patients with cognitive decline, who either 

showed or lacked deposition of Aβ, shows that Alzheimer’s pathology leads 

to capillary constriction specifically at pericytes (Fig. 5.7d), with a magnitude 

that is estimated to reduce blood flow by a factor of at least 2. Second, the 

magnitude of the capillary constriction in dementia patients increases with the 

severity of Aβ deposition (Fig. 5.8d). 
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 Both the reduction of basal blood flow produced by Aβ, and a 

reduction in the blood flow increase normally produced by neuronal activity 

(Park et al., 2004), which may also reflect the action of Aβ on pericytes (Hall 

et al., 2014), will decrease the energy supply to the brain. This is turn 

increases Aβ production by upregulating β-amyloid converting enzyme (β-

secretase 1, BACE1: Sun et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2007). Consequently, the 

regulation of pericyte-mediated capillary constriction by Aβ may act as an 

amplifying mechanism in a positive feedback loop (Fig. 5.10), increasing the 

level of Aβ and tau aggregation which ultimately lead to the loss of synapses 

and neurons. 

5.5 Conclusion 

 Aβ oligomers constrict brain capillaries via ROS- and endothelin-

mediated signalling to pericytes, an effect that probably explains the early 

cerebral blood flow disturbances seen in AD. The data in this thesis chapter 

suggest several potential therapeutic approaches for early AD, based on the 

mechanisms generating pericyte constriction. Aβ-evoked generation of 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) might be targeted, but this would require 

resolving whether these are generated by resident microglia (Bianca et al., 

1999) or perivascular macrophages (Park et al., 2017), and ROS may play 

important signalling roles in pathways other than the one controlling 

endothelin effects. A more promising approach, therefore, might be to try to 

reduce endothelin release (which is presumably from microglia or endothelial 

cells, the brain cells expressing endothelin strongly: Zhang et al., 2014) or the 

effects of endothelin specifically on its type A receptors located on CNS 

pericytes. This could be achieved, for example, by generating an endothelin 
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receptor blocker which also binds to another target protein on pericytes, such 

as the PDGF receptor β or the proteoglycan NG2. This concept raises the 

question of whether Aβ also evokes constriction of capillaries in other 

vascular beds by acting through pericytes, in which case drugs might be 

usefully targeted at all pericytes, and not just those in the brain. 
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Figure 5.1 Oligomerisation of Aβ. 

Silver staining of an SDS-PAGE gel for solutions of Aβ1-42, Aβ1-40, and 

scrambled Aβ1-42. Scrambled Aβ1-42 forms only monomers, while Aβ1-42, and 

Aβ1-40 also form low molecular weight oligomers. 
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Figure 5.2 Oligomeric Aβ acts on pericytes to constrict 

capillaries in human brain slices. (a) Bright field images of a 

capillary before and after superfusion of 70 nM Aβ1−42 (dashed lines 

indicate wall), showing one region (red line) being constricted by 

pericytes and one region (yellow line) that is not constricted. (b) 

Graph shows mean diameter change at 4 pericyte locations from 3 

slices treated with Aβ and 3 pericyte locations from 3 slices treated 

with aCSF. 
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Figure 5.3 Aβ acts to constrict rat capillaries via a high affinity binding site. 
(a-b) Bright field images (a) and 2-photon images of IB4 fluoresence (b) of 

capillaries in rat cortical slices in normal aCSF and after superfusion with 70 nM 

Aβ1-42 for 1 hour, showing capillary constriction near pericytes. (c) Mean time 

course of normalised capillary diameter during superfusion with aCSF (n=51 

vessels), scrambled Aβ1-42
 (109 nM, n=32), Aβ1-42 (70 nM, n=20) or Aβ1-40 (100 nM, 

n=6). (d) Constriction produced after 1 hour by different concentrations of Aβ1-42 

(n=51, 11, 10, 19 and 20 for 0, 2.9, 14, 57 and 70 nM). Curve through the points is 

a Michaelis-Menten relation with a best-fit Km of 4.7 nM. 
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Figure 5.4 Aβ acts via reactive oxygen species and endothelin type A 
receptors. Mean time course of normalised capillary diameter during 

superfusion with 57 nM Aβ1-42 alone (n=19), or in the presence of superoxide 

dismutase 1 (SOD1, 150 units/ml, n=19), the ET-A receptor blocker BQ123 (1 

µM, n=14), or the RAGE blocker FPS-ZM1 (1 µM, n=8). 
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Figure 5.5 Endothelin type A receptor blockade attenuates reactive 
oxygen species mediated capillary constriction. (a) Bright field images 

showing that H2O2 (1 mM) evokes a focal capillary constriction (times shown on 

images, with application starting at t=0 min). (b) SOD1 (150 U/ml, n=8) does not 

block the constriction evoked by endothelin (ET-1, 5 nM, n=12),. (c) The 

reactive oxygen species generator H2O2 (1 mM, n=9) evokes capillary 

constriction which is reduced by the ET-A receptor blocker BQ123 (1 µM, 

n=11). 
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Figure 5.6 Acute exposure to Aβ oligomers or endothelin does not lead 
to pericyte death. (a) Top panels, left to right: Identifying ‘live’ pericytes by 

‘bump-on-a-log’ morphology and absence of PI-labelling (white arrow). 

Bottom panels, left to right: Identifying dead pericytes labelled with PI 

(white arrows). (b) Incubating rat brain slices in solution containing Aβ1-42 

oligomers (1.4 µM, n=28) or ET1 (100 nM, n=30) for 3 hours does not 

increase pericyte death over that seen when incubating for the same period in 

aCSF (n=27). 
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Figure 5.7 Pericyte-mediated capillary constriction occurs in humans 
with Aβ deposits. (a-b) Sample images of human cortical biopsies, 

labelled for PDGFRβ to show pericytes (arrows), from patients lacking (a) 

or exhibiting (b) Aβ deposits (immunostaining brown, haematoxylin 

counterstain blue). Red lines indicate capillary diameter. (c) Mean diameter 

of capillaries in patients lacking (3921 diameters measured) or exhibiting 

(5121 diameters measured) Aβ deposits (number of images measured 

shown on bars). (d) Dependence of capillary diameter on distance (in 5 µm 

bins, from 0-5, 5-10, 10-15 and 15-20 µm) from a visible pericyte soma for 

patients lacking or exhibiting (pooling moderate and severe Aβ deposition) 

Aβ deposits. P values assess whether slope of regression line is 

significantly different from zero. 
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Figure 5.8 Magnitude of the capillary constriction in dementia patients 
increases with the severity of Aβ deposition. (a) Examples of Aβ labelling 

assessed by the neuropathologist as absent, moderate or severe. (b) Slope of 

regression lines (averaged over patients), as in Fig. 5.7d, as a function of 

parenchymal Aβ load as rated by neuropathologist. (c) Slope of regression lines 

as in Fig. 5.7d as a function of the severity of Aβ deposition measured optically, 

with subjects grouped by colour (defined in b) as classified by neuropathologist. 

(d) Dependence of extrapolated diameter at the pericyte soma (as in Fig. 5.7d) 

on severity of Aβ deposition measured optically, with subjects grouped as 

classified by the neuropathologist. Lines through data in b-d are to show the 

trends in the data. 
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Figure 5.9 Magnitude of the capillary constriction in dementia patients 
increases with the severity of Tau and CAA pathology. Slope of regression 

lines (averaged over patients), as in Fig. 5.7d, as a function of (a) parenchymal 

tau load and (b) severity of CAA pathology as rated by neuropathologist. (c) 
Regressing mean capillary diameter against age from all patients or from the 

patients lacking Aβ deposition showed that there was no significant dependence 

on age.  
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Figure 5.10 Aβ  effects on capillaries may amplify the onset of AD. 

Amyloid β oligomers activate NADPH oxidase in immune cells (Bianca et 

al., 1999; Park et al., 2017) to generate reactive oxidative species (ROS). 

These in turn release, or potentiate the constricting effects of endothelin, 

which acts via ETA receptors on pericytes on capillaries - the locus (Gould 

et al., 2017) of the largest component of vascular resistance within the brain 

parenchyma. Capillary constriction decreases cerebral blood flow and 

hence the supply of oxygen and glucose to the brain, which increases the 

production of Aβ, in part by upregulating (Sun et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 

2007) expression of β-amyloid converting enzyme (β-secretase 1, BACE1), 

thus forming an amplifying positive feedback loop. Either directly, or via tau 

production, or via the decrease in oxygen and glucose supply that it 

produces, a rise in Aβ concentration leads to the loss of synapses and 

neurons. Potential sites for therapeutic intervention are highlighted at the 

stages of ROS (SOD1) and endothelin receptors (BQ123). 
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Chapter 6: Suggestions for future work and final conclusion 

In this chapter I will suggest further experiments that could be done to 

advance the research described in Chapters 3-5. 

6.1 Reducing pericyte constriction of capillaries and death in ischaemia  

In order to further examine whether nimodipine (and other candidate 

drugs) can prevent pericyte constriction and death in cerebral ischaemia 

(based on my data), other members of the Attwell lab are performing 

experiments in vitro, using oxygen-glucose deprivation (OGD) (without 

antimycin and iodoacetate) to simulate tissue ischaemia in incubated rodent 

cortical slices, in tandem with in vivo experiments, employing a rodent middle 

cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) stroke model. 

The in vitro work has already yielded promising results for the effect of 

nimodipine on pericyte death during ischaemia with re-oxygenation, whilst 

work in the MCAO stroke model is ongoing. The method used for the in vitro 

OGD ischaemia experiments has been previously described (Hall et al., 

2014). Nimodipine was found to significantly reduce pericye death following 

ischaemia with re-oxygentation (see Fig. 6.1): reoxygenation after OGD led to 

70.1±6.7% of pericytes dying but with OGD+nimodipine, this was reduced to 

42.2±5.4% (n=6 each, p=0.018). Nimodipine did not however, have a 

significant effect in reducing pericyte death in ischaemia without re-

oxygenation (p=0.32 vs control). 
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6.2 Using NeuroTrace and ET1 in vivo to determine the contractility of 

subdivisions of the capillary bed according to pericyte morphology 

 Following on from the work in Chapter 3, it needs to be determined 

whether NeuroTrace-labelled pericytes in live brain slices are using α or other 

forms of smooth muscle actin as their contractile apparatus, and whether 

pericytes with longitudinally extensive processes are contractile in vivo. This 

could be achieved by introducing ET1 to the immediate locality of 

NeuroTrace-labelled pericytes with a glass patch-clamp pipette, whilst 

performing 2-photon imaging through a cranial window in an anaesthetised 

rodent (with FITC dextran introduced intravenously to outline the cerebral 

vasculature). 

 Further work is also required to determine whether in pathological 

conditions when ET and other vasoactive substances are released (e.g. 

Alzheimer’s disease, subarachnoid haemorrhage (Vergouwen et al., 2012)), 

the capillary bed constricts more readily in response to the released ET than 

does the arteriolar network. 

6.3 Using an Alzheimer’s mouse model to test potential treatments for 

Aβ- meditated capillary constriction 

 As stated in Chapter 5, targeting pericyte ETA receptors may be a 

therapeutic option for preventing Aβ-mediated capillary constriction in AD. 

Initial work towards this goal will require determining whether or not Aβ- 

mediated constriction of the capillary bed develops in an AD mouse model. 

Our laboratory has therefore obtained knock-in AD model mice (harbouring 

Swedish and Beyereuthian/Iberian mutations ± APP Artic mutation) that 
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overproduce Aβ1-42 without overproducing APP (Saito et al., 2014), and 

crossed them with the NG2-DsRedC56BL/6J mice, in which pericytes 

express the fluorescent protein DsRed under the control of the promoter for 

the proteoglycan NG2. These mice develop typical Aβ pathology, 

neuroinflammation and memory impairment in an age–dependent manner 

(Saito et al., 2014). We plan to perform in-vivo 2-photon imaging of FITC 

outlined cortical capillaries in these ADmodel/DsRed crossed mice, to 

determine whether there is progressive, age-dependent constriction of the 

capillary bed compared to litter-mate wild-type/DsRed controls. If AD 

model/DsRed crossed mice do show evidence of progressive capillary 

constriction, it would be interesting to see if this occurs prior to the 

development of Aβ plaques (typically at 3 months of age: Saito et al., 2014) 

and to determine whether capillary constriction can be prevented with drug 

treatment. 

6.4 Final Conclusion!

 The human brain contains approximately 640 km of blood vessels that 

supply brain cells with oxygen and glucose and remove carbon dioxide and 

other metabolic waste products from the brain to the systemic circulation 

(Kisler et al., 2017; Sweeney et al., 2018; Zlokovic, 2008;). Although 

representing only 2% of total body mass, the brain consumes ~20% of the 

body’s glucose and oxygen and is capable of rapidly increasing blood flow 

and oxygen delivery to its activated regions (a process known as 

neurovascular coupling) (Iadecola, 2013; Kisler et al., 2017; Sweeney et al., 

2018). Capillaries are the smallest cerebral blood vessels but account for  

~85% of cerebral vessel length (Zlokovic, 2008), are the locus of the largest 
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component of vascular resistance within the brain parenchyma (Gould et al., 

2017) and are a major site of the BBB (Zlokovic, 2008).  

 In the human brain, pericytes are present at 65 µm intervals along blood 

vessels (Hall et al., 2014) and thus constitute a significant cell population; yet 

pericytes are the subject of less than 1 in 1000 papers published on the brain 

in Pubmed. These bibliographic data suggest that despite recent advances, 

our ignorance of the role of pericytes in health and disease implies missed 

therapeutic opportunities.  

 Numerous studies have shown that pericytes play an important part in 

disparate CNS disorders including, epilepsy (Leal-Campanario et al., 2017), 

spinal cord injury (Li et al., 2017), Huntington’s disease (HD) (Drouin-Ouellet 

et al., 2015), multiple sclerosis (MS) (Rustenhoven et al., 2017), glioma 

(Svensson et al., 2015), radiation necrosis (Lee et al., 2017), motor neuron 

disease (Winkler et al., 2013) and cortical spreading depression (a wave of 

profound neuronal depolarization triggered by brain trauma, epilepsy or 

during migraine attacks) (Khennouf, et al 2018). It was also recently shown 

that pericytes have an important role in white-matter health and disease: 

pericyte degeneration leads to phenotypic changes in mice similar to those 

described in the white-matter disease associated with small-vessel disease 

contributing to dementia in humans (Montagne et al., 2018). Pericyte 

degeneration disrupted white-matter microcirculation, resulting in the 

accumulation of toxic blood-derived fibrin(ogen) deposits and blood-flow 

reductions, which triggered a loss of myelin, axons and oligodendrocytes. 

This disrupted brain circuits, leading to white-matter functional deficits before 

neuronal loss occurred. Other neurological disorders associated with 
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cognitive impairment, cerebrovascular dysfunction and white matter lesions, 

including AD (Baloyannis & Boloyannis, 2012; Farkas & Luiten, 2001; 

Halliday et al., 2016; Miners et al., 2017; Sengillo et al., 2013), mild dementia 

(Montagne et al., 2015), stroke (Hall et al., 2014; Peppiatt et al., 2006) and 

CADASIL (the most common genetic ischemic small-vessel disease 

associated with cognitive impairment) (Ghosh et al., 2015), also exhibit 

pericyte degeneration, including loss of pericyte coverage in the white matter 

(Montagne et al., 2018). 

 The detrimental role of pericytes in neurological disorders seem to occur 

through distinct, themed responses: pericyte constriction of CNS capillaries to 

reduce basal cerebral blood flow and disrupt neurovascular coupling, death of 

pericytes or their decreased expression of PDGFRβ leading to a breakdown 

of BBB function, their role in glial scar formation and vasculogenesis, and 

their regulation of immune cell entry in to the CNS (Cheng et al., 2018).  

 In this thesis, I focused primarily on investigating deleterious constriction 

of cortical capillaries by pericytes in stroke and AD, and determining whether 

human cortical capillaries are morphologically and functionally similar to 

rodent capillaries. I have now shown that human cortical capillary pericytes 

have a similar morphology and are able to constrict and relax capillaries in 

the same way as has been shown for rodent cortical capillary pericytes. I 

found that endothelin is a powerful vasoconstrictor of the cortical capillary bed 

and has a more rapid constricting effect on cortical capillaries than cortical 

arterioles. Futhermore, using endothelin and NeuroTrace-labelling, I was able 

to demonstrate that capillaries with longitudinally processes (which are found 

in the middle of the capillary bed) are contractile, raising the possibility that 
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pericytes are capable of controlling blood flow throughout the capillary 

network using contractile apparatus other than α smooth muscle actin (e.g. β 

or γ actin).  

 In further work using live brain slices, I found that ischaemia-driven 

constriction of pericytes may be delayed by pharmacological intervention with 

nimodipine, which spurred further experiments demonstrating that pericyte 

death can be prevented by treatment with the same drug during ischaemia 

followed by re-oxygenation. These findings suggest that nimodipine warrants 

further investigation as a potential treatment (to delay pericyte constriction 

and death to prevent no reflow) to be given at the same time as, or perhaps 

before, thrombolysis/ mechanical thrombectomy.  

 Considering that pericytes have recently been shown to play a role in 

the pathogensis of subcortical vascular dementia (a disease for which there 

are currently no licenced treatments) (Montagne et al., 2018), and that 

nimodipine inhibits pericyte mediated constriction of brain capillaries and 

subsequent death in rigor during ischaemia, it will be intesting to see the 

outcome of an ongoing randomised controlled trial of calcium channel 

blockade with ‘Amlodipine For the treatment oF subcortical ischaEmic 

vasCular demenTia’ (AFFECT; Greenan et al., 2016). This trial is based on 

the hypothesis that treatment with amlodipine can improve outcomes for 

patients with subcortical ischaemic vascular dementia in a phase IIb, multi-

centre, double-blind, placebo-controlled randomised trial. Of course, if any 

beneficial outcomes are found, it will be difficult to determine whether these 

are in any part attributable to the action of calcium channel blockers on 

pericytes.  
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Moving from investigations relevant to the role played by pericytes in 

acute disturbances of cortical blood flow, I focused on the role of pericytes in 

Alzheimer’s disease, where chronic blood flow changes may play an early, 

important role in its pathogenesis. Here, I found that Aβ oligomers constrict 

human cortical capillaries at low nanomolar concentrations and that this effect 

is mediated by generation of reactive oxygen species, which activates 

endothelin signalling via ETA receptors. Furthermore, by analysing the 

diameter of capillaries in human patients with cognitive decline, who either 

showed or lacked deposition of Aβ, I demonstrated that Alzheimer’s 

pathology leads to capillary constriction specifically at pericytes, with a 

magnitude that is estimated to reduce blood flow by a factor of at least 2, and 

that the magnitude of the capillary constriction in dementia patients increases 

with the severity of Aβ deposition. 

These novel data on Aβ induced pericyte capillary constriction likely 

explain the recent findings by Østergaard’s group of increased capillary 

transit time heterogeneity in an aged AD mouse model and patients with 

Alzheimer’s disease AD and that cognitive decline over time in AD patients 

was associated with increasing whole brain relative transit time heterogeneity 

(Gutiérrez-Jiménez et al., 2017; Nielsen et al., 2017). Moreover, these data 

suggest several potential therapeutic approaches for early AD, the most 

promising of which perhaps is to try to reduce endothelin release or the 

effects of endothelin specifically on its type A receptors located on CNS 

pericytes, by generating an endothelin receptor blocker which also binds to 

another target protein on pericytes, such as PDGFRβ or the proteoglycan 

NG2. 
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In light of the findings of this thesis, it seems conceivable that signaling 

pathways upstream of pericyte Ca2+, or operating in parallel with pericyte 

Ca2+ (such as oxidative stress in ischaemia; Yemisci, 2009, or amyloid 

deposition in capillary walls in Type 1 CAA; Smith & Greenberg, 2009) which 

promote pericyte constriction are involved in CNS disorders and 

neurodegenerative diseases other than stroke and AD (Cheng et al., 2018). 

Diseases in which such pathways might exist include Parkinson’s disease 

(Padel et al., 2016), and HIV-associated dementia (Niu et al., 2014), where 

other forms pericyte dysfunction have previously been shown to play 

pathogenic roles. These signaling pathways could be targeted to relieve to 

capillary constriction by pericytes, which may contributing to the pathogenesis 

of these diseases. 
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Figure 6.1 Nimodipine reduces pericyte death in oxygen and glucose 
deprivation followed by re-supply of oxygen and glucose. Nimodipine (3 µM) 

significantly reduced pericyte death for OGD followed by reoxygenation (p values 

from one-way ANOVA with Holm-Bonferroni corrected post-hoc t-tests): 49.5±3.3% of 

pericytes died in OGD and 35.8±4.2% died in OGD+nimodipine (n=6 each, p=0.029); 

reoxygenation after OGD led to 70.1±6.7% of pericytes dying but with 

OGD+nimodipine this was reduced to 42.2±5.4% (n=6 each, p=0.018). Work carried 

out by Fergus O’Farrell in the Attwell lab. 
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